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A growing focus on ensuring sustainable business and continuity has shown gaps in the 
effectiveness of traditional supply chain risk management and lean strategies; this has 
prompted an interest in a relatively new supply chain concept called “resilience.” This thesis 
aimed to identify the critical sources of supply chain vulnerability exposed by the Covid-19 
pandemic. A key focus was on finding the crucial resilience factors that could aid in combating 
the exposed vulnerabilities based on which a framework for resilience could be created. 

This thesis is a multi-case study with its empirical portion consisting of semi-structured 
interviews within the Finnish manufacturing, retail, and wholesale industries. In total, the 
study consists of six interviews conducted within five companies. The research is completed 
using cross-case analysis techniques to establish connections between the theoretical 
framework and empirical data. Correlations between supply chain vulnerability factors and 
resilience capabilities were analyzed with the Spearman correlation coefficient. The results of 
this thesis focus on identifying capability vs. vulnerability connections, resilience approach, 
and resilience capacity skewness within the participants, as well as the most common 
pandemic impacts and company approaches during the pandemic. The thesis concluded that 
companies rely primarily on proactive and passive defenses, i.e., redundancy but show a 
vested interest in creating more sophisticated forecasting and information systems to instill 
resilience in the future. Explicit connections between vulnerability and resilience factors could 
also be observed. The findings encourage further research towards supply chain resilience and 
its core concepts to better identify associated costs and typical gaps in resilience. 
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Liiketoiminnan jatkuvuus ja kestävyys ovat saaneet huomiota Covid-19 pandemian 
seurauksena. Perinteiset riskienhallinnan metodit ja tehokkuuteen tähtäävät 
toimintastrategiat ovat jättäneet kriittisiä aukoja yritysten toimitusketjuihin; näiden aukkojen 
seurauksena mielenkiinto verrattain tuoreeseen ”resilienssin” käsitteeseen on noussut. 
Tämän tutkielman tavoitteena oli luoda toimitusketjun resilienssin viitekehys ja tunnistaa 
kriittisimmät pandemian korostamat toimitusketjun haavoittuvaisuudet. Tutkimuksen 
keskiössä oli löytää tärkeimmät kyvyt resilienssin kannalta. 

Tutkimus toteutettiin laadullisia menetelmiä käyttäen. Tutkielman empiirinen osio kohdistui 
valmistavan teollisuuden, sekä vähittäis- ja tukkumyynnin aloille ja koostui kuudesta 
teemahaastattelusta viidessä eri yrityksessä. Tutkimusanalyysi toteutettiin vertailemalla 
toteutettuja tapaustutkimuksia keskenään ja teoriataustan välillä. Haavoittuvaisuuksien ja 
resilienssikykyjen välisiä yhteyksiä tutkittiin Spearmanin korrelaatiokertoimella. Tutkimuksen 
tulokset keskittyivät lisäksi tulkitsemaan yritysten resilienssikapasiteetteja ja lähestymistapoja 
resilienssin luomiseen; tutkielmassa keskityttiin luomaan käsitys yleisimmistä pandemian 
vaikutuksista ja yritysten toimintatavoista sen aikana. Tulosten avulla voitiin päätellä, että 
osallistuneet yritykset luottivat enemmän proaktiivisiin ja passiivisiin puolustuksiin, eli 
redundantteihin resursseihin. Selkeitä yhteyksiä tiettyjen haavoittuvaisuuksien ja 
resilienssikykyjen välillä voitiin myös havaita. Tutkimuksen löydökset kannustavat tutkimaan 
resilienssin konseptia lisää sen ydinkäsitteiden osalta etenkin kustannus- ja resilienssiaukkojen 
näkökulmasta. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Supply chain risk and large-scale disruptions in the supply network are not a new phenomenon 

by any stretch, but a disruption event such as the Covid-19 pandemic is unprecedented in its 

scale and impact (Nikolopoulos, Punia, Schäfers, Tsinopoulos & Vasilakis 2020, 1). Virtually all 

supply networks and companies are being affected by the Covid-19 pandemic to some extent, 

often significantly so, effectively calling in need for more resilience in supply chains. (van Hoek 

2020, 342). The Covid-19 pandemic is a relatively recent phenomenon and still ongoing at the 

time of writing (spring of 2021) with no clear end and a solution in sight. Hynes, Trump, Love, 

and Linkov (2020) wrote about the arguably diminished organizational resilience due to 

increased business complexity in the prior decades and how it has manifested itself in the 

wake of the pandemic. Current supply chains and other economic systems are immensely 

complex due to the chase of ever-increasing efficiency. As Hynes et al. (2020) also stated, the 

acquired efficiency is excellent for competitiveness, but increased complexity increases risk.  

 

In general, there are multiple well-established frameworks and managerial methods in 

proactive risk management, but often they are not inclusive of such situations as the current 

business climate. Arguably, the last time the world was in a similar state was far before 

globalization and the development of the global market during the Spanish flu (1918), so the 

situation is unprecedented, and material on risk management focused specifically on 

pandemic situations is still relatively scarce. Even the SARS-, or the H1N1-pandemic did not 

cause such systemic disruptions on a global scale. (Moritz 2020) Almost cataclysmic low 

probability high impact events are part of supply risk management in some form. Still, since 

disruptions on the pandemic level were not considered very likely, the element is not as well 

refined pre-pandemic. Resilience through agility and robustness are critical factors in surviving 

major disruptions and are closely linked to crucial risk-management resources such as 

information sharing and other supply chain capabilities. Resilience is synonymous with 

survival, making it a prime focus for Covid-19 centric research. (Brandon-Jones, Squire, Autry 

& Petersen 2014) The thesis’s key objective is to identify what factors are necessary for a risk-

resistant supply chain resilience.  
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Supply chain resilience is still a relatively new avenue in supply chain management. Its status 

as a key concept is still somewhat obscure; more empirical research on supply chain resilience 

and the pandemics’ influence was warranted. Focusing on supply chain resilience and risk 

management through the Covid-19 pandemic can prove to be extremely important in de-

risking supply chains in the future if similar disruptions become more commonplace due to a 

vastly growing population. (van Hoek 2020) This thesis’s theoretical portion relies on a 

combination of Covid-19 centric supply chain publications and literature revolving around 

supply chain resilience and relevant risk management. 

 

1.1 Research Objectives & Questions 

This thesis focused on detailing the increasement of supply chain resilience and implementing 

risk management factors and processes in supply chains from a resilient perspective. The core 

of the research is integrated into three main concepts being Supply Chain Management during 

the pandemic, Supply Chain Disruptions & Risk Management, and Supply Chain Resilience & 

Robustness (See figure 1).  

 

Figure 1 Key concepts for the thesis 

Implementation of resilient supply chain management methods aims to address the increased 

complexity, uncertainty, and magnitude present in today’s supply chains. Disruptions and 

vulnerabilities of supply chains are naturally in focus throughout the research. Supply chain 

disruptions refer to unintended and unexpected occurrences in the upstream supply chain, 

inbound logistics, or the sourcing environment that severely impact the organization’s ability 

to conduct business.  

Supply Chain 
Management 

during the 
pandemic

Supply Chain 
Disruptions & 

Risk 
Management

Supply Chain 
Resilience & 
Robustness
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Supply chain disruption is inherently part of the supply chain and risk management processes, 

albeit usually more localized than the disturbances caused by the pandemic. (Golan, Jernegan 

& Linkov 2020) The intended target area of business was retail. However, this research’s 

participating business sectors ended up being more varied due to time constraints and a 

general lack of interest. A traditional perspective towards supply chain management aims at 

the maximization of profit and value. The increased need for resilience in supply chains has 

become even clearer after the pandemic’s beginning stages. (Kaye 2008; Manuj & Mentzer 

2008) Resilient supply chain risk management aims not to eliminate all risk, as this is 

impossible. Still, the whole core idea is to identify, rate, and minimize the risks, but more 

importantly, prepare for the unforeseen. According to Manuj and Mentzer (2008), the key to 

successful risk mitigation is identifying the possible losses in a risk occurrence. The critical 

perspective for the whole thesis and research was a managerial one. If successful, the research 

and findings regarding crucial supply chain resilience capabilities and their relation to 

perceived vulnerabilities can help prepare for future disruptions. Any strategical advantage to 

withstand and profit from future disruptions is at its core a strategically valuable preposition. 

The research focused on what can be done regarding the pandemic by a company rather than 

the pandemic’s impact as a whole.  

 

The main research question is as follows: “How do companies approach resilience, and what 

are the key capabilities in supply chain resilience for the participants?” The acquired 

knowledge was refined and applied to supply chain resilience methodology and framework to 

find the most prevalent resilience capabilities and capacities and the most critical vulnerability 

sources, especially from the Covid-19 perspective. Additional questions were researched to 

shed light on the impacts of the pandemic on critical supply chain elements. The semi-

structured interviews followed these themes to ensure that the gathered data would address 

the original research question: 

“What sort of balance is there between reactive, responsive, and recovery elements?” 

“What means does an organization have to increase supply chain resilience?” 

“What are the most critical vulnerabilities exposed by the Covid-19 pandemic?” 

“What are the most prominent supply chain resilience capabilities?” 
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1.2 Research Methods and Limitations of the Research 

The research solely used semi-structured interviews in multiple case studies. The resulting 

qualitative data were analyzed by both explanation building and data categorization. The 

research was focused on various industries, but the initial focus was on the domestic retail 

sector. The capacity for resilience refers to the company’s approach to ensure survival, i.e., 

reactive, responsive, or recovery focus. The research focus was heavily on the year 2020, from 

the first stages to the pandemic to the interviews’ date. The most significant limitation for the 

data reliability was the low number of participants partially heightened by the relative 

obscurity of supply chain resilience within the research participants. 

 

Further restrictions could stem from the quality of the data collection and analysis methods. 

Possible issues were categorization errors and misinterpretation of data. The overall 

subjective nature of qualitative case studies was also a limitation. The issue of assigning values 

to strictly qualitative data was a cause of concern for reliability. The reflectiveness of the 

participant’s expertise and perspective should be kept intact. The participant’s input was kept 

intact by weighting vulnerability and capability scores according to the participant’s 

perception of critically and importance, respectively, to decrease the chance of researcher 

bias.  

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

For this thesis, two distinct patterns for proper identification conceptualized the risk 

environment and means to control it. This thesis focuses on combining the following 

frameworks that aim to address “Where are the critical vulnerabilities in the supply chain?” 

and “What is the appropriate resilience capability to address disturbance?” The thesis 

structure follows a structure where the background, research questions, methods, and 

framework are given, followed by a theoretical frame of the research’s focus areas, mainly 

supply chain resilience and supply chain risk management from a COVID-19 perspective.  
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The theoretical frame precedes the empirical portion where the research companies are 

introduced (per agreed confidentiality) and analyzed based on identified resilience capacity 

and approach. Furthermore, the supply chain vulnerabilities and resilience capabilities are 

identified within each company from the beginnings of the pandemic to the current situation. 

The end goal was effectively to identify the key components of resilient supply chain 

management in times of unprecedented uncertainty. Elements of, e.g., risk performance, 

relationship management, information sharing, and knowledge management are present in 

the assessment. After the empirical portion of the thesis, a cross-case study of the findings is 

used to identify key trends and future research avenues. The thesis’s final part includes the 

empirical contribution, future and managerial implications, limitations, and conclusions. 

 

2 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT DURING THE PANDEMIC 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic has been felt all around the world, and business priorities are suddenly 

reconsidered. According to St. John (2020), this upset within the economic world is being felt. 

Up to two-thirds of industries face a shift away from the more prevalent just-in-time thinking 

regarding supply chain management. A shutdown in a supply network has proven to be a 

costly occurrence time and time again, so organizations focus on contingency planning and 

creating “back-doors” within the network. The highly complex and rapidly shifting nature of 

supply chains means that organizations are required constant vigilance to see potential 

vulnerabilities and significant agility to respond to them effectively (Pettit, Croxton & Fiksel 

2019). Supply chain management is always firstly human-centric and studied in such a context. 

Tools, techniques, and theories around supply chain management revolve around individuals, 

groups, and organizations’ decisions and behaviors (Scholten, Stevenson & van Donk 2019, 3). 

The following chapters detail how supply chain management changed during the pandemic 

and how the ongoing pandemic influences decisions and managerial processes for the near 

future.  
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2.1 Supply Chain Management in the Global pandemic 

Supply chain management at its core is a concept that incorporates multiple different 

activities, one to coordinate the production and procurement of products and services. Supply 

chain management turns materials and components into finished products to customers and 

is also responsible for the logistical activities required to reach customers. (Esper 2020) In 

modern times supply chains are often focused on the interdependency between 

organizations. This collaborative focus improves efficiency in global supply chains. 

Interdependence has played a significant role during the COVID-19 crisis. Low cost, low 

interdependence supply chains are less likely to respond to sudden and drastic disruptions 

within the supply chain when compared to more connected counterparts. (Fonseca & Azevedo 

2020) The supply chains of organizations globally are in the process of fundamental changes 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The early stages of the pandemic saw organizations 

scrambling the reorganize or even rebuild their supply chains. The pandemic has exposed a 

wealth of vulnerabilities and critical points of failure for supply chains. Extreme shifts in 

demand and supply during the COVID-19 pandemic are fundamentally different from typical 

supply disruptions in both scope and scale (Craighead, Ketchen & Darby 2020). The pandemic 

has exposed the suboptimal resilience of global supply chains. Pre-pandemic, the focus of 

supply chain management was on reducing redundancy, waste, and cost. We are now 

presented with the question if we can continue this pursuit further, even if it has a dramatic 

effect on the overall resilience of supply systems (Fonseca & Azevedo 2020). What is also 

noteworthy is the rapid development of the shock caused by the pandemic. Such a rapid pace 

was not something that traditional supply chain risk management and contingency planning 

could effectively address. (Veselovská 2020) 

 

A practical example of supply chain management measures during the pandemic comes from 

central European organizations. According to Veselovská (2020), changes in the operating 

volumes were one of the most common measures implemented to combat the disturbance 

caused by the pandemic. Interestingly, new supply chain partnerships proved to be equally 

effective.  In the research article by Veselovská (2020), a positive correlation was found 

between new supply partnerships and increased revenue and the number of customers. 
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Implemented measures show that organizations have reactively created solutions when facing 

issues brought on by the pandemic but do not show proof of proactive management of supply 

chain vulnerabilities when the need for such measures could prove critical in the future (van 

Hoek 2020). Sanders (2020) highlights how corporate spend controlled by procurement 

averages around 82 % in total. 80% of these funds are directed to roughly 6 % of the 

organization’s suppliers. In total, it is estimated that 86 % of supply chains are directly 

impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic (van Hoek 2020). The pandemic’s financial impacts form 

substantial monetary sums, highlighting the importance of pre-emptive supply risk 

management when strategic suppliers might not provide critical products, services, or 

materials to the purchasing organization. Resiliency and flexibility in supply chains have 

arguably suffered because of complex and Lean supply chains. Significant disruptions in the 

upstream have met supply chains, while consumer behavior has caused downstream supply 

issues simultaneously. Forecasting consumer behavior and demand can be incredibly daunting 

in a crisis time; this was especially true in the pandemic’s early stages. Consumer behavior and 

panic buying caused significant bullwhip-effect in the retail sector. The pandemic’s 

progression and how it affects an organization’s supply chain have proven extremely difficult 

to identify. (Nikolopoulos et al. 2020) The ripple of supply chain disruptions on all levels of the 

network makes the management of risk difficult. It requires an understanding of the 

disruptions and their associated risks. The next chapter, 3, aims to detail the disruption 

process. 

 

2.2 Supply Chain Disruptions, The Pandemic Perspective 

Supply chain disruption is an unexpected combination of unintended and unexpected 

occurrences within the supply chain that can occur in the upstream supply chain, the inbound 

logistics network, or the procurement environment that threaten or halt the normal 

operations of an organization (Kamalahmadi & Parast 2017). The Covid-19 pandemic has 

effectively caused organizations and researchers to question whether existing supply chain 

disruption strategies remain valid responses to the presented shock. Most of the shock occurs 

since the demand for some goods has increased during the pandemic.  
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In contrast, disruptions in the supply of raw materials and finished goods nullify organizations’ 

ability to meet the existing demand effectively. Traditional means of diversifying supply 

options through, e.g., multi-sourcing may not yield the desired results as disruption occurs on 

a global level when the supply of inputs, production rates, and the flow of goods are all 

simultaneously affected the current pandemic situation. (Sinha, Bagodi & Dey 2020)  

Moritz (2020) detailed the dimensional differences between traditional supply chain 

disruptions and the current Covid-19 instigated situation (see figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 2 Dimensions of supply chain disruptions for Covid-19 (Moritz 2020, 17) 

 

The situation being unforeseen, the pre-pandemic contingency plans were often not able to 

meet the risk gravitas. Perhaps the most unpredictable factor in disruptions caused by the 

pandemic is the human factor; we do not know the consumer behavior’s duration and impact. 

Public fear can lead to further uncertainty as we do not know when the pandemic will 

genuinely be over. (Moritz 2020) Pettit, Fiksel, and Croxton (2010, 2) list seven potential 

factors that contribute to potential supply chain disruptions as follows: Globalized Supply 

Chains, Specialized Factories, Centralized Distribution, Increased Outsourcing, Reduced 

Supplier Base, Increased Volatility of Demand, and Technological Innovations. During the 

pandemic, disruption often stems from the complexity of globalized supply chains.  
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Modern supply chains are not, in fact, chains as in linear, but rather networks, meaning that 

disruptions that occur in a remote node of the said network can have the potential to cause 

major damage. Even in the case of a low-cost and routinely purchased commodity. Global 

dependency during a pandemic that completely isolated certain parts of the world has had 

dire consequences of supplying chains when components have become unobtainable. 

Reduced supplier bases, centralized distribution, and Just-in-time practices exacerbate the 

situation further when the lack of redundancy in inventory and small supplier pools as cost-

saving measures has led to stockouts. The low volume of products in the pipeline negatively 

influences an organization’s absorptive capability and causes even short-material flow 

problems to be significant. Excessive leanness or efficiency leads supply chains to not respond 

to disruptions during the pandemic (Sanders 2020, 1-2) Both excessive demand and the lack 

of demand have been present in abundance. Demand volatility due to excessiveness has been 

especially prevalent due to consumer goods such as canned food items and toiletries 

experiencing continued stockout. This volatility was especially true during the first stages of 

the pandemic. Consumer bias towards the potential for scarcity can be a root cause for the 

behavior; this behavior creates a difficult situation in demand forecasting and causes labor 

shortages and disruptions in the transportation network. (Nikolopoulos et al. 2020)  

 

An increase in outsourcing, especially globally, has been the trend in the prior decades with 

undoubtedly valid reasons like foreign market penetration and labor cost containment. 

Unfortunately, political changes towards protectionism and trends towards reshoring have 

undermined the obvious benefits of global outsourcing significantly even before the Covid-19 

pandemic. Over-reliance on outsourcing can cause a web of supply dependencies, and it is 

exactly these dependencies that were the sources of disruption for many during the 

pandemic. For example, the percentage of active pharmaceutical ingredients needed in 

manufacturing pharmaceutical products (e.g., paracetamol) hailing from China for the 

European Union is as high as 80%. Dependency on this level is the cause of many disruptions 

in the supply network and often hides in plain sight. Shifting the non-core activities away and 

outsourcing them is a common practice. (Settanni 2020, 1066-1067)  
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Tactics and strategies of supply chain disruption mitigation can be categorized according to 

their impact area; however, this is increasingly difficult due to the extent and reach of the 

covid-19 impact. Disruption risk can be, e.g., financial, operational, organizational, or 

structural, all with different mitigation strategies and tactics. Perhaps the most relevant 

disruptions occur on the operational level from a supply chain perspective, e.g., inventory, 

logistics, or sourcing. Inventory issues can be practically mitigated through buffer stock 

investments; sourcing issues can be managed through multi-supplier sourcing and multi-

supplier market sourcing (Tomlin 2009, 639-640). The key is to identify vulnerabilities in the 

network that can create severance in the access to specific markets, their supply pools, 

essential resources, and the end customer. The before mentioned mitigation methods of, e.g., 

multi-sourcing alternatives, can be tied to existing literature revolving around building a 

resilient supply chain. Hohenstein et al. (2015), as well as Scholten, Sharkey Scott, and Fynes 

(2014), identify similar operational tools as crucial elements in the creation of a resilient 

supply chain; prompting a further look into supply chain resilience in chapter 4 of this thesis 

as the guiding strategy towards building a supply chain with the ability resist and persevere in 

the face of grand scale disruptions. The concept of supply chain flexibility and traditional 

supply risk management are in abundance in disruption risk mitigation literature, but alone 

are not effectively tailored to address a disruption with the scope of Covid-19. Supply chain 

vulnerabilities leave a company susceptible to disturbances. These vulnerabilities are 

elaborated on in the following chapter 2.3. 

 

2.3 Supply Chain Vulnerabilities 

Vulnerabilities of an organization relate to their respective disruption environments and can 

stem from distinct vulnerability factors. Vulnerability from an organizational perspective is a 

factor that leaves the disruption room to cause issues within the supply network. 

Vulnerabilities in a supply chain are the factors within a supply network that dictate the 

likelihood of disruptions. If companies address the vulnerabilities present in their supply 

chains, they effectively manage all the supply chain risks (Jüttner & Maklan 2011, 248).  
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Jain, Kumar, Soni, and Chandra (2017, 6781) make the notion that globalization of value-

adding processes is at the root of vulnerability in supply networks as more complex and 

dynamic networks are susceptible to significant disruption. Petit et al. (2010, 11) identified 

seven distinct vulnerabilities within organizations that have a potential negative influence on 

an organization’s supply chain resilience (see table 1). 

 

Table 1 Vulnerability factors that influence supply chain resilience (Petit et al. 2010, 11) 

Vulnerability Factor Definition Sub-Factors 

Turbulence An environment with rapid changes in 

the external factors without the 

organization’s control 

Natural disasters, Pandemics, Political 

disruptions, price fluctuations, and 

technological failures 

Deliberate threats Threats that are deliberate and aimed 

at causing harm to the organization 

Theft of funds or intellectual 

property, labor disputes, It-attacks, 

product, or service liability 

External pressures External influences that cause 

business constraints and barriers 

Competitive innovations, cultural 

changes, regulatory changes, price 

competition, social and 

environmental responsibility 

Resource limits Limitations due to the availability of 

factors required to produce the 

desired output 

Supplier, production and disruption 

capacity, raw material and utility 

scarcity, unavailability of labor 

Sensitivity Control of conditions and 

environment for product or service 

process integrity 

Process complexity, product integrity, 

material restrictions, product 

fragility, equipment reliability, 

product and process safety 

Connectivity The interdependence between 

network participants and other 

outside reliance 

Scale and complexity of the network, 

reliance on external information, 

degree of outsourcing, import and 

export channels 

Supplier/Customer disruptions The probability of disruptions with 

the supplier or customer base 

Supplier reliability, customer demand 

disruptions 
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At its core, the traditional risk management process is a 4-step process of 1. Identify, 2. Assess, 

3. Control, 4. Monitor. Risks are traditionally assessed based on the probability and 

consequence of the risk. This often means that traditional risk management does not 

necessarily deal with the unforeseeable but instead deals with high consequence and 

probability risks. (Pettit, Fiksel & Croxton 2010) Traditional risk management measures could 

potentially mitigate the disruptions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. Still, scenarios of this 

magnitude are not tested in practice, especially regarding their long-term effects. Precedence 

with similar disruptions has shown effectiveness in supply chain flexibility and resilience. 

(Veselovská 2020, 492) The traditional risk management process may leave gaps in an 

organization’s ability to mitigate risk during the pandemic. The issue that stems from the 

current pandemic was and is the element of unforeseeable. Traditional risk management from 

a supply chain context is often relegated to responding and preparing for known phenomena 

with relatively static outcomes. This means that risk management is somewhat limited to 

probability, especially in low certainty but high impact scenarios such as the Covid-19 

pandemic. (Keenan 2020, 217)  

 

So again, what exactly is the reason traditional supply chain risk management has not been 

effective during times of major systemic disruptions? In its standard form, supply chain risk 

management does not necessarily meet the requirements for creating resilience that can help 

an organization endure a significant shock. Resilience is a relatively new concept that builds 

on the existing risk management concept. Risk analysis and management have been prevalent 

in corporate decision-making since the 1970s. Risk management analysis has a subjectivity 

component permanently attached to it since not all facts are ever-present in the assessment. 

In a practical sense, supply risk management manages supply, product, demand, and 

information risk. The main reasoning for increasing supply chain resilience is that it is nigh 

impossible to create risk control in all parts of a supply network and thus cannot deal with 

completely unforeseeable events. An implementation of resilience measures aims to address 

this by creating an extra agility and redundancy element, i.e., robustness. Traditional risk 

management does not effectively address low-probability and high-consequence scenarios. 

(Petit et al. 2010, 4-6)  
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Therefore, supply chain resilience acts as an umbrella that brings risk management and other 

means of disruption mitigation together. The concept of resilience is discussed in chapter 4 of 

this thesis. 

 

3 SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE 

Resilience, in its essence, is a promise of survival, albeit never a certain one (Kaye 2008).  

Supply chain resilience enables a supply chain to withstand disruptions and turmoil but has 

broader implications than just supply chain risk control and management. An organization’s 

ability to rebound from a significant disturbance is a good indicator of one’s resilience, so 

arguably, supply chain resilience is the organization’s operational capability (Brusset & Teller 

2017). Brandon-Jones et al. (2014) defined supply chain resilience as a supply chain’s ability 

to return to typical operating performance. At the same time, Brusset and Teller (2017) 

summarized supply chain resilience as the operational capability that enables a disrupted 

supply chain to reconstruct itself. Resilience from an economic context is a combination of 

different coping and contingency theories. It most often refers to an organization’s ability to 

absorb and preserve or improve its functions despite disturbances and its ability to regain its 

operations and capability after a risk occurrence. More specifically speaking, a company’s 

supply chain resilience deals with increasing volatility due to stress from both customers and 

competitors and other environmental factors. (Ponis & Koronis 2012) 

 

Golan, Jernegan, and Linkov (2020) define supply chain resilience as a relatively new research 

avenue in supply chain research. Resilience is the combination of critical resources; 

organizational, informational, relational, and human resources. These resources combined 

create operational and dynamic capabilities within the organization. The dynamic capabilities 

are the core of an organization’s ability to respond to unforeseen events that affect the supply 

chain’s ability to perform. In contrast, operational capability refers to the more everyday and 

reactive capabilities.  In literature, resilience and robustness are used almost interchangeably. 

However, a clear distinction between resilience and robustness can be established. Both are 

guiding strategies that aim to aid a network to survive a disruption; however, a robust supply 

chain has the main objective of sustaining the supply chain performance during a disturbance. 
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A resilient supply chain has the main aim of fast recovery after a significant disruption 

(Behzadi, O’Sullivan & Olsen 2020, 146). Hosseini, Ivanov, and Dolgui (2019, 291) define the 

supply chain resilience process being a three-part combination of a firm’s absorptive, 

adaptive, and restorative capacities. In the end, the presented concepts in different literature 

are highly intertwined in practice. Resilience measures increase robustness and vice-versa 

both in proactive and reactive risk mitigation. Wieland and Wallenburg (2013) describe 

robustness as an element of resilience and agility, with the former referring to the proactive 

capabilities within resilience and the latter to the reactive capabilities. The following chapter 

identifies the fundamental factors that create supply chain resilience.  

 

3.1 Supply Chain Resilience: its Approaches, Elements, and Key Capabilities 

A high level of dynamism is required in creating a resilient risk management method as it aims 

to address the unforeseen and unpredictable (Brusset & Teller 2017). Tighter coupling and 

reduced inventory levels have come at the cost of increased complexity and less flexible and 

robust supply chains. Resilience is especially critical from the pandemic perspective and is vital 

in creating a supply risk management system that can address significant disruptions. 

Resilience as a concept goes far beyond an economic or supply chain context with typical 

applications in, e.g., ecology, psychology, and sociology (Mandal 2017, 192). Psychologically 

resilience and resilient capabilities can be defined through an organization’s or an individual’s 

ability to control its risk through being able to set its own goals and decisions, understand its 

processes and networks through enhanced meaning and understanding of its surroundings, 

and its ability to connect with its surroundings, suppliers, customers, and partners through 

the establishment of stable bonds between important groups, stakeholders, or people. 

(Ponoramov & Holcomb 2009; Ponis & Koronis 2012, 922) A particular quality of resilience 

needs to present both in individuals and organizations to withstand a hostile environment 

through the ability to utilize internal and external resources to successfully resolve an issue 

and rebound to one’s original state (Ponis & Koronis 2012). The initial three capacities specific 

to supply chain resilience are Readiness, Response, and Recovery. These capacities relevant 

to resilience can be placed within a matrix (see table 2) to represent better what elements 

and capabilities coincide with each capacity.  
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Table 2 Matrix for the elements of resilience (Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009, 136) 

Resilience 

Elements Matrix 

Readiness Response Recovery 

Control Logistics quality, supply 

chain efficiency, cost-

minimization, backup 

systems 

Timeliness, the ability to 

postpone 

Cycle-time reduction, 

delivery competency 

Coherence Effectiveness of 

processes, systematic 

contingency planning 

Flexibility, agility, and 

sharing of risk 

Customer service, the 

efficiency of supply 

chain operations, 

knowledge 

management 

Connectedness Information technology, 

supply chain relationship 

management, and 

building 

Information sharing and 

openness 

Integrated systems and 

processes 

 

Control is related to the direction of tactical and strategical actions within the supply chain 

network. Organizations need to plan and control their networks to move their supply chain in 

the direction it needs to go. Lack of planning can lead to the poor performance of control 

processes. A supply chain with greater resilience is more likely to maintain better control of 

its operational capabilities in a disruption occurrence. Coherence is a structure within the 

supply chain and the effectiveness of processes within the said chain. Through coherence, 

contingency plans can be created and followed. These plans help companies respond to 

disruptions with a straightforward means to communicate the disruption better internally and 

externally. Coherence in a supply chain management context refers to the organization’s 

understanding of disruptive events’ relevance and impact. Procedures and processes need to 

be in place to reduce uncertainty. Connectedness refers to the principle that participants in 

the supply chain come together in a time of crisis. From a supply-chain context, connectedness 

refers to how suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and customers develop 

integrated networks and systems to create openness and visibility.  
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These networks can serve as ways to coordinate and communicate operations efficiently; this, 

in turn, is a means to avoid unnecessary replication of processes and waste within the supply 

chain. A higher resilience in a supply chain means a higher level of interconnectedness within 

a supply chain. (Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009) Chowdhury and Quaddus (2016) concluded that 

for organizations, the highest absolute importance of different elements and phases 

presented in this chapter has been given to supply chain readiness and flexibility, followed by 

collaboration, response, and recovery. Flexibility has already been noted to be one of the 

driving factors behind supply chain resilience and robustness. Furthermore, supply chain 

resilience can be divided into two main elements: robustness and agility, each with its own set 

of key capabilities (see figure 2). Wieland and Wallenburg (2013) described robustness and 

agility as the two main components of resilience. Robustness and its capabilities are more 

synonymous with proactive and absorptive factors, while agility is related to adaptive and 

reactive factors.  Capabilities and sub-factors within these elements are the keys to supply 

chain resilience and are based on integrating and coordinating resources within the network 

to utilize said resources present in the supply chain process optimally. These capabilities 

spread throughout all the phases of resilience with differing emphasis on different phases, 

e.g., agility is most important during reactive response and recovery phases. (Scholten, 

Sharkey Scott & Fynes 2014, 212; Pettit, Croxton & Fiksel 2013, 49) 

 

Figure 3 The Two Main Elements of Resilience (Wieland and Wallenburg 2013). 

 

When a disruptive event occurs within a supply chain, a preventative solution did not work or 

did not exist, and it is too late to implement it; in other words, a supply chain’s robustness did 

not meet the presented risk. Resilience built into the supply chain addresses this by creating 

an efficient pre-emptive response.  

Agility (Velocity)Robustness
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Supply chain strategies aimed at resilience and robustness give organization capabilities to 

sustain its operations in case of a major disruption. (Scholten et al. 2014) As mentioned, 

Robustness is often used almost synonymously with resilience. Behzadi et al. (2020) make the 

clear distinction of robustness being a separate component of resilience since resilience 

requires proactive or “robust” -measures; thus, it is often included as a key element in building 

resilience, as shown by Wieland and Wallenburg (2013). Robustness refers to the 

organization’s ability to withstand shock and disturbance proactively, i.e., through capabilities 

that have been established within the supply chain before the disturbance. Robustness 

requires anticipation and preparedness from an organization (Wieland & Wallenburg 2013). 

Increasing robustness increases resilience through increased options and spreads the risk 

factors more evenly throughout the network (Masys 2015). Robustness is then a culmination 

of different organizational strategies and tools that aim to create a more “shock-absorbent” 

organization. The established mitigation and contingency plans are communicated clearly 

throughout the supply chain; robustness requires resources as redundancy and stock can be 

intensive both financially and timewise. Robustness measures (e.g., multi-sourcing and excess 

inventory) enable proactivity and increase the level of readiness. (Hohenstein et al. 2015) 

Agility (or velocity) is something that resilience as a concept implies from the very start. Agility 

means responding to an issue quickly, in both an opportunity and risk context.  

 

Supply chain agility plays a crucial role in mediating between supply chain ambidexterity and 

resilience to create a prompt response to uncertainty with a rapid and speedy response. 

Supply chain agility leads to a faster response time towards resolving issues through the 

organization’s dynamic capabilities. Agility is a combination of different reactive and proactive 

competencies and elements that enable the organization to quickly adjust its tactics and 

operations to suit a new operating environment or address prevalent issues. The adaptability 

of one’s supply chain through, e.g., the ability to reconfigure supply chains, identify new 

markets, and continuously improve operations through management systems is crucial in 

increasing organizational agility. (Haris, Khan, Rashid & Rehman 2020) 
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While Harsi et al. (2015) note supply chain agility as being the combination of supply chain 

adaptability and -alignment that together create ambidexterity, Tukamuhabwa, Stevenson, 

Busby, and Zorzini (2015) suggest in their study that agility is mainly a combination of supply 

chain visibility and velocity, through, e.g., monitoring tools for visibility, and speed through 

mitigation systems that can operate through the assistance of visibility tools. The key element 

between agility in the resilience context is the continuous search for new responses to 

uncertainty and unpredictability. Flexibility and agility come together to enable organizations 

to create effective processes to respond to uncertainty. Flexibility, visibility (collaborative), 

speed, and agility are some of the most crucial building blocks for a resilient supply chain. 

(Scholten et al. 2014)  

 

According to Wieland and Wallenburg (2013), agility is effectively a combination of visibility 

and speed; however, a higher level of visibility does not necessarily mean tighter coupling and 

integration but relies more on unified systems and proper management of relationships with 

a focus on avoiding excess dependency. Agility facilitates coordination processes that enable 

an organization to cope with a higher level of uncertainty from its network. Agile networks are 

inherently more resilient, as they are more capable of rapid response to a change in 

conditions. Agility is a crucial component of control and an essential factor towards the 

response capability of an organization (Scholten et al. 2014; Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009) In 

addition to the two key elements, Hohenstein et al. (2015, 101-104), Wieland and Wallenburg 

(2013), as well as Petit et al. (2013, 49), describe specific resilience capability factors (see table 

3) responsible for an organization’s capabilities towards resilience. These additional factors of 

different supply chain resilience sources are highly varied in the relevant literature and differ 

in their respective importance depending on the organization’s focus.  
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Table 3 Critical Resilience Capabilities and Elements (Petit et al. 2013; Scolten & Schilder 2015; Hohenstein et 

al. 2015) 

Resilience 

Element/Capability 

Element Summary Element sub-factors 

1. Redundancy The availability of resources and 

assets. Both operational and 

organizational. 

Reserve capacity, Inventory 

management, Backup resources, 

materials, and communications 

2. Flexibility in Sourcing & 

Production (Agility) 

Ability to rapidly change both inputs 

and outputs 

Part commonality, Modular product 

design, Multisourcing 

3. Collaboration  Ability to work and communicate 

with stakeholders for mutual benefit 

Collaborative forecasting, Customer 

management, Communications, 

4. Visibility  An understanding of existing 

capacity and operating assets. 

Visibility to the supply network 

throughout the supply chain 

Information sharing technologies, 

product, equipment and asset 

visibility, open information 

exchange 

5. Efficiency & Dispersion The capacity to produce service or 

product with minimum input and 

the act of decentralizing assets 

Reduce waste, reduction in product 

variability, increased productivity, 

decentralization of markets and 

resources 

6. Adaptability & Anticipation The ability to anticipate and change 

operations in response to challenges 

Monitoring of warning signs, 

forecasting, fast rerouting of supply, 

seizing disruption advantage 

7. Organizational & Market 

Capability 

Internal human resource capabilities 

and employee skills, the companies 

standing in its respective market 

Creativity, innovation, education 

and learning, market differentiation, 

market share, and brand value, 

customer relationship 

8. Security & Financial 

Strength 

The capability to withstand intrusion 

and the financial capacity to 

withstand disruption 

Security investments, and personnel 

security, insurance policies, and 

financial reserves 

9. Recovery The ability to resume operations 

after a disruption occurs. 

Crisis management, Resource 

mobilization 

 

3.1.1 Resilience Factor: Redundancy 

Redundancy is something with a high level of overlap and resemblance to flexibility measures 

overall.  
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Redundancy is a component and sub-element of resilience and resilience elements that act as 

a trade-off for efficiency (Scholten & Schilder 2015). Redundancy involves maintaining excess 

resources (e.g., safety stocks and low-capacity utilization) that act as a buffer for disruptions. 

The trade-off of efficiency means cost, which means that small- and medium-sized firms can 

often not develop redundancy in their supply chains, giving larger competitors a resilience 

advantage through their strong influence and abundance of tangible resources. (Polyvioy, 

Croxton & Knemeyer 2019) Redundancy is built into flexibility through the utilization of 

multiple supply sources and locations. Functional redundancy includes excess supplier 

capacity, supply continuity planning, disruption reporting procedures, and higher supplier 

inventories in case of stockouts. Slack resources (e.g., productions, transportation, or labor) 

are traditionally frowned upon in lean supply management. Still, they have proven to be 

necessary for significant supply disruptions and serve as the means to ensure excess 

production or transport capacity. Redundancy can act as a temporary shock absorber for a 

smaller organization’s short- and medium-term disruptions. At the same time, larger firms can 

afford a long-term redundancy plan in both instances, increasing supply chain resilience. 

(Hohenstein et al., 2015).  

 

If a supply network has been finely tuned capacity-wise to withstand foreseeable and common 

risk, it might not be adequate to properly rebound after a major disruption (Hohenstein et al., 

2015). The implementation of excess capacity acts as a strategic tool to ensure backup 

resources that can be replenished in a disruption occurrence (Behzadi et al. 2020). Capacity in 

the context of redundancy can refer to physical capacity, or more commonly in resilience 

literature, to intangible organizational capacity (or skill) to adjust and maintain crucial 

organizational functions in crisis times. Organizational capacity towards resilience allows an 

organization to learn from unexpected occurrences and create better preparedness for similar 

disruptions in the future. (Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009) Inventory management is an often-

mentioned sub-factor that refers to redundancy by utilizing buffer and safety stocks that help 

reduce stockout risk and lost sales. Redundancy comes at an increased cost but can be a vital 

part of increasing resilience within the network.  
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Redundancy costs can also be shared within the network between partners and suppliers to 

alleviate some of the costs and simultaneously increase resilience. (Hohenstein et al. 2015)  

 

3.1.2 Resilience Factor: Flexibility in Sourcing & Production (Agility) 

As stated by van Hoek (2020), one of the critical areas of research focus towards a more 

resilient supply chain amidst the COVID-19 pandemic is supply chain flexibility. Hohenstein et 

al. (2015, 101) were able to determine flexibility to be the most researched element of supply 

chain resilience at the time of their research. This trend is a seemingly continuing one. 

Flexibility is an adaptive response to environmental uncertainty. A flexible and agile supply 

chain is more equipped to cope with high uncertainty levels caused by the pandemic. 

Hohenstein, Feisel, Hartmann, and Giunipero (2015, 101) identified flexibility as one of the 

most discussed key elements behind resilience in the supply chain. Both sourcing and vendor 

flexibility can have a vital role in creating supply chain resilience (Gosling, Purvis & Naim 2010). 

In the years before the pandemic, companies were inclined to expand their offerings and 

customization. This variability, in turn, has created increased complexity and the need for 

flexibility (Sreedevi & Saranga 2017). Flexibility in inter-connected supply chains is increasingly 

relevant with increased complexity. The focus on resilience is a strategic asset to a company 

and a tool to balance stability and flexibility. Outsourcing has been a common method for 

reducing internal complexity and the need for flexibility but does pose an increased risk 

through disruptions in the current business climate. (Stevenson & Spring 2009) Demand 

disruptions and fluctuations during the pandemic have granted organizations a high degree of 

flexibility to survive and thrive. Companies with flexibility did not become trapped in, e.g., 

China’s market in the initial outbreak (McMaster, Nettleton, Tom, Xu, Cao & Qiao 2020). 

Flexibility in practice is the management of inputs and outputs. The input-, or sourcing 

perspective can mean multi- or dual sourcing. Multiple sourcing is one of the most crucial sub-

factors in supply chain resilience. Multiple sourcing is a key component of robustness and 

serves to ensure supply even in significant disruption. Sourcing into different supply markets 

will also increase resilience as supply is not bound to one region only. The need for capacity 

can be spread out between different markets and suppliers. (Pettit et al. 2013, 49)  
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Sourcing flexibility is also the ability to rapidly change inputs or receive inputs, e.g., through 

contractual flexibility and modular design. Investing in flexibility has had positive effects on 

organizations during the pandemic, when investment into, e.g., inventory may only delay the 

stockout. Multi-sourcing can help to avoid the problem completely (van Hoek 2020). Flexibility 

in outputs or order fulfillment (operational agility/velocity) is created through the ability to 

quickly change the output and the delivery method of outputs of an organization; this can, 

e.g., be through risk pooling and alternate distribution channels. (Pettit et al. 2013) A focus on 

waste reduction and lean supply chain management often leaves an inherent inflexibility built-

in; an increased focus on systematic creation of supply chain flexibility can help prepare for 

future disruption, whatever the scale. Diversification and flexibility help avoid risk, but it is 

worth noting that over diversifying one’s supplier base can lead to suboptimal economies of 

scale. This issue is largely dependent on the organization’s field of business and its 

characteristics. (McMaster et al. 2020) 

  

3.1.3 Resilience Factor: Collaboration 

Collaboration is the factor that integrates the whole network and creates the potential for 

supply chain resilience. Collaboration should have both proactive and reactive elements 

combined to implement a robust and resilient strategy effectively. Collaboration is achieved 

through coordination, cooperation, joint decision making, knowledge sharing, and supplier 

development. A higher level of collaboration between partners has been linked to shorter 

crisis response times and better performance at a time of crisis. (Hohenstein et al. 2015, 105-

106) The key principle in collaboration is the transference and trading of knowledge and 

information. Therefore, supply chain collaboration enables creating synergies that facilitate 

joint planning and real-time information exchange required to prepare, respond, and recover 

from supply chain disruptions (Scholten & Schilder 2015, 472). Collaboration and 

communication in supply chains can shape collaborative forecasting planning with supply 

chain partners and other collaborative decision-making practices with one’s suppliers. Softer 

relationship values such as trust, support, and commitment increase the tighter coupling 

between parties. A collaborative orientation of a supply chain positively correlates with the 

increase of resilience within a supply chain network. (Chowdhury & Quaddus 2016, 712)  
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The application of shared knowledge can have an essential role in building supply chain 

resilience through operational efficiency, effectiveness, and customer satisfaction. 

Collaboration can be horizontal, vertical, operational, or strategical, depending on the end 

goal and operating environment. Collaboration is something that aims to harness different 

complementary skills to improve supply chain performance and resilience. At the foundation 

of the collaboration lies the mutually beneficial sharing of reward and risk. Collaboration for 

resilience should also be external and internal; cross-functional collaboration can increase 

communication to help further prevent risk development. Collaboration is present in all the 

resilience elements but is especially crucial in connectedness in the response and recovery 

phases. (Scholten et al. 2014, 215) Unfortunately, a higher level of collaboration for increased 

visibility, flexibility, and operational efficiency can be unachievable. There can be a disparity 

between business needs and the convergence of interest between the parties (Scholten & 

Schilder 2015). 

 

3.1.4 Resilience Factor: Visibility 

Visibility is often highlighted as a significant factor of resilience in supply chain management. 

Visibility throughout the network implies early warning indicators and, e.g., real-time financial 

monitoring to avoid disruptions and turbulences. Information sharing is a sub-factor present 

in the proactive stages and acts to increase visibility within the supply chain. From a reactive 

perspective, information sharing acts to increase agility by sharing demand and inventory 

levels between suppliers. (Hohenstein et al. 2015.) Conceptually supply chain visibility reduces 

the negative impacts during a disruption through transparency. The distinction between 

visibility and cooperation stems from the fact that cooperation is predominantly concerned 

about the available information’s quality and relevance. In contrast, visibility is worried about 

the actual information flow in inventory and demand levels throughout the supply chain. 

Visibility, therefore, offers increased transparency in the supply chain. Visibility mediates the 

role between information sharing and performance and aids in avoiding unnecessary 

interventions and improve decision-making. Supply chain visibility acts as an antecedent 

towards resilience and robustness in a supply chain.  
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Resilience is enhanced through visibility because organizations can better understand their 

demand and inventory levels. As a result, organizations can continuously develop their 

systems further to respond more rapidly to future disruptions. Visibility also increases more 

general knowledge sharing between partners to reduce the resources needed for a disruption 

response. Proactive resilience capabilities are further enhanced with the earlier identification 

of delays or other disruptions through the increased transparency in the supply chain. 

(Brandon-Jones et al. 2014)  

 

3.1.5 Resilience Factor: Efficiency & Dispersion 

Efficiency and dispersion are elements with a level of confliction with prior resilience 

capabilities within supply chain resilience literature. Scholten et al. (2015) consider 

redundancy as a vital element of resilience, and this can, in some instances, be somewhat at 

odds with efficiency measures. Thus, a balance of these elements is required. A balance 

between efficiency and redundancy is crucial to achieving in most supply chain processes. 

Balance is important because the creation of resilience is not a one-time event; thus, 

redundancy should be considered as a trade-off of efficiency. On the other hand, dispersion 

has similar trade-offs with efficiency, as it refers to the decentralization of resources and 

assets to detangle points of risk within a supply network. Dispersion can also increase 

complexity meaning that it can also have security and visibility concerns attached to it. (Petit 

et al. 2013)  

 

3.1.6 Resilience Factor: Anticipation & Adaptability 

Adaptability and anticipation are both resilience capabilities with a high level of 

connectedness. The ability to modify operations needs an element of anticipation to discern 

potential future events preemptively. Anticipation requires cross-functional and -

organizational preparedness and can be effectively utilized through, e.g., early warning 

monitoring, demand, and disruption forecasting. Adaptability creates possible resource 

rerouting and advantage seizure through well-anticipated disruptions (Petit et al., 2013). 

Having control through collaboration and anticipation is not enough to build resilience. 
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A level of adaptability and agility should always be present, as usually very few disruptions are 

easily predictable or the same as prior ones (Scholten et al., 2014). Supply chain adaptability 

is the organization’s ability to modify its supply network according to emerging opportunities 

and threats. This adaptability enables the organization to implement new strategies, tools, 

and technologies to address the change. The difficulty in increasing adaptability can stem from 

difficulty managing the supply chain alignment with rapid operating procedures and supplier 

relationship changes. Adaptability constitutes the ability to develop further redundancies 

through the continuous development of new supplier relationships and improved logistical 

infrastructure. Adaptability also requires the management system to evolve for increased 

resilience. (Aslam et al. 2020)  

 

3.1.7 Resilience Factor: Organization & Market Capability 

Organizational capability and market capability refer to internal and external resilience 

factors. Organizational capability refers to the inner human resource-related policies skills and 

the internal company culture. Organizational capability sub-factors can refer to learning and 

training personnel, employee empowerment, and cross-functionality. In contrast, market 

capabilities refer to the organization’s ability to create resilience in the market and customer 

segments. Market position resilience factors include product differentiation, customer 

retention, market share, and brand value, to name some. Market position is usually the 

resilience capability with the most investment from organizations. The capability factors are 

generally in organizational focus even without any thought put into supply chain resilience. 

(Petit et al. 2013; Hohenstein et al. 2015)  

 

3.1.8 Resilience Factor: Security & Financial Strength 

Security and financial strength from a resilience perspective act as buffers against disruptions. 

Financial strength acts as a safety buffer towards significant fluctuations and disturbances in 

the cash flow. In contrast, security works to defend the organizations against deliberate 

attacks from the internal and external environments. (Petit et al. 2013) Financial strength is a 

crucial enabler of resilience in supply networks and procurement activities as both are often 

significant in cost (Roberta Pereira, Christopher & Lago Da Silva 2014).  
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3.1.9 Resilience Factor: Recovery 

Finally, recovery capabilities are tasked with stabilization and dynamic adjustments to the 

supply chain after a significant disruption event by effectively allocating scarce resources to 

ensure process continuation (Chen. Das & Ivanov 2019). Most of the difficulty in managing 

recovery capabilities stems from the very nature of unpredictable events as the magnitude of 

disruption required to instigate recovery procedures is difficult to comprehend and prepare 

through, e.g., contingency planning (Franklin & Todt 2013). Therefore, building recovery 

capabilities requires systematic planning and scenario analysis to address even significant 

disruptions. Recovery capabilities are the result of built-in processes for emergency resource 

implementations such as reserve labor. Perhaps the most crucial sub-factor in creating 

recovery capability knowledge management is the systemic documentation and knowledge 

implementation. The capacity for recovery also indicates the ability to learn, document, and 

utilize positive lessons from disruption events in the future for a sustainable advantage. 

(Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009) Combining these resilience capabilities creates a structural 

frame for creating supply chain resilience by utilizing established strategies and resilience sub-

factors. One of the key factors in this is the distinction between reactive and proactive 

resilience factors discussed in the following chapter 4.2. 

 

3.2 Reactive Vs. Proactive Resilience 

Resilience capabilities influence a company’s capacity towards resilience which is often 

evaluated based on its balance between reactive and proactive capabilities. The capacity for 

resilience can be assessed further by arranging the capability factors (and relevant sub-factors) 

based on their influence on readiness, response, and recovery capacities. Researchers seem 

to agree that resilience factors can be divided into two distinct categories of reactive and 

proactive resilience factors on the grander scale. These factors come together to create 

resilience in any network. Even so, it is wise to note that most of the elements present in 

supply chain resilience (see figure 2) are present in both proactive and reactive strategies; this 

is especially true with input and output flexibility (Hohenstein et al. 2015, 102). Ponomavor 

and Holcomb (2009, 126) identified proactive resilience as an ability to accept the inevitability 

of change and adapt to new conditions and imperatives.  
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Scholten et al. (2014) describe proactive resilience elements as the preparedness for 

disruptions, including the containment and control of potential risk factors. Resilient 

organizations are naturally proactive and recover from disturbances and hardships much more 

effectively, but true organizational resilience relies on more than just proactive capabilities 

through recovery. Resilience also requires flexibility and adaptability towards positive and 

negative changes in the operating environment, i.e., reactive capabilities. Reactive resilience 

elements enable an organization to implement immediate response and recovery measures 

(Sholten et al., 2014). The organizational ability to recover from disruption can be described 

as a critical element in an organization’s robustness. Reactive capabilities such as flexibility 

and adaptability are both factors in organizational agility. (Ponomavor & Holocomb 2009, 129; 

Wieland & Wallenburg 2013, 302-303) Preemptive measures and elements that aid an 

organization’s resilience proactively and reactively rely on collaboration between companies 

to share information and valuable knowledge through, e.g., joint efforts, thus highlighting the 

relational importance in creating resilience. Collaboration is used to mitigate risks through 

partnerships in proactive and reactive processes.  

 

This importance of relationships is external, but human resources management is also present 

in both proactive and reactive capabilities through employee education to deal with risk 

occurrence and increased emphasis on cross-functionality within the organization; this is 

relevant in both proactive and reactive processes. (Hohenstein et al. 2015) Wieland and 

Wallenburg (2013) share similar findings in their research, as they found cooperation and 

communication to be great positive influences on a firm’s resiliency; this goes as far as 

providing evidence toward the fact that effective collaboration and communication can 

effectively mitigate the need for more permanent integration thus even increasing flexibility 

on the side. Visibility management and decision planning are proactive capabilities tasked at 

increasing the organization’s proactiveness; both are distinctively reliant on collaborative and 

relational practices. Contingency planning and pre-determined communication protocols are 

present in decision planning, and this has both cross-functional and -organizational 

significance. Information sharing is, therefore, a prerequisite for proactive and reactive 

resilience in equal importance. (Wieland & Wallenburg 2013; Hohenstein et al. 2015)  
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Figure 4 Differentiation between reactive & proactive resilience (Hohenstein et la 2015; Wieland & Wallenburg 

2013) 

 

The first of the more practical proactive factors is inventory management. In practice, this 

means the utilization of safety stocks and buffers, thus indicating a reactive capability. 

Flexibility is built through redundancy, but even more so the ability to quickly change capacity 

and access alternate resources, i.e., react. It is, however, noteworthy that differentiating 

between flexibility in response and recovery phases, i.e., reactive strategies, is essential; this 

means that redundancy usually refers to proactively increasing flexibility, but the ability to 

utilize these capabilities is reactive. Therefore, inventory management and redundancy are 

proactive elements that create reactive capability and flexibility to a supply chain in a 

disruption occurrence. (Hohenstein et al. 2015) As mentioned before, redundancy is a difficult 

element to categorize as it has both proactive and reactive sub-elements that influence both 

supply chain robustness and overall agility effectively. A proactive redundancy measure can 

refer to, e.g., buffer stocks or excess production capacity. In contrast, reactive redundancy 

often refers to the effective utilization of redundant resources through, e.g., the use of a 

backup supplier.  
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While having both reactive and proactive qualities within an operational perspective, Agility 

often comes down to quickly reacting to an opportunity or a risk occurrence. Means of 

coordination and cooperation exist proactively, but efficient utilization is mainly a reactive 

task, especially in supplier development. (Hohenstein et al. 2015) To further elaborate on the 

differences between reactivity and proactivity from the supply chain resilience context, 

robustness and agility can be identified as the fundamental mechanisms behind an 

organization’s resilience. Wieland and Wallenburg (2013) identified the elements of 

robustness and agility as a combination of different relational competencies, i.e., 

communication, cooperation, and integration. These same elements are often present in the 

literature relating to supply chain resilience. The relational perspective's increased focus is 

unique, primarily through relational values' linkage towards increased agility rather than more 

practical and operational steps. Differentiating between proactive and reactive capabilities is 

often quite tricky due to overlap in theory and practice.  

 

Still, the distinction is crucial for effectively monitoring the success of proactive and reactive 

measures, i.e., are proactive capabilities properly balanced between, e.g., efficiency and 

redundancy, or are reactive measures proving to be ineffective and exposing the organization 

to unnecessary risk. (Scholten & Schilder 2015; Hohenstein et al. 2015) This balance between 

resilience capabilities and factors is perhaps the most critical factor to consider. A systematic 

increase of resilience is not without cost and can reduce profits significantly. In contrast, 

idleness in the creation of supply chain resilience can cause excessive risk exposure. This idea 

is further looked upon in the following chapter 4.3. 

 

3.3 Balanced Resilience 

As alluded to before in chapter 4.2, the implementation of resilience and robustness to any 

economic network is a trade-off between capabilities and vulnerabilities, I.e., the trade 

between the erosion of profits and the risk exposure (see figure 3) (Pettit et al. 2019). 
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Figure 5 The concept of balanced resilience (Petit et al. 2019) 

 

Costs related to excess vulnerabilities or lacking capabilities can occur both in the proactive 

resilience building and manifest, e.g., excess inventory or joint-system development, and 

reactive resilience measures through, e.g., the utilization of new distribution channels. A 

balance between vulnerabilities and organizational capabilities is required for optimal 

resilience. The corporate goal for supply chain professionals is to create a portfolio of the 

organization's capabilities that can balance the vulnerabilities present in the organization's 

supply chain; this should hypothetically lead to a situation where the organization's resilience 

is in a balanced state. (Petit et al. 2013) Scholten and Schilder (2015) see the reduction of 

profits that stems from building redundancy capability as inevitable and a logical trade-off of 

efficiency when building resilience, as efficiency in production and supply can expose the 

company to increased risk. A lack of investment toward resilience capabilities can lead to an 

organization experiencing avoidable disruptions frequently. But on the other hand, investing 

in capabilities that are of excessive redundancy or misaligned with company goals can lead to 

the erosion of profit without significantly increasing resilience, e.g., through investing in safety 

stock for a non-marketable product. While it is generally agreed that managing risks is critical, 

it is widely agreed that the biggest associated challenge related to risk management has to do 

with profit erosion. (Petit et al. 2019; Petit et al. 2013)  
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It has been almost exclusively agreed that excess inventory is a waste of resources for a long 

time. Especially in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, opinions on the proper way to 

approach supply chain strategy causes debate. In a news article by St. John (2020), Toyota 

North Americas President of supply chain management voices skepticism towards a shift away 

from a JIT approach, stating that while near-term adjustments are necessary, the covid-19 

crisis should not warrant a permanent change away from tightly tuned JIT-networks because 

profitability was the primary motivator for the lean strategies in the first place. Others within 

the same industry and region see the issue otherwise, as the CEO of an automotive 

consultancy executive sees dual-, or multi-sourcing along with buffer stock to avoid significant 

disruptions through bankruptcies of 2-or 3-level suppliers. A smaller supplier base is often in 

use in agile companies that prefer to have more robust connectivity and strategic 

partnerships, but with the trade-offs and risks present in smaller supplier bases, a balance 

between the source of supplier is required for resilience; this balance from a larger supplier 

base would enable the company to lessen the risk exposure and vulnerability by having 

secondary sources of supply when the need arises, of course with the downside of the 

increased cost of operation (Pereira et al. 2014, 635). 

 

From a purely financial standpoint, the redundancy from increased inventory or other 

increased capacities with rare utilization during the only disruption is not an attractive 

proposition for many organizations. Even so, the literature around supply chain resilience 

suggests that increased resilience is better, even with the associated cost. However, the issue 

with resilience is that this cost is often not recognized, leaving the resilience unbalanced. The 

key question then is if the organization can accurately quantify how much the cost of failure 

is compared to building extra capabilities to combat vulnerabilities. (Christopher & Holweg 

2017, 13), All of the resilience capabilities have the potential to increase cost in the short term 

significantly. For example, investments in visibility through joint information systems and 

knowledge sharing may be costly. Still, if the conditions that help increase resilience are 

properly identified, the investments can be worthwhile. The larger the supplier base is, the 

more transactional interactions become, the increased visibility can help better understand 

the system's weaknesses and strengths. (Brandon-Jones et al. 2014, 68)  
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Redundancy is another way to increase supply chain resilience as it helps gain time during 

disruptions, but its cost is clear and potentially significant (Polyviou et al. 2020). However, 

redundancy cost is often also easily identifiable and thus more manageable. A clear knowledge 

of an organization's customer base and demand can help create proper resilience through 

capability increase with redundancy. The cost of increasing capabilities and decreasing 

vulnerabilities manifest in all phases of resilience management (readiness, response, recovery, 

and growth) (Behzadi et al. 2020) 

 

3.4 Existing Frameworks & Tools for Quantifying Supply Chain Resilience 

Even when supply chain resilience is a relatively new concept, there are already some 

established tools and frameworks in place that aim to increase supply chain resilience within 

an organization. Petit et al. (2019) composed a resilience framework through qualitative 

methods; this model of Supply Chain Resilience Assessment and Management, or SCRAM -

model aims to identify linkages between organizational vulnerabilities and capabilities give 

specific recommendations to increase organizational resilience (See figure 8).  

 

 

Figure 6 The SCRAM resilience improvement process (Petit et al. 2019, 59) 

An organization's resilient ability is affected significantly by its customer- and supplier base; 

thus, any framework aimed at increasing organizational resilience needs to be extended to 

the organization's supply partners. Extending assessment to suppliers enables the partners to 

self-assess and lets the buyer-organization have more unbiased validation towards self-

assessment. The SCRAM process involves assessing an organization's resilience through a 

range of resilience perspectives (see chapter 4.1). (Petit et al. 2013; Petit et al. 2019) The 

SCRAM process or any other respective supply chain resilience process or strategy deals with 

multiple supply chain actors.  
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The resilience outcome of a supply chain event (e.g., a disruption) is the combination of 

interactions between numerous different supply chain actors (e.g., buyers and suppliers) 

(Wieland & Durach 2018). Besides identifying the relationships between vulnerabilities and 

capabilities, the SCRAM model follows the resilience gaps. These gaps are defined as the 

imbalance when comparing the current state of capability vs. vulnerability to the theoretically 

optimal state of resilience. These gaps can direct the organization's actions in maintaining and 

creating further resilience in the supply network. Improvement strategies are based on the 

current imbalance and aim to close the evident gap between the optimal resilience scenario 

and the current situation. The proposed model for resilience by Petit et al. (2019) is a relatively 

easily understandable and appliable model for quantifiable resilience improvements. As of the 

time of writing, one of the few established methods is currently in existence. The biggest 

hurdle in SCRAM is matching vulnerabilities with the right capability factors and sub-factors; 

this means that defining the optimal resilience between values can stay somewhat subjective. 

The linkage of elements relies on three aspects, theoretical, survey correlation, and focus 

group linkages (Petit et al., 2013). Quantifying an organization's supply chain resilience 

capacity has also been done by analyzing organizational capacity from the absorptive, 

adaptive, and restorative capacity perspectives (see figure 9).  

 

These capacities aim to address disruption as three lines of defense. More specifically, supply 

resilience capacity refers to the organization's features that could increase its supply chain's 

ability to absorb risks, adapt to the current situation, and restore itself after a disruption event. 

Absorptive capacity is the capability to absorb and rebound adverse events without 

significantly increased effort through, e.g., multi-sourcing or risk-mitigation inventory; thus, 

dispersion of supply is typical in this capacity. Absorptive capacities are proactive capacities, 

as the mitigation efforts are put in place before the actual disruption. Absorptive capacities 

are synonymous with creating robustness within supply chains through, e.g., redundancy and 

joint-communication and planning. In practice, absorptive capacity acts as the first line of 

defense to increase resilience. (Hosseini et al. 2019; Hohenstein et al. 2015) Adaptive capacity 

means that a company can overcome supply chain disruptions by implementing nonstandard 

tools and organizational practices without needing recovering activities.  
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Adaptivity acts as the second line of defense against disruptions in situations where the 

organization's absorptive capacity did not effectively contain the disruption. Adaptivity from 

an operational perspective can be, e.g., transportation rerouting. Adaptivity is a reactive 

quality with elements that should only come to play when the organization's proactive 

measures fail the prevent interference from a disruption. (Hosseini et al. 2019; Hohenstein et 

al. 2015) Finally, the third and final line of resilience against disruptions is the restorative 

capacity of an organization. In practice, restorative measures often require further 

investments in resilience through, e.g., increased production capacity or equipment. (Hosseini 

et al. 2019) 

 

Figure 7 Three lines of resilience against disruptions (Hosseini et al. 2019, 291) 

 

Comparatively speaking, the different methods for quantifying resilience vary in application 

and process maturity. The SCRAM process by Hohenstein et al. (2010; 2013; 2019) has been a 

decade-long endeavor with relatively established and thought-out procedures. Hosseini et al. 

(2019) propose a similar framework, but as a process, it is more open-ended and, in practice, 

a collection of different tools for resilience factors and disruption situations. For this thesis 

and research, neither the SCRAM model nor the resilience capacity framework will not be fully 

utilized towards concrete resilience improvement measures towards the participating 

organizations, as the thesis acts as a more general look on supply chain resilience in industries 

rather than to create a specific resilience improvement plan for an organization, as the 

required data and resources are not there and relevant for the end goal. However, the before 

mentioned methods for supply chain resilience proved vital in creating themes for the semi-

structured interviews. 
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4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & PROCESS 

The research process began with the identification of the research topic. The key criteria when 

choosing a topic is its researchability (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008, 3). The topic's choice was 

centered around the Covid-19 pandemic and the associated supply chain risk from a resilience 

perspective. Multiple companies were approached to participate in the semi-structured 

interview for the empirical portion of this thesis. Out of 32 contacted companies, five agreed 

to participate in the research process through the semi-structured interview, with six people 

attending interviews lasting around 7 hours in total. The business areas were varied, but the 

focus was generally on retail (see table 5 for details). The research design, data collection, and 

analysis methods are described in more detail in the following chapters.   

 

Table 4 Number of interviews and roles from and within the case companies 

Case 

Company 

Number of 

Interviews 

Number of 

Participants 

Company role in 

the network 

Company industry 

Company A 

Company B 

Company C 

Company D 

Company E 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

Buyer 

Buyer, Supplier 

Buyer, Supplier 

Buyer 

Buyer, Supplier 

Retail 

Construction, Imports 

Online retailer, Wholesale 

Retail 

Wholesale, Online Retailer 

Total 6 6   

 

4.1 Research Design 

Research design is the general plan on how the research process aims to answer the 

underlying research questions(s). The research design includes and details the objectives 

derived from the research question, specifies the data collection sources, how the data will be 

collected and analyzed, and considers the research has had, e.g., time constraints, data 

limitations, etc. After establishing the study's design, an approach and techniques for data 

collection and analysis should be decided. (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2015, 163-164). 

Qualitative research design and methods are an effective way of gathering detailed and rich 

knowledge of a specific phenomenon.  
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Qualitative research methods offer a unique approach by utilizing a different set of underlying 

assumptions through which research can be conducted. (Salkind & Miller 2002) Research 

should establish the purpose of the research design to better guide the research towards the 

objectives (Saunders et al. 2015, 174). This thesis was a combination of study methods; 

exploratory elements were required to gain insight into the pandemic's impact on the 

participant's supply chain processes. Exploratory studies can be used when trying to clarify an 

underlying problem and to understand the phenomenon. Exploratory studies are often 

“looser” in their application and let the participant guide, e.g., the interview, for further insight 

and contributions. Exploratory studies aim to answer the “what” and “how” regarding a 

phenomenon. Defining study elements was also required; this was due to the issue being so 

recent and some aspects from the literature review warranting the need for establishing 

causal relationships between essential elements (Vulnerabilities Vs. Capabilities). Explanatory 

studies can help to understand relationships between different variables or phenomena. The 

key emphasis in explanatory research is to study causality and effects between variables to 

establish relationships between the said variables. Besides exploratory and explanatory 

elements in the research design, an evaluative part was also present on a minimal scale. The 

original research objectives addressed the success of participants concerning supply chain 

resilience during the pandemic. Evaluative studies aim to address how and to what extent a 

phenomenon or strategy has affected, e.g., an organization. (Saunders et al. 2015, 174-176) 

The choice of the research strategy is dictated by its ability to answer the initial research 

question(s). The research strategy choice is also further based on the amount of available data, 

time constraints, and other relevant factors. (Saunders et al. 2015, 177) 

 

The choice of strategy for this thesis was a multiple-case study. A case study aims to gain in-

depth inquiry on a phenomenon in its real-life setting. The case refers to the organizations 

included in the research. The case study is often utilized when the research boundaries 

between the studied phenomena and the context in which it is studied are not clear. (Yin 2014) 

A case study can create great insight into the selected topic in a real-life context, thus 

developing the theory behind the research. The multiple case study approach is relevant when 

the phenomena are impactful in all the cases in a similar manner.  
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A multiple-case study is more likely to create more evidence and relevant information for the 

research. (Saunders et al. 2015, 186-187) This thesis and its associated research rely solely on 

qualitative methods mainly due to the pandemic phenomenon and the concept of supply 

chain resilience being so recent; the availability of relevant company performance metrics or 

financial was challenging to acquire due to time and resource constraints. However, a 

qualitative approach would provide a well-rounded insight on the concept of supply chain 

resilience during a pandemic, thus providing precedence for further research in the future. 

Due to the constraints present during the research process and the nature of the phenomena, 

a research interview approach was chosen as the primary data collection method. A research 

interview is a purposeful conversation between the researcher and the research subject. In its 

essence, a research interview is about asking purposeful questions and carefully analyzing the 

participant's answers. (Saunders et al. 2015, 388).  

 

The type of interview selected for this research was semi-structured. A semi-structured 

interview is an interview where the researcher lists pre-determined themes and critical 

questions with some leeway depending on who is being interviewed. Specific questions might 

not be as relevant with some organizations, e.g., their product portfolio is so different, or 

perhaps the business model is vastly different. Additional questions might be added during 

the interview to understand certain phenomena better. Audio or video recording of the 

discussion should usually be created for future reference, as was the case with this research. 

Semi-structured interviews are beneficial in the exploratory study context due to their ability 

to provide essential background or contextual material for further analysis. From the 

explanatory perspective, semi-structured interviews can help establish links between 

different variables and help explain why these links and relationships exist. When undertaking 

a study with an exploratory element, semi-structured interviews will likely be an excellent way 

to approach the issue. Semi-structured interviews help the researcher “probe” for 

participants' answers and gain new direction and insight for their research. (Saunders et al. 

2015, 391-394)  
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4.2 Data Collection 

To access information, companies were first contacted with an invitation to participate in the 

research interview. The thesis's background, its associated themes, and the timeframe for the 

research's empirical portion were all outlined in the first contacts. Subsequently, after a 

minimal response rate, the companies and relevant personnel were approached via phone 

when such contact details were available. The semi-structured interviews were outlined 

following the same themes present in the theoretical portion of this thesis, i.e., supply chain 

management during and after the pandemic, specific supply chain resilience capacities and 

their factors, and the perceived supply chain vulnerabilities of the participating organization. 

The primary data collection followed a single case design (i.e., only minor modifications to suit 

the interview participant). Still, slight alterations were made during to process due to relevant 

insight gathered from previous interviews. These alterations included the requirement for 

participants to follow the interview form in sections that would otherwise require 

memorization (specifically of different vulnerabilities and capabilities, see appendix 1 for 

further reference). The research participants were initially chosen based on their status in a 

specific industry, the retail sector. However, after around 25 contacts and numerous declining 

answers, the single industry's focus was abandoned.  

 

After the initial contact through email, the intent was to find the most relevant person 

regarding supply chain management to ensure that the participants' knowledge was optimal. 

All participants were in a managerial role within their organizations, and titles included supply 

chain manager, sales and procurement manager, chief executive officer, etc. In total, six 

managers participated in the study representing five different companies. (two of the 

participants were from the same company but represented different functions). Three of the 

companies were in the retail sector, one was in the construction industry, and one in the 

wholesale sector. The amount of insight on supply chain resilience varied, but exploratory 

study methods regarding supply chain resilience vulnerabilities and capabilities were crucial 

in collecting meaningful data from the companies. All the participants could give insight into 

the most critical points from disturbance and the most vital resilience points. All the interviews 

were conducted in the Finnish language. 
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Background information of participating organizations and personnel is given under chapter 

5.4, but no names of personnel or organizations are included due to confidentiality. The 

theoretical outlines were the basis for these interviews. Most of the inspiration concerning 

the actual content was through the works of Petit et al. (2013), Hohenstein et al. (2015), and 

Hosseini et al. (2015). The interview consisted of 5 guiding themes: (1) The initial disruption 

phase, (2) Supply chain resilience capacity and compromises during the pandemic, (3) the 

resilience vulnerabilities of the organization, the (4) organization's resilience capabilities, and 

finally (5) the participants perspective on the future after the pandemic. All the interviews 

followed the same themes and similar questions and the initial interview form (See appendix 

1). The themes were presented to the participants through a PDF attachment file before the 

interviews to prepare better. Still, in practice, only one of the participants had prepared for 

the interviews by studying the interview form and familiarizing himself with the presented 

themes.  

 

4.3 Data Analysis 

Yin (2014) distinguishes two types of strategy for the analysis of qualitative case study 

research data. The first approach involves a pre-formulated theoretical proposition and a 

coding system. The other option is to develop a case description that would lead to emerging 

research questions and case study frameworks instead of them being pre-defined. As is often 

the case, the distinction is not as easy to make as is the case with this thesis. The interviews 

followed a semi-strict structure with all the participants being asked the same question only 

with slight alterations based on the participant's expertise and company area of business. 

Therefore, emphasis was on pre-formulated prepositions, but the research framework and 

research questions were also refined during the process. There is a wide selection of tools 

available to analyze business-related case studies, but the most relevant techniques for this 

thesis were explanation building and cross-case analysis. Analysis of multiple case-study data 

usually begins with analyzing each case separately, followed by a cross-case analysis that aims 

to achieve a comparison through which similarities and differences are contrasted to the 

existing theory background. The single cases include a general description of the case arranged 

either thematically or in chronological order.  
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Explanation building is a technique that consists of a repeating search process to find causal 

links in the empirical data that are then presented in a narrative form. (Eriksson & Kovalainen 

2008) According to Kähkönen (2011), one of the most critical phases in case research is the 

data analysis portion. In this research, the data was gathered by semi-structured interviews 

conducted during the winter of 2021. The discussions were recorded using Microsoft-Teams 

as a platform, and personal notes were also taken during the interviews. The recorded 

interviews were all later transcribed non-literally in the Finnish language. The transcription of 

the interviews produced 75 pages averaging 12,5 pages per interview. Initial intelligent 

verbatim transcription of the data acted as the first line of analysis. The research focused not 

on the participant's behavior and reactions, nor the research participant and researcher's 

interaction. The non-literal transcription also acted to simplify the process and enable a 

quicker analysis of the relevant data, thus acting as the research case record. The case record 

serves as the primary resource package for the empirical data where the data has been 

thematically assembled for better readability (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008). The simplified 

transcripts were read numerous times. As a result, relevant notes and categorization of the 

data according to their relevance to the interview questions and themes had been made 

utilizing Microsoft Excel. Regarding themes from 1 to 3 and 5, the answers were categorized 

along the themes and questions presented in the interview form (see appendix 1). This 

categorization acted as the coding for the qualitative data. Thematic coding often begins at 

the data gathering process, as was the case here; thematic coding refers to features, instances, 

issues, and themes classified by assigning a label to them, often derived from the research 

theory (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008). The transcriptions were analyzed per sentence, and 

answers were arranged under labels based on their relation to a specific theme and performed 

question. Unrelated explanations and answers were omitted to clarify the data further.  

 

Regarding themes 3 and 4, the answers regarding or heavily implying relevant supply chain 

vulnerabilities and resilience capabilities were identified from the transcribed interview 

utilizing color-coding (red for vulnerability and green for resilience capability relation) and 

summarized into a table and arranged based on their prevalence (see appendix 3 and 4).  
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Any other relevant narrative was categorized and marked according to their relation to a 

specific theme and question. Important themes were pandemic disruptions, initial response 

measures, quantified pandemic effects, resilience significance, cost vs. risk exposure 

compromises, observed resilience gaps, and changes brought on by the pandemic. Observed 

vulnerability and resilience capability sub-factors were arranged under the most relevant 

categories and scored by assigning the value of “1”. This assignment required a sub-factor 

explicitly named in the interview or heavily implied to be a significant vulnerability source or 

a part of a resilience capability (see appendix 3 and 4). The details and answers were further 

analyzed based on their relation to the resilience capacity elements (readiness, response, and 

recovery) and resilience capacity approaches (control, coherence, and connectedness) (see 

appendix 5). The scores for the seven vulnerability categories and 14 resilience capability 

factors were calculated by adding the sub-element scores together (see appendix 3 and 4). 

The participants were asked to rank respective vulnerabilities and resilience capabilities from 

important to non-important and highlight the most critical or important ones for the 

company's sake. This information was utilized to create a weighting system where the most 

critical element named by the participant was multiplied by the value of two, and the other 

highlighted factors were multiplied by: 

2 − 
1

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
.  

 

The unhighlighted elements were multiplied by the factor of 1, meaning that their score 

represented the number of relevant sub-elements deciphered from the interview transcripts. 

The weighting was utilized to ensure that the vulnerability and resilience capability elements 

were more reflective of the participants' perception and expertise than relying solely on the 

admittedly subjective scoring based on the mentioned or implied critical sub-factors for both 

vulnerabilities’ resilience capabilities. The scored and weighted vulnerabilities and capabilities 

were analyzed by utilizing the Spearman correlation coefficient (See appendix 3 and 4 for 

results) to find possible connections between experienced vulnerability and resilience 

capability factors.  One of the research's key aspects was finding possible connections 

between supply chain vulnerabilities and resilience capabilities.  
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The comparison was achieved by combining vulnerability and resilience capability sub-factors 

under 7 and 14 main vulnerability and resilience factors, thus effectively scoring elements 

based on their qualitative research data prevalence. Vulnerability (V) sub-factors were spread 

under seven main categories (see appendix 4), while supply chain resilience capability (C) sub-

factors were spread under 14 main categories (see appendix 5). The possible connections 

were hypothesized as follows: 

 

Ho: There is little to no meaningful correlation between the vulnerability factor (VX) and the 

resilience capability factor (Cx) (−0,5 < 𝑝 < 0,5) 

 

H1: The presence of the capability factor (Cx) lowers the presence of vulnerability factor (VX)  

(−1 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ −0,5) 

 

H2: The presence of the capability factor (Cx) lowers the presence of vulnerability factor (VX)  

(0,5 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 1) 

 

However, it is essential to note that a seeming correlation does not mean any causality or a 

relevant link in either case. Explanation building based on the interview narrative was used to 

assess the observed capacities, capabilities, and vulnerabilities. The numeric data is purely 

based on qualitative data observation; thus, a high level of subjectivity is at play. To use the 

Spearman correlation coefficient, we must assume that the variables tend to change together. 

The variables (Vulnerabilities and Capabilities) form a monotonic relationship as we cannot 

assume linearity between variables. The resilience capacity and the approach bias for the said 

capacity were evaluated both individually and as a group. The identified vulnerability and 

resilience capability sub-factors were placed in a matrix similar to Ponomarov and Holocomb 

(2009) (see table 2). This matrix was used to identify if the resilience bias was proactive, 

reactive, or recovery capabilities. The resilience approach was either through the supply chain 

-control, -coherence, or -connectedness approaches.  
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5 EMPIRICAL PORTION: SUMMARIZED FINDINGS 

In this portion of the thesis, the empirical data is presented by first giving brief introductions 

of the participant companies and describing the summarized empirical data arranged by the 

interview form's themes.  

 

5.1 Empirical Findings 

Case Description: Company A 

The interview participant was the owner and manager of a hypermarket store belonging to a 

significant retail concern. The Covid-19 pandemic had been a substantial source of 

disturbance, but operations remain at a relatively normal state at the time of the interview.   

Case Description Company B 

Company B was an SME company working in the construction rental industry and operates as 

an importer and reseller of its primary product category. The interview participant was the 

company's supply chain manager. The Covid-19 pandemic had been the cause of some 

disturbance in the supply chains, but the more prevalent effects were present in the 

company's other functions. Operations remained normal at the time of writing.  

Case Description: Company C 

Company C was a mid-to small size online retailer and wholesaler specializing in leisure time 

products. The interview participant was the chief executive officer. In the grand scheme of 

things, the pandemic had been a significant source of opportunity for the organization. 

Despite this, the company had also faced some difficulty in the supply chain due to the 

pandemic. Operations remained relatively normal at the time of the interview. 

Case Description: Company D 

Company D participated with two interview participants, both representing different 

functions within the company. Interview participant 1 was the sales and procurement 

manager of perishable consumer goods. In contrast, interview participant 2 was the sales and 

procurement manager of other consumer goods. The company had faced significant difficulty 

in their supply chain at times due to the pandemic, but in total, the pandemic had been a 

substantial source of opportunity. Operations were in a relatively normal state at the time of 

the interview. 
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Case Description: Company E 

Company E was an SME company specialized in the wholesale of consumer goods with recent 

avenues into the consumer market with an online storefront. The interview participant was 

the company's supply chain manager and responsible for designing and controlling its supply 

chain operations. The company had faced extreme difficulty in supply chain operations during 

the pandemic. The company was in the recovery phases at the time of the interview.  

 

5.2 Theme 1: The First Effects and Impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic 

Only one company (company E) reported the pandemic as a significant source of threat, while 

all companies had faced at least minor issues with their respective supply chains. The 

companies (especially companies A, D, and E) identified customer panic purchases and other 

dramatic shifts in demand as a critical source of vulnerability. Companies such as company B 

that reported a high degree of reliance on employee skill or knowledge also reported 

increased threat form, e.g., virus contractions. Most companies in the retail sector declared 

the covid pandemic being a source of opportunity. Still, the issues with their supply chain 

somewhat decreased their chance to capitalize on the matter. The supply chain issues stem 

from far eastern markets in practice through lack of supplier capacity and significantly 

increased logistical costs. Response measures to pandemic-related supply chain difficulties 

were varied, but most had shifted their purchasing cycles and minimum stock levels to address 

the issues in the supply corridor. According to the participants, increased buffer stocks played 

a critical role in combating supply chain disturbances. The focus had shifted towards increased 

safety for fluctuations both in demand and supply. Companies A and C had increased focus on 

local sourcing, especially for perishable goods, to ensure supply and lessen spoilage. Human 

contact reduction was mentioned throughout, and an increased focus on training new 

personnel to address possible virus contractions. Decentralization of key resources and 

capacity was mentioned by companies A, B, and C as a vital security source through, e.g., 

dispersion of decision making. Company E stated that its contingency plans and the ability to 

scale back operations were critical in combating demand-related issues. Increased 

communications and collaboration with key suppliers were mentioned throughout the 

interviews, but the participants' degree of technological implementation was varied.  
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Companies reported no new systems and procedures for risk management due to the 

pandemic. Still, the pandemic had acted as a boost to existing projects, especially in stock 

management, collaborative measures, and information systems. A new emphasis on online 

presence was reported by all companies that dealt in the retail space. Companies A, B, C, and 

D reported increased, or at least pre-pandemic levels of business throughout the year 2020. 

The level of spoilage in companies dealing with perishable goods had somewhat increased 

initially due to shifts in consumer demand and behavior. The most significant negative shifts 

in revenue occurred during the beginning stages of the pandemic. While positive changes 

focused on the later stages of the pandemic, certain commodities such as can goods and 

toiletries experienced massive demand and sales during the first months. 

 

5.3 Theme 2: Supply Chain Resilience, the Capabilities, and Compromises 

Most companies reported the creation of capability factors relating to resilience, but the 

conscious implementation of specifically supply chain resilience was described by only one 

company (company B). Resilience in practice from a proactive and somewhat passive, and 

traditional perspective was described by company C:  

 

“At this time, we buy everything we can, thus ensuring our sales to the consumers. Of course, 

there is always a risk in this type of practice that we cannot sell our stock completely. However, 

our advantage is that our products do not spoil and remain relatively unchanged year after 

year. If we want to ensure good business, we do not want to be reliant on external logistics 

providers and suppliers to be able to keep our stocks at an acceptable level.” 

 

Company A reported its focus on local supplier flexibility and weekly risk meetings as a critical 

source of resilience, as did company E in a similar fashion. Company B focused on creating its 

resilience through redundant capacity and, more specifically, the dispersion of its resources 

through localized operating units and warehouses. Safety stocks and an increased purchasing 

volume were emphasized by companies C and D. Multi-sourcing and reserve supplier practices 

were emphasized by most participants as significant sources of resilience during the 

pandemic.  
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All participants considered compromises between risk exposure and the erosion of profits, but 

all companies but E reported a skewness towards more security and redundancy in their 

decisions. Practical examples of trade-offs were, e.g., redundant stock, redundant 

warehousing capacity, large buffer stocks, decentralization, etc. A participant from company 

D described the favoring of security and redundancy:  

 

“We purchased the goods at a steady pace instead of trying to capitalize on lowers costs or 

demand spikes. With a larger risk, we could have made a larger profit, but on the other hand, 

we could have made larger losses. More important was the steady supply of the goods.”.  

 

Company E favored efficiency over redundancy but did state the following regarding supplier 

redundancy and the investments into a larger supplier pool:  

 

“The decision is indeed a compromise, but these costs can be partially offset by shifting some 

of the concurred cost to our clients; this is unavoidable just by the fact that the pandemic has 

increased product prices significantly.” 

 

Proactive capacity was rated high in its importance by the participants. Practical approaches 

included capable IT systems for forecasts and inventory management, reserve suppliers, 

localized empowerment, scalability of operations, buffers stocks, and so forth. Companies A 

and B approached reactivity by creating local empowerment and decision-making and utilizing 

new and existing local suppliers. Company D also felt that a low organizational ceiling and 

employee capability were important for reactive capacity. Company C reported difficulty in 

reactive capacity due to product complexity and supply distance. Company D focused on its 

decentralized structure as a source of reactivity, especially from a logistical perspective and 

scalability. Company E reported difficulty from a reactive standpoint due to product visibility. 

Companies did not discuss recovery capacity extensively, as they felt it was relatively untested. 

However, Company E had had to employ recovery measures through modern IT systems and 

contingency plans that enabled recovery and scalability.  
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5.4 Theme 3: Vulnerabilities exposed by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Companies reported supplier reliability, logistical bottlenecks, demand fluctuations, and 

competitive actions as some of the most common sources of vulnerability during the 

pandemic. The issues were reported as far less prevalent in the domestic or near-proximity 

supplier markets. Company A concluded problems in the global supply chain, especially from 

the perspective of supplier availability: 

 

“Anyone in the retail business wants their products at the right place and at the right time, and 

most importantly, as cheap as possible. Naturally, this causes a lot of suppliers to be left out. 

Suppliers must behave according to company values and rules, and this cuts away even further 

suppliers. All of this is now causing great difficulty when the supply chain is being re-arranged.” 

 

Company B identified labor availability as problematic from an outsourcing perspective and 

reliance on personal knowledge and skill:  

 

“The autonomy of the different units and warehouses makes management somewhat easier, 

but also creates challenges because a lot of our ability relies on the knowledge and skill of our 

workforce. This know-how is sometimes difficult to substitute in the event of sickness or 

another obstacle.”  

 

Company D identified issues in power asymmetry in the buyer/supplier market both in the 

domestic food production sector and bulk produce sourcing globally. Larger competitors were 

stated to have a distinct advantage when supply difficulty was most apparent. According to 

company E, the pandemic highlighted visibility and communication issues; these issues were 

manifested through lack of product visibility. The observed vulnerabilities relating to the 

pandemic were most often relegated through investments into more extensive safety stock 

or larger supplier pools. According to companies B and C, personnel-related vulnerabilities 

were to be addressed through the standardization of processes and the creation of reserve in 

the workforce.  
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Companies, in general, emphasized the role of collaboration and collaborative forecasting and 

information systems and procedures in the future but felt that current implementation had 

not been sufficient in addressing issues. The individual vulnerabilities named by the companies 

are summarized in table 5, along with explanations behind the observations. Some of the most 

prevalent limitations were resource limitations and external pressures, according to the 

participants.  

 

 

Table 5 The ranking of the seven critical supply chain vulnerabilities. 

Company Highlighted Vulnerabilities Vulnerability Participant Description 

Company A Turbulence, External Pressures, 

Resource Limitations, 

Supplier/Customer Disruptions 

Company A faced aggressive price 
competition during the pandemic and 
difficulties in the centralized sourcing 
functions in the global supply chain. 
Customer behavior was also volatile. 

Company B Turbulence, Resource 

Limitations, Supplier/Customer 

Disruptions, Connectedness 

Reliance on a few key suppliers was 
deemed as a source of vulnerability 

during and outside the pandemic. The 
largest vulnerability relating to the 
pandemic related to personnel risk 

and connectedness 

Company C External Pressures, Sensitivity, 

Resource Limitations 

Stricter regulation was seen as a key 
source of vulnerability at the company. 
The logistical bottlenecks and reliance 
on far-eastern 2nd and 3rd line suppliers 

were greatly heightened by the 
pandemic. 

Company D Resource Limitations, External 

Pressures, Supplier/Customer 

Disruptions, Sensitivity 

Company D experienced most 
vulnerability from global supply chain 

issues as well as its reliance on 
outsourced transportation. Besides 
supply chain issues, the company 

highlighted power asymmetry as a 
prevalent issue. 

Company E Resource Limitations, External 

Pressures, Turbulence, 

Connectedness, 

Supplier/Customer Disruptions 

Company E noted that most of the 
initial vulnerability stemmed from the 

disruptions relating to demand 
volatility and pandemic-related issues. 

In the future, supply chain visibility 
and lack of scalability in supplier 

production were critical. 
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5.5 Theme 4: The resilience capabilities 

High relational competency and tighter coupling with a supplier were highlighted by multiple 

participants with a higher degree of joint knowledge system in the future. Increased local 

sourcing and decreased supply chain distances were brought up multiple times. Individual 

knowledge and organizational flexibility were highlighted by companies B and D. A 

representative from company D described organizational agility as follows:  

 

“Our greatest capability is in our agility and the fact that decisions do not get ground in the 

gears of bureaucracy.”  

 

Company E heavily emphasized value-chain dialogue as a fundamental approach continuing 

forward on the account of its position as a wholesaler. More modern approaches towards 

demand planning, forecasting, and inventory management were prevalently mentioned. The 

highlighted resilience factors according to the accounts of the participants are detailed in table 

6. Some of the most commonly highlighted factors were organizational capability, 

collaboration, and redundancy. The organizational capability was summarized as follows by 

the representative from company B:  

 

“This is an essential part (Organizational capability). Creative problem solving is one of the 

most important factors in our resilience. This creativity is perhaps the most important factor 

that our workforce possesses regarding resilience.” Company D highlighted the importance of 

redundancy over efficiency and stated follows: “If efficiency is thought only as of the quick 

turnaround of goods, then we have not taken it to the extremes; thus, it (redundancy) is one 

of the key sources of our capability.” 
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Table 6 The ranking of key resilience capabilities 

Company Highlighted Resilience 

Factors 

Resilience Capability Participant 
Description 

Company A Collaboration, Agility, 

Redundancy, Flexibility, Financial 

Strength, Efficiency, Organization 

Joint demand planning and information 
systems were critical resilience sources 

at a concern level. Agility stemming from 
local empowerment of different 

operating units was necessary, especially 
in creating quick responses in the local 

supplier market. Organizational 
capability manifested as the skill of 

personnel and reserve built-in with part-
time labor. 

Company B Collaboration, Agility, 

Redundancy, Dispersion, 

Organization 

A heavy focus on mutual benefit and 
joint ventures with key suppliers was 

hailed as an essential part of resilience 
and business model. Redundancy 
through dispersion came with the 

localized units and was deemed a key 
source of flexibility. A short supply chain 
distance and internal sourcing, and local 

autonomy aided the organization to 
remain flexible during the pandemic. 

Company C Collaboration, Financial Strength, 

Redundancy, Market Capability 

Tight coupling with key suppliers in more 
complex product categories was deemed 

an important asset and the company’s 
financial solidity and reserve. According 

to the participant, a high volume in 
purchasing and the physical capacity for 
inventory were vital sources of resilience 

and an enabler of increased business 
during the pandemic. 

Company D Financial Strength, Flexibility, 

Organization, Redundancy, 

Collaboration, Agility, Market 

Capability 

Financial Strength was highlighted as the 
critical enabler of risk management. 

Flexibility and agility stemming from the 
decentralized structure and outsourced 
logistics were stated to be vital to the 

company's success. The redundant stock 
was declared to be a necessity to 
capture opportunity during the 

pandemic. A low organizational ceiling 
had, according to the participant, 

enabled quick decision-making and 
dynamism during the pandemic. 

Company E Collaboration, Flexibility, 

Visibility, Financial Strength, 

Efficiency  

Company E highlighted collaboration 
most through open-book communication 
and shared forecasting data throughout 
the value chain. Flexibility manifested as 
the ability to effectively scale production 
to meet decreased demand, according to 
the participant. Efficiency and the ability 
to produce minimal waste was also seen 

as a key capability. 
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5.6 Theme 5: The future after the pandemic 

According to some of the participants (mainly companies A and D), the level of technological 

implementation of information- and forecasting systems should have been at a better level 

along with the performance of online storefronts during the pandemic; the latter of which was 

deemed critical as an alternate point of sales during the pandemic. For company B the 

pandemic had acted as a solidifying proof for redundancy. Still, regarding personnel risk, the 

company representative stated:  

 

“In a relatively small company such as ours, the skills and knowledge of professionals should 

be somewhat overlapping so that we can cover for each other in an emergency. Knowledge 

should be related to the task and profession, not the person.”   

 

Company C also saw the pandemic as a solidifying proof of the effectiveness of redundancy 

and saw its own relatively safety skewed purchasing strategy:  

 

“If some consultant came to inspect our processes, he would undoubtedly throw away half of 

the product selection and would cut our stocks to a minimum. I believe that our way of 

operating is exactly the reason we have been able to reach our position.”  

 

Representatives from company D saw that the apparent power asymmetries in the retail 

sector's domestic buyer/supplier market were evident during the pandemic. Company E 

highlighted the importance of open communication and information sharing:  

 

“The pandemic has shown the power of collaboration throughout the value chain; this has 

been a key insight and target for development. Collaboration serves all parties involved even 

outside a pandemic by creating capabilities for the future.” 

 

Most companies felt that the pandemic caused no significant lasting change. Some minor 

shift in favoring more local suppliers was observed by company A.  
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Companies C and E saw that purchasing strategies could shift to slightly earlier points of 

order. Company E also saw the gathered historical data from the pandemic would play a role 

in future supply chain strategies and forecasts. 

 

6 CASE-BY-CASE RESULT ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the research findings are compared to the base theory through multi-case 

comparison with pattern matching and explanation building techniques to find similarities or 

anomalies compared to the theoretical background. The results are presented in a thematic 

order. Due to a low number of answers relating to the “Deliberate Threats” vulnerability factor 

and the “Security” resilience capability factor, both were omitted. 

 

6.1 Individual Analysis of the Interview Company A 

The interview provided relevant insight on the operational level but somewhat vague on the 

overall supply chain management strategy. The discussion focused mainly on a single retail 

store in large concern. On the local scale, the focus on finding alternative sources of supply 

had proven to be effective in combating product shortages in the first stages of the pandemic 

and could be described as a “textbook” method for increasing resilience through sourcing 

flexibility. The company had increased resilience through two of the improvement methods 

detailed by Stevenson and Spring (2009) by firstly creating flexibility by utilizing near-sourcing 

and second, creating more flexible relationships with its local supplier base. The reactiveness 

of these regional purchasing approaches had ensured supply on some of the more difficult 

product categories. Multi-sourcing is one of the most effective ways of increasing resilience 

(Pettit et al., 2013, 49). The sub-optimal economies-of-scale in multi-sourcing detailed by 

McMaster et al. (2020) was a non-issue when the most significant risk source was not meeting 

demand in crucial product categories. The IT systems and tools for especially order cycle and 

stock management provided by the concern had been an asset in combating the disruptions 

with anticipative capability. Brandon-Jones et al. (2014) described that visibility as a resilience 

factor has strong links in information flows in inventory and demand levels; these were at use 

throughout. The central organization's redundant capacity had aided in ensuring continuity 

(Polyvioy et al., 2019).  
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The supply chain distance, specifically in the purchases coming through the central 

warehouse, had been an issue where the SM had little influence over combating demand 

volatility in centrally purchased products solely on the parent organization's responsibility. 

The absorptive resilience capacity of the company was in a good state. Readiness can be 

enforced by a robust concern that provided control, coherence, and connectedness with solid 

logistics, processes, and information technology (Ponomarov & Holocomb 2009; Honeycomb 

et al. 2015). Slight downsides for especially absorptive resilience stem from the centralized 

purchasing and lack of complementary products. Coherence enabled by the local flexibility 

greatly influenced adaptive capacity. Even though the concern is large, the agility brought on 

by the relative autonomy and quick supplier relationship forming leaves the adaptive capacity 

at a good state locally. Still, connectedness on a grander scale might suffer due to the large 

organizational structure.  

 

The recovery phase was not significantly discussed as there had not been a significant recovery 

period as operations had remained relatively normal. The most substantial resilience capacity 

and defense for disruptions of the company came from its proactive, or “readiness” 

capabilities (49% of capability in readiness) (see figure 7). The figure displays the spread of the 

resilience factors (sorted by color) and sub-factors (dots along the axis). The percentages 

signify the total share of the capacity and approach combination. The proactive resilience was 

balanced between the three approaches with a slight bias towards coherence stemming from 

the company’s internal communication with other units and the central organization in the 

concern. The adaptive or responsive capacity was equally spread among the different 

approaches. In practice, control measures were enabled by the solid central organization 

along with agility stemming from the disperses decision making baked into the business 

model. The capacity to recover was relatively unsubstantiated, with only slight indications 

through alternate sales and distribution channels. However, it would be safe to assume that 

the recovery capability would be comparatively good due to the large size and strong market 

position in the highly centralized domestic retail sector. 
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Figure 8 Resilience Capacity Distribution of Company A 

 

Compromises between risk exposure and costs were discussed locally, but the more 

significant decision had been made in the central organization. The emphasis is, however, on 

lessening the risk exposure by investing in redundant resources. Scholten and Schilder (2015) 

describe redundancy as a logical trade-off between cost and risk exposure and based on the 

interview, the bias is towards redundancy. When discussing vulnerabilities (see table 8), the 

highlighted were somewhat predictable and in line with the overall notion of supply and 

supplier reliability issues. Resource limitations were deemed to be the most critical source of 

vulnerability during the pandemic. Prevalent sub-factors were limitations in supplier, 

production, and distribution capacity. Product availability with centrally purchased products 

was a significant issue.  Most supply difficulty stems from turbulence caused by the pandemic, 

while more surprisingly, the competition had been more prevalent and fiercer during and after 

the pandemic. The highlighted vital capabilities (see table 9) are mostly centered around 

reactive capacity. The ability to have a better stock situation during the pandemic's difficult 

phases undoubtedly helped gain an edge over the competition.  
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The SM’s assessment that the most critical resilience sources were agility and flexibility 

through local suppliers' utilization should generally be agreed upon and in line with combating 

the apparent operational vulnerabilities. The focus on local flexibility and agility undoubtedly 

has a link in mitigating almost all the highlighted vulnerabilities. The model of a central 

organization with a web of entrepreneurs proved to be a source of stability and resilience for 

the whole concern.  

 

Table 7 Company A Vulnerabilities 

A Vulnerability Ranks Score Weighted score 

Resource Limits 6 11 

Turbulence 4 8 

Sensitivity 6 6 

Supplier/Customer disruptions 4 6 

External Pressures 4 5 

Connectivity 4 4 

Deliberate Threats 0 0 

 

Table 8 Company A Resilience Capability Factors 

A Capability Ranks Score Weighted score 

Redundancy 6 12 

Flexibility (in Sourcing) 6 11 

 Agility (Flexibility in Order Fulfillment) 5 9 

Collaboration 5 8 

Anticipation 6 6 

Market Position 5 5 

Dispersion 4 4 

Adaptability 3 3 

Visibility 3 3 

Recovery 3 3 

Financial Strength 2 3 

Efficiency 2 3 

Security 1 1 

Organization 0 0 

 

6.2 Individual Analysis of the interview Company B 

The Covid-19 pandemic had not significantly hindered the organization's core business but 

instead acted as a nuisance in certain functions. The company kept its projected revenues 

intact for the remainder of 2020, so the pandemic did not have a negative business impact.  
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However, it was clear that personnel-related risks were greatly heightened at the time of the 

interview. The reliance on personal skills and local practices had caused some issues in cases 

of virus contraction. This is an element of resource limitations and strictly controlled 

internally, leaving ample room for improvement (Petit et al. 2010, 11). The fact that the 

organization relies primarily on internal supply is a source of baked resilience into the business 

model. Then again, demand volatility from the customer side seemed to be a significant 

vulnerability source. The issues related to supply and demand were all somewhat positive, as 

the issue at the time of the interview was that rental revenue and sales were so significant 

that the demand could not be realistically met at all. Arguably the capacity issues stem from 

the reliance on the single-core component supplier. Still, since the company also acts as an 

importer of the same components, the whole business model dictates their exclusive use. 

When defined as the ability to withstand shock proactively, Robustness is present, but 

exclusively due to internal processes and redundancy because of the reliance on a single 

supplier (Wieland & Wallenburg 2013). Resilience and its core capacities were significant 

factors in supply chain-related decisions.  

 

The conscious choice of multiple operational units and warehouses has proven to be highly 

effective in mitigating supply risk in disruption events. This dispersion type can have negative 

consequences when supply chain complexity dramatically increases, but the dispersion 

resources act as critical detangle points for risk (Petit et al., 2013). The company had faced 

some issues through dispersion concerning the lack of standardization in procedures between 

the operating units. Still, altogether, dispersion seems to be a significant source of resilience 

and competitive advantage.  The absorptive capacity was in excellent order and seemed to 

stem from the ability to quickly change the production parameters according to customer 

need and demand. The internal sourcing between units does, however, undoubtedly increase 

logistics costs compared to the more centralized solution. Still, the on-site demand for 

flexibility from the customer's side does seem to more than warrant the existing model. Petit 

et al. (2010) listed centralized distribution as one of the critical hindrances of resilience in their 

research, so the dispersion approach may indeed serve the purpose of resilience well.  
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The adaptive capabilities, while locally in good standing, suffer from the rigidity of the supply 

network. Responsiveness suffers from the lack of capacity caused by the reliance on a few 

strategical suppliers, but this is indeed built into the business model and would be difficult to 

change. A reduced supplier base was also deemed to be a critical source of disruption by Petit 

et al. (2010).  

 

However, a smaller supplier base is often a compromise for more robust connectivity and 

strategic partnerships (Pereira et al., 2014). The lack of interchangeability of the main 

production components between different suppliers also proves the point further. In this case, 

the recovery capacity had also been relatively untested as the business has remained relatively 

stable throughout. Still, excellent financial solidity would undoubtedly assist in the case of 

production halting disturbances. Financial strength is the crucial enabler for supply chain 

resilience (Petit et al., 2013; Pereira et al., 2014). 

 

Contrary to the statement regarding reactive capacity by the SCM-B, the most significant 

resilience source seemed to stem from the response capabilities enabled by the dispersed 

resources and decision-making and the tight coupling with its strategic suppliers (see figure 

8). The lack of flexibility was offset by the ability to scale operations through supplier 

involvement. Control in the proactive phases was achieved through agility stemming from the 

decentralized structure. Connectedness was achieved again with the tight internal and 

external coupling throughout the value chain. Recovery capacity remained undertested, but 

control measures existed through risk-pooling.  
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Figure 9 Resilience Capacity Distribution of Company B 

 

The critical vulnerability points reflected the discussion well, with the emphasis on turbulence 

as the key source of vulnerability (see table 10) was the correct one because the pandemic 

directly influenced the key disturbance events. The resource limitation is greatly heightened 

due to the significant delay disruption and the reliance on a few key suppliers. Greater 

adaptive capacity would be required to mitigate resource risk more effectively (Petit et al., 

2013). According to Aslam et al. (2020), adaptability enables companies to implement new 

strategies and techniques to address disruption, thus increasing resilience, but the difficulty 

of raising the adaptable capability stems from problems in aligning the supply chain and 

operating procedures; something quite prevalent during the interview. However, the 

particular lack of adaptability is decidedly built into the business model and does somewhat 

pronounce itself during a disruption event such as the Covid-19 pandemic. The most critical 

vulnerability sub-factor based on its frequency during the interview was undoubtedly 

personnel risk.  
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The risk experienced in replaceability of personnel and the reliability of outsourced labor has 

connections to multiple vulnerability factors. Most of the vulnerability is related to the 

sensitivity factor. This sensitivity does not stem from the inherent complexity in the supply 

network but rather from the lack of replaceability in crucial roles within the organization. This 

risk related to interpersonal difficulties in knowledge and skill should be addressed by 

standardizing process and training to enable at least functionality in a case of absence. The 

heavy use of outsourced labor stemming from risk areas in Europe has also been a significant 

issue in the southern Finland area. Therefore, the most critical point of vulnerability points to 

labor availability problems and the lack of replaceability in specific tasks.  

 

Table 9 Company B Vulnerability Ranks 

B Vulnerability Ranks Score Weighted score 

Resource Limits 8 14 

Sensitivity 6 7,5 

Connectivity 7 7 

Turbulence 3 6 

Supplier/Customer disruptions 3 4,5 

External Pressures 3 3 

Deliberate Threats 1 1 

 

The highlighted capabilities (see table 11) are centered around the de-centralized company 

structure. Essential dispersion sub-factors included the dispersion of resources and skills 

locally, personnel capability related to the business culture, and redundancy in an operational 

capacity. Collaboration is vital in a case of reliance on critical suppliers. This reliance was 

effectively mitigated via joint planning and scheduling. A mutual benefit was the basis for 

many interactions with the key suppliers, which relied on the company as a significant revenue 

source. The company’s relative size also positively influenced its resilience while also 

decreased vulnerability from the external environment. Company B did not face substantial 

market shifts or regulation changes as it operated in a steady market.  
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Table 10 Company B Resilience Capability Ranks 

B Capability Ranks Score Weighted score 

Collaboration 8 10 

Dispersion 5 10 

Redundancy 6 9 

Flexibility in order fulfillment (agility) 7 7 

Market position 5 5 

Adaptability 4 4 

Visibility 4 4 

Financial Strength 4 4 

Flexibility in Sourcing 3 3 

Anticipation 2 2 

Efficiency 2 2 

Recovery 2 2 

Organization 0 0 

 

The pandemic had rightly acted as solidifying proof for the strategy of redundancy and 

dispersion to the company. The biggest issue in the future would be the detangling of reliance 

on “quiet” skill and knowledge. 

 

6.3 Individual Analysis of the interview Company C 

Company C had capitalized on the pandemic situation by relying on redundant capacity on the 

stock rather than a sole focus on efficiency. The notion of redundancy in practice being the 

maintaining excess resources by Polyvioy et al. (2019) certainly ringed true with Company C. 

Redundancy acts as a shock-absorber for the duration of disturbances (Hohenstein et al. 

2015).  The operational practices of the company seem to focus more on creating security 

through redundancy. The issue of stemming from globalized supply chains and the related 

disturbances are quite unavoidable during a global pandemic (Petit et al. 2010).  Since another 

big problem for the company was increasing consumer demand for leisure time-related goods, 

focusing on ensuring supply at the expense of increased spending was undoubtedly the right 

choice. Inventory issues can be practically mitigated with buffer stock investments (Tomlin 

2009). Excessive leanness or efficiency can cause a company not to effectively meet the rising 

demand and disturbances (Sanders 2020). The absorptive capacity for resilience was in 

excellent standing because of the large buffer stocks (see table 11) and the increased 

purchasing cycle, and even earlier ordering points.  
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A low volume of products could have negatively influenced the company's absorptive capacity 

and caused a short disruption in material flow to have a significant impact. The larger 

inventories enabled the company to operate in high demand, low availability situations more 

efficiently (Saunders 2020; Hosseini et al. 2015)  

 

However, this emphasis on the proactive capacity negatively impacts the company’s reactive 

capacity. Orders had been made long into the future, and stock levels were kept at a 

maximum. The significant redundancy in inventories means that in the case of substantial 

drops in demand, e.g., due to a considerable and extended recession, the company would 

have financial trouble as a result. A company needs to be careful not to increase redundancy 

and excess capacity to a level it cannot recover from due to profit erosion if demand stalls 

completely (Petit et al., 2013). The effort to minimize the reliance on outside entities 

effectively raises the absorptive capacity from the logistical perspective. The recovery capacity 

remained somewhat in the dark. The excellent financial solidity and a significant increase in 

sales would undoubtedly help in recovery. The company relies on the control approach for its 

proactive, reactive, and recovery capacities, especially delivery competency and redundant 

resources (Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009). The operating processes lean heavily on the side of 

caution and rely on the company's excellent financial solidity. The company, therefore, leaned 

heavily towards proactive capacity (see figure 9). The critical capacity responsible for the 

company’s readiness stemmed from inventory, facility, and supplier redundancy. A relatively 

high score in response through control came from employing these redundant resources when 

needed. The company was more reliant on internal capability and absorptive qualities and less 

on collaborative strength resulting in a low connectivity score in the response capacity. 
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Figure 10 Resilience Capacity Distribution of Company C 

 

Regarding vulnerabilities (see table 9), the risk of personnel contracting the virus was rightfully 

discussed, but since mitigation efforts were already robust, the actual risk should be deemed 

minimal. The highlighted vulnerability factors mainly were not related to the pandemic itself 

but rather were inherently part of the business model and industry. Resource limitation was 

arguably the only vulnerability highlighted that had had a significant increase because of the 

pandemic. This resource limitation is closely linked to almost unavoidable global dependency 

(Sanders 2020). The outside pressures relating to stricter regulation and changes with laws 

are constant but unrelated to the pandemic. However, the more stringent regulation leads to 

increased reporting and resource spending without adding uncompromising business value, 

meaning that it is a legitimate vulnerability source. Law changes regarding the use of specific 

product offerings can be a source of more significant risk. The increased spend and purchasing 

volume might cause considerable investments in products that could be deemed unsellable 

later due to changing laws regarding their use. Production sensitivity is also characteristic of 

the business due to many variants in specific core product categories.  
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Table 11 Company C Vulnerability Ranks 

C Vulnerability Ranks Score Weighted score 

Resource Limits 7 14 

Sensitivity 5 8 

External Pressures 6 8 

Connectivity 6 6 

Supplier/Customer disruptions 4 4 

Turbulence 3 3 

Deliberate Threats 0 0 

 

The highlighted factors reflect and are linked to the critical sources of vulnerability from 

resource limitation with the resilience capabilities, especially from the logistics perspective 

(see table 10). Collaborative capabilities were left somewhat vague during the interview, but 

preemptive purchasing is extensively utilized; an element of visibility and information sharing 

must be present. However, communication with suppliers and stakeholders happened 

through emails almost exclusively, but apparently, a more archaic approach to communication 

had worked well. Softer relational values such as trust, support, and commitment are equally 

important to technical solutions. A long history with suppliers enables more robust 

collaborative relationships (Chowdhury & Quaddus 2016).  

 

Financial strength brought on by years of good business is undoubtedly behind the possibility 

to heavily invest in security through buffer stocks. This financial strength is critically linked to 

resource limitations and the pressures regarding outside factors as it acts as a critical enabler 

of resilience (Pereira et al., 2014). If required, the company could create a larger organization 

to accommodate increasing regulatory demands even if it seems unfavorable. In addition to 

the companies’ capabilities, the anticipation capability was featured prominently during the 

interview by emphasizing driving order points further back to address future supply difficulties 

and combat the increasing lead times. Anticipation can be effectively augmented by 

information technology, but cross-organizational is also in a significant role (Petit et al., 2013).  
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Table 12 Company C Resilience Capability Ranks 

C Capability Ranks Score Weighted score 

Flexibility in Sourcing 6 10 

Organization 6 9 

Redundancy 5 7 

Financial Strength 4 7 

Collaboration 5 6 

Anticipation 5 5 

Market position 4 5 

Visibility 5 5 

Flexibility in order fulfillment (agility) 4 5 

Adaptability 4 4 

Dispersion 3 3 

Efficiency 3 3 

Recovery 1 1 

Security 1 1 

 

The approach focused on redundancy and anticipation has undoubtedly led to the success 

achieved during the pandemic. An efficient lead approach may not have enabled the company 

to capture the same kind of market share. Furthermore, the focus on developing their online 

presence further might just be the right choice considering the ongoing pandemic and shifts 

in trends. One of the critical success factors and resilience sources is the loyal customer base 

and their perception of the company. The company seems to know its clientele well. Explicit 

knowledge of a company’s customer base is one of the most important means of maintaining 

resilience besides redundancy (Behzadi et al. 2020). 

 

6.4 Individual Analysis of the interview Company D 

The Covid-19 pandemic had undoubtedly caused difficulties in sourcing and supply chain 

management, but all in all, the pandemic situation had been an opportunity for the company. 

 One of the participants rightly noted that almost all operators on the retail and grocery 

market in Finland had had a great year. Still, comparisons on the level of success were 

challenging to make. Power asymmetry greatly heightened the difficulty in meeting demand 

in specific product segments than the other larger buyers on the market. This asymmetry is 

greatly emphasized by the global disruptions of supply and unprecedented demand (Sinha et 

al. 2020).  
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A larger company can ensure its resilience through the sheer amount of resources it has at its 

disposal and can bear the cost of resilience better than the smaller competitors by having a 

more decisive influence on suppliers (Polyviou et al., 2019). Power-asymmetry had been a 

significant issue for Company D. The outsourced logistics and lack of a central warehouse was 

often mentioned to be the critical source of capability and competitive advantage by both 

participants. This sentiment did prove to be an asset during the initial stages of the pandemic 

but is also a source of uncertainty due to the lack of ensured capacity stemming from the fact 

that the company has no direct control over service availability. The difficulty in meeting 

sudden demand spikes is almost universal, especially in the retail sector, where forecasting 

consumer behavior influenced by perceived scarcity is challenging (Nikolopoulos et al. 2020). 

 

The company had, however, managed well due to comparatively large buffer- and safety 

stocks. The proactive capacity for resilience was rated high by both participants. Still, after the 

first stages of a disruption event, there can be some issues if the large safety stocks cannot be 

replenished if the outsourced supply network has no excess capacity left.  The lack of delivery 

availability is especially critical with fresh produce and other perishable goods as the current 

service-provider situation resembles a duopoly. While it is improbable that one or both 

operators become unavailable, there is a chance for a critical source of disruption from this 

perspective; this somewhat hampers the firm's absorptive and proactive capacity. Therefore, 

reduced supplier bases are a real threat as dependence can further increase uncertainty 

(Settanni 2020).  
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Figure 11 Resilience Capacity Distribution of Company D 

 

The reactive and adaptive capacities were deemed excellent by both participants citing the 

network's excellent scalability and flexibility; this was reflected by the balance in readiness 

and response (47% and 39%, respectively) (see figure 10). The company focused heavily on 

logistics quality, flexibility, and openness with its suppliers, reflected by the perfect balance in 

absorptive capacity. The logistics network's scalability and the focus on more extensive safety- 

and buffer stocks undoubtedly ensure competitive advantage through redundancy, agility, 

and flexibility. The recovery capabilities remained relatively untested, but the flexible logistics 

network and tight supplier collaboration enabled a quick recovery during the most challenging 

months of the pandemic. The area in need of the most improvement was the integration of 

information systems, leaving some room for improvement in connectedness and coherence 

approaches in the adaptive capacity (Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009).  
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Table 13 Company D Vulnerability Ranks 

Company D Vulnerability Ranks Score Weighted score 

Resource Limits 5 10 

External Pressures 7 10 

Supplier/Customer disruptions 5 8 

Connectivity 6 6 

Sensitivity 5 6 

Turbulence 3 3 

Deliberate Threats 0 0 

 

Regarding the most critical sources of vulnerability (See table 11), the participants cited similar 

factors. The resource limitation factors were especially prominent during both interviews, and 

risk related to the availability of goods was rated the highest. The power asymmetry 

perspective was fascinating to note. While PSM-G mentioned it more heavily concerning 

domestic sourcing, PSM-C also stated it to be an issue on bulk-product procurement.  Besides 

the emphasis on logistics outsourcing, safety stocks, and increased purchasing, addressing this 

issue could be difficult. Still, the suggestions of increased collaboration and joint demand 

planning and prediction could be the right choice moving forward. Further resilience can be 

achieved with a higher level of cooperation with key suppliers and subsequent synergies that 

facilitate joint planning and real-time information change. Emphasis on shared knowledge can 

further cement a competitive advantage and enable mutually beneficial growth. (Scholten & 

Schilder 2015; Scholten et al. 2014)  

 

The issue of regulatory pressure from environmental reporting was not an issue highlighted 

by the pandemic. Vulnerability from fluctuations and volatility in consumer behavior was 

featured prominently during the interviews, and the lack of visibility was also brought up, 

especially with the far-eastern sourcing. The former had been effectively addressed with 

moves in the direction of tighter supplier collaboration. The former lack of visibility in the 

supply chain's farthest nodes could be further increased by increasing direct purchasing. 

Supply chain visibility achieved through direct purchasing can reduce negative impacts in 

disruption events through transparency (Brandon-Jones et al. 2014). 
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Table 14 Company D Resilience Capability Ranks 

Company D Capability Ranks Score Weighted score 

Flexibility in Sourcing 6 10 

Financial Strength 4 7 

Redundancy 5 7 

Collaboration 5 6 

Market position 4 5 

Flexibility in order fulfilment (agility) 4 5 

Visibility 5 5 

Anticipation 5 5 

Adaptability 4 4 

Dispersion 3 3 

Efficiency 3 3 

Recovery 1 1 

Security 1 1 

Organization 0 0 

 

The participants' key capabilities (see table 10) greatly reflected the supply chain scalability 

capabilities. Critical relationships between vulnerability and resilience capabilities could be 

drawn between redundancy, flexibility, and agility concerning disturbances related to 

customer-related disruptions and resource limitations. The buffer created with flexible 

supplier interactions and physical stock is the key source of resilience from an operational 

perspective. The company's flexibility was achieved through flexibility in the supply chain 

design through multi-sourcing, flexibility in supply chain relationships by emphasizing 

information sharing between parties, and future flexibility through inter-firm systems 

(Stevenson & Spring 2009). External competitive pressures and power asymmetry are offset 

by a strong brand presence and customer loyalty in the company’s market area. The low 

organizational ceiling enables the company to be more agile in its response efforts than its 

competitors. The collaboration was by the account of both participants an area in 

development, but it will continue to play a pivotal role in the future. The before mentioned 

and the future investments for a more substantial online presence will be the driving factors 

continuing forward. 
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6.5 Individual Analysis of the interview Company E 

The company had faced significant difficulty stemming from the pandemic situation. Having a 

substantial share of its sales volume originating from the foodservice industry, the company 

invested interest in risk mitigation and scaling operations to ensure continuity of operations. 

The descaling of operations had been a common approach in dramatically reduced consumer 

demand during the pandemic (Veselovská 2020). To alleviate the pandemic's risk, the 

company had utilized its existing contingency planning to scale operations for the new and 

dramatically lower demand while also using new and alternative means of sale through the 

online storefront. The contingency plans, in the beginning, had seemingly been effective. The 

company had not invested in significant redundancy but instead relied on efficiency and 

scalability, a choice proven right when faced with a dramatic drop in demand. The online 

market entrance at the consumer front may prove difficult when considering the much larger 

and relatively more established competition. The issues of the online storefront were 

addressed by emphasizing differentiation. 

 

Further success may be achieved while capacity difficulties and delivery difficulties are present 

for the larger competitors. When discussing resilience as a concept and its significance to the 

company, it became clear that its emphasis was on robust, proactive capacity through 

information systems and reactive capacity through production scalability. The focus was on 

information systems geared at enabling effective forecasts to use the whole value chain and 

building robustness through alternative supply sources and complementary products. Control 

is vital for the response or adaptive capacity, as a company needs a well-established direction 

for its tactical and strategical actions during disturbance (Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009). The 

organization's reactive capacity had slight issues due to customer communication difficulties 

and sourcing more specialized products. Connectedness through information sharing could 

therefore be developed even further. However, the ability to scale production to dramatically 

lowered demand does speak for good reactive capacity and an emphasis on control to ensure 

responsiveness.  
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Adaptability through connectedness was crucial and enabled by innovative approaches by 

both the company and its clients and robust communication throughout the whole value 

chain. Increased adaptability would develop redundancy in sourcing options and improve the 

existing logistical infrastructure. (Aslam et al. 2020; Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009)  

 

 

Figure 12 Resilience Capacity Distribution of Company E 

 

The company's recovery capacity was discussed less directly but rated relatively high, 

supported by the company ensuring operations even at a 60% drop in volumes and the ability 

to scale back up again.  In total, the company showed the most investment into responsivity 

(48% in total) (see figure 11). The adaptive (readiness) capacity, in turn, showed a slight 

leaning towards an intermediate state of responsiveness (38% in total) as the difficulty of 

adjusting to customer demands at a product level was referred to extensively. Resilience 

would be enhanced by increased visibility within the value chain. All parties involved would 

better understand demand and inventory levels enabling continuous development into 

systems to better respond to future events (Brandon-Jones et al. 2014). 
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Table 15 Company E Ranked Vulnerability Factors 

E Ranks Score Weighted score 

External Pressures 7 13 

Resource Limits 5 10 

Connectivity 7 10 

Turbulence 4 6 

Supplier/Customer disruptions 5 6 

Sensitivity 4 4 

Deliberate Threats 0 0 

 

One of the most significant sources of vulnerabilities during the pandemic had not been the 

availability of resources but rather communication and connectivity difficulties; this was not 

mainly represented by choice of the critical vulnerability factors (see table 11). However, 

resource limitations also play a significant role, especially in the recovery period after the 

initial and dramatic period of spring 2020. The difficulty in production scaling by supplier 

partners was apparent, and during the slower months, the problem seemed to be the difficulty 

of scaling resources back enough. The latter could be nigh impossible to adjust due to, e.g., 

labor laws and contractual obligations. Regulation and restriction posed by officials were 

rightly deemed as a critical vulnerability. Still, the notion of clear communication by the ruling 

authority helping to plan operations is not something necessarily shared by the company’s 

peers as 67 % of companies saw that the Covid-19 related communication was not clear or 

insufficient by the government and health officials in a study by the Chambers of Commerce 

(Keskuskauppakamari 2021).  

 

Supply chain visibility and customer-related disturbances were, however, rightly also named 

as critical vulnerabilities. The highlighted resilience capabilities (see table 12) were decidedly 

relevant from the perspective of the most prevalent vulnerabilities and threats. Cooperation 

was highlighted the most, and it is decidedly relevant in combating demand-related and 

communication risk. Both strategical and operational collaboration can lead to better 

response times during crisis and further scalability in the network (Hohenstein et al., 2015). In 

practice, the open way of communicating and investing in mutually beneficial forecasting and 

inventory systems joins cooperation naturally with especially information sharing and 

visibility. 
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Table 16 Company E Ranked Resilience Capabilities 

E Ranks Score Weighted score 

Collaboration 7 14 

Flexibility in Sourcing 6 11 

Visibility 5 8 

Anticipation 7 7 

Flexibility in order fulfillment (agility) 6 6 

Market position 5 5 

Recovery 5 5 

Efficiency 4 5 

Financial Strength 3 4 

Adaptability 4 4 

Redundancy 3 3 

Security 2 2 

Organization 0 0 

Dispersion 0 0 

 

A significant emphasis on information sharing throughout all stakeholders can effectively 

lessen the need for interventions and manual communication, thus improving resilience 

(Brandon-Jones et al., 2014). Financial strengths were naturally deemed enablers, but 

arguably it is not a critical capability per se. Efficiency and redundancy could often be at odds 

in theory and practice. Still, the situation was slightly skewed toward an overabundance of 

resources rather than the lack of them. The emphasis on efficiency and leanness was 

undoubtedly the right compromise during the pandemic. Scholten et al. (2015) consider 

efficiency at odds with redundancy and resilience. Still, the critical balance between the 

elements is intensely heightened in cases of lacking demand, where excess redundancy could 

prove fatal for the scalability and continuity of operations. Flexibility had manifested as the 

ability to scale operations and procurement. The utilization of reserve suppliers and 

complementary products undoubtedly increases cost but accounts for resilience through 

redundancy and flexibility. Organizational flexibility enables volume flexibility that addresses 

volatile demand, while the flexibility present in supply chain design and relationships address 

issues in supplier behavior and general turbulence (Stevenson & Spring 2009).  
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The company should further develop communication openness through collective knowledge 

and information sharing while further investing in inter-firm collaboration and joint systems 

to ensure future scalability and flexibility if the pandemic and the subsequent restrictions 

continue to be a significant source of uncertainty in the future. 

 

7 CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 

 

7.1 Cross-Case Analysis: The Effects of the Covid-19 Pandemic on Supply Chains 

Each participant reported some form of disturbance or difficulty stemming from the issues 

caused by the pandemic. More surprisingly, only 1 participant (Company E) stated the 

pandemic as a source of extreme threat and negative consequence. 42,85 % of the 

participants reported that their business functions and revenue had remained relatively 

steady compared to the time before the pandemic. 33% (companies C & D) stated a positive 

outcome and cited the pandemic as more of a source of opportunity than an existential threat. 

The perceived opportunity or threat was closely linked to the participating companies' 

industry or central target demography. Company E’s primary industry was the foodservice 

wholesale -industry which had experienced a dramatic decline in business. At the same time, 

participants representing the retail sector reported double-digit increases in sales figures 

caused by the sudden influx of cash previously occupied by the foodservice and tourism 

sectors. The most common sources of difficulty stemmed from the lack of supplier 

manufacturing or logistics capacity and the general scarcity of products and materials. All the 

participants had faced moderate to significant issues due to the before-mentioned factors 

(See table 15 for more detail). The consumer panic caused by perceived scarcity affected all 

the participants that operated in the retail sector. The reports of extreme unpredictability in 

consumer behavior, especially in the first months of the pandemic, follow closely the 

observations made by Nikolopoulos et al. (2020). A dramatically increased demand was a 

reality to all but one of the participating companies. In conjunction with capacity issues with 

logistics providers, it caused an inability to meet customer demands. Despite this, all 

companies but Company E had experienced healthy boosts to their sales volume, especially in 

the retail sector.  
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 Table 17 The most significant sources of disturbance from the pandemic 

 

Global supply chain complexity was a determining factor in difficulties related to the supply 

network and reflected the findings of Moritz (2020) and van Hoek (2020). Lack of visibility in 

far-away nodes of the network caused further uncertainty with all but one of the participants. 

Company E had suffered the most and was the only company to report issues stemming from 

pandemic restrictions and regulation. The participant's first response and risk mitigation 

methods were varied, but in the retail sector, particular emphasis was given towards 

increasing online presence and improving storefronts.  As described by Tomlin (2009, 639-

640), the most effective ways to mitigate the overall logistical and sourcing risk include buffer 

stock investments and multi-supplier or -location sourcing, respectively. All participants 

practically utilized the before-mentioned elements (see table 16). The supply chain distance 

and subsequent dependency of far-away nodes of the supply network were featured 

prominently. Three participants (A, D, & E) had effectively utilized near markets and decreased 

supply chain distance. The biggest issue with this is the lack of complementary products 

outside of fresh produce. The issue of product availability is a global one. The vast majority of 

the production of purchased goods, especially raw materials and components having been 

offshored prevalently into 3rd world markets due to cost control measures and market 

penetration (Settanni 2020).  

 

Initial disruptions A B C D E Yes-% No-% 

Perceived Scarcity / Customer Panic Purchases Yes No No Yes No 40 % 60 % 

Greatly Increased Demand Yes Yes Yes Yes No 80 % 20 % 

Greatly Decreased Demand No No No No Yes 20 % 80 % 

Increased Spoilage Yes No No Yes Yes 60 % 40 % 

Delivery Reliability Issues (Near-Sourcing) No No No Yes Yes 40 % 60 % 

Delivery Reliability Issues (Far-Sourcing) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 100 % 0 % 

Supplier/Manufacturer Capacity Issues Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 100 % 0 % 

General Unavailability of Products/Materials Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 100 % 0 % 

Virus Contractions No Yes No No No 20 % 80 % 

Loss of Business Due to Restrictions & 
Regulation 

No No No No Yes 20 % 80 % 
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Table 18 First response measure comparison 

First Response Methods for 
Opportunities/Threats 

A B C D E Yes-% No-% 

Near-Market Utilization (Supplier and Product 
Substitutes) 

Yes No No Yes Yes 60 % 40 % 

Production Cycle Adjustment Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 100 % 0 % 

Ordering Cycle Adjustment Yes No Yes Yes Yes 80 % 20 % 

Increasement of Safety- And Buffer Stocks Yes No Yes Yes No 60 % 40 % 

Alternate / New Means of Sale Yes No Yes Yes Yes 80 % 20 % 

Human Contact Reduction No Yes No No Yes 40 % 60 % 

Contingency Plan Implementation No No No No Yes 20 % 80 % 

Increased Direct Sourcing / Own Manufacturing Yes No Yes Yes Yes 80 % 20 % 

 

There seemingly was a trend of streamlining supply chains through an increasement in direct 

sourcing, reflecting the vulnerability perceived from reliance on information from wholesalers 

and other 3rd party providers.  All the organizations had made some adjustments to their 

production cycles to accommodate either significantly increased or decreased demand. Such 

ability has required the existence of some redundant resources, most often in labor capacity. 

The availability of part-time or seasonal labor, though, e.g., enabled good scalability with 

demand spikes. Still, excess capacity could be an issue with low-demand situations as strict 

labor laws could inhibit an organization from scaling its operations optimally. 

 

To summarize, most of the experienced initial pandemic-related disruptions reflected mainly 

on globalized supply chains, centralized distribution, and increased volatility of demand out of 

the potential disruption factors by Petit et al. (2010). The utilized buffer stock investments and 

multi-sourcing solutions were reflective of Tomlin's operational solutions (2009). Judging by 

the low adaption of contingency plans indicated that the companies outside of Company E 

had not had to employ such strategies; however, the effectiveness of the contingency plans 

could be seen as better than expected, somewhat contrary to the perception of Moritz (2020) 

and Veselovská (2020). However, the disparity could also reflect that most of the research 

focus was on an industry with only some supply chain disruptions instead of dramatic 

pandemic-related consequences. 
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7.2 Cross-Case Analysis: Supply Chain Resilience Capacities and Compromises 

Only two of the participants (B and E) identified the concept of resilience from a supply chain 

perspective and had consciously implemented measures to increase it. However, all the 

participants did relate to the importance of supply chain resilience when resilience was 

established to be a combination of proactive-, reactive- and recovery capabilities towards risk 

occurrences and other disruptions. This description of operational ability to endure and 

rebound from troubles was well represented in all cases (Brusset & Teller 2017). Specific 

pandemic instigated resilience measures focused heavily on creating back doors in the supply 

network by acquiring new suppliers focusing on immediate market utilization. Monitoring of 

financial and supply chain metrics had significantly garnered increased attention. Increased 

connectivity from the first line of contact through the whole value-chain to the 2nd and 3rd 

level suppliers had also ignited interest in eliminating knowledge and visibility gaps in the 

companies' supply chains. The resilience approaches of control, coherence, and 

connectedness were all present in the companies’ capabilities. Still, control and 

connectedness through process design and understanding and stable bonds with stakeholders 

were featured most prominently (Ponis & Koronis 2012).  

 

The role of networks and system integration with increased visibility, i.e., the 

interconnectedness, was surprisingly prominent throughout the interviews. Still, an 

incompleteness element was present, especially with information system applications. The 

implementation of more communicative information, forecasting, and inventory systems did 

seemingly experience a boost as a result of the pandemic, likely instigating an even higher 

emphasis towards coherence and connectedness in supply chain capacities in the future. 
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Figure 13 Combined Resilience Capacity Distribution 

 

The participating companies showed a balanced approach between proactive and reactive 

capabilities with slight skewness towards connectedness (see figure 12); this, however, 

changed somewhat when individually assessing the companies. While companies A, C, and D 

showed skewness towards proactive capacity, company B showed a slight leaning towards 

reactivity. In contrast, company E showed skewness towards proactivity. The companies' 

standard deviation in the factors that counted towards either capacity was only 5,7 (the 

average of the factors was 58), so no single company considerably shifted the bias in either 

direction. Based on the observations, the largest capacity towards resilience was in the 1st line 

of defense against disruption, i.e., the readiness or absorptive capacity (45%). Readiness and 

connectedness showed the most significant concentration of capabilities with the most 

substantial presence from redundant, anticipative, market position-related capabilities. 

According to Chowdhury and Quaddus (2016), this emphasis on proactivity is expected and 

favored due to improved predictability and flexibility. The companies relatively low perception 

of vulnerability from the pandemic also speaks for absorptive capacity, which according to 

Hosseini et al. (2019), was defined as the ability to withstand significant disruption without a 

dramatic shift in operating procedure.  
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Responsiveness or reactive capacity was most heavily influenced by relational capabilities, 

primarily through collaboration and joint-visibility factors. This focus on relational capabilities 

in reactive stages is also reflective of Chowdhury and Quaddus's (2016) observations. The total 

share of responsive capacity or the 2nd line of defense against disruptions was only 5% lower 

(40%) than absorptive capacity. A minor focus was on recovery capacity (15% share), and 

specific factors and sub-factors relating to recovery capacity were relatively rare. However, 

the lack of presence in recovery capabilities could change dramatically if all participants were, 

e.g., in the foodservice industry. Besides recovery capabilities, financial strength and 

organizational capabilities played a role in recovery capacity (for more detailed information 

on the distribution of resilience capabilities and their sub-factors, see appendix 5). 

Compromises and the balance between risk exposure and the cost were heavily skewed 

towards security and redundancy throughout the participants. Optimal resilience would 

require a perfect balance between the before mentioned qualities as an overreliance on 

redundancy would lead to an erosion of profits without the added benefit (Petit et al., 2013). 

Resilience balance was difficult to assess with the limited time and resources available, but no 

company reported or was aware of overtly “safe” practices. Companies with complex product 

category structures (Companies A, C, D, and E) favored multi-sourcing and a larger network 

for added security. A redundancy approach in the supplier pool will cause a rise in costs but 

lessens risk exposure (Pereira et al., 2014). Company B favored stronger connectivity but still 

relied more on security at the sake of cost. For retail participants, the focus of less risk 

exposure was undoubtedly correct, as the risk of losing sales poses a greater financial risk than 

slight skewness towards redundancy. The only company to state to shift the balance towards 

cost-minimization was company E; still, as a wholesaler in an industry severely hit by the 

pandemic, this approach was warranted. 

 

7.3 Cross-Case Analysis: Vulnerabilities Exposed by the Covid-19 Pandemic 

When analyzing the specific pandemic-related disruption events by summarizing the 

participants' accounts, it was determined that 51-% of the disruption event were supply-

related, 33-% were demand-related, and 15-% were related to the companies own operations. 
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In the following chapter, the seven main vulnerability factors are analyzed from a cross-case 

perspective. 

Table 19 Combined Vulnerability Ranks 

 

 

1. Resource Limits: 20% of perceived vulnerability, 27% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-27%. B-33%, C-32%, D--24%. E-20% 

Resource limitations were by far the most prevalent source of vulnerability based on the 

interview participants' accounts. The most common vulnerability sub-factors were the lack of 

Supplier- and Distribution Capacity and the lack of Product Availability (referring to sellable 

products). Global distribution and demand issues heavily influenced the observed 

vulnerability in both supplier and distribution availability. The unavailability of suppliers and 

supplier capacity signifies the dramatic impact of the pandemic. In turn, lack of supplier 

capacity speaks for the supplier's lack of redundant resources (Hohenstein et al., 2015). 

Production Capacity and Human Resource's paucity -issues were related to skilled labor 

availability or labor replaceability issues. Labor-related vulnerabilities, especially from the lack 

of scalability in the suppliers’ operations, can be traced back to consumer behavior's 

unpredictability during the pandemic (Nikolopoulos et al. 2020). Vulnerabilities in production 

capacity were mainly related to the pandemic's increased demand. The lack of distribution, 

product, and labor availability meant that participating companies could not scale their 

operations to meet the rising demand. However, as was the case with Company E, the issue 

was instead the problem of scaling operations back enough to ensure survival in the opposite 

situation. The highest-ranking of resource limitations is not especially surprising and reflects 

the common Covid-19 related disturbances (see appendix 3 for details). 

 

 

Combined Vulnerability Ranks Score Score-% Weighted score Weigted Score-%

Resource Limits 31 20 % 59 27 %

External Pressures 27 17 % 38 18 %

Connectivity 32 21 % 33 15 %

Sensitivity 26 16 % 31 15 %

Supplier/Customer disruptions 21 13 % 28 13 %

Turbulence 17 11 % 26 12 %

Deliberate Threaths 3 2 % 1 0,5 %

Total 156 100 % 217 100 %
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2. External Pressures: 17% of observed vulnerability, 18% weighted share  

Individual Company Share: A-13%, B-7%, C-18%, D-23%. E-26-% 

External Pressures' inclusion as the second-highest source of vulnerability reflects the most 

prevalent industry included in the research. Retail companies experienced a formidable year 

in 2020 for sales figures, so it is only natural that competition was perceived fiercer during the 

pandemic height. The most significant single vulnerability sub-factor was Price Pressures. This 

vulnerability was due to either fiercer price competition or rising delivery costs, inadvertently 

causing loss of profit margin in pre-contracted prices; this caused the companies to either 

attempt to renegotiate contracts or subsidize affected product categories. Competitive 

Innovation, Political/Regulatory Change, and Temporary Restrictions were also ranked almost 

as high as vulnerability sources. Competitive innovation was mainly reflected through the 

fierce competition and apparent power asymmetry in the Finnish retail sector. Larger 

competitors, which were more scarcely represented in this research, had a distinct power 

advantage in procurement and the improvement of online storefronts and -presence. 

Regulation changes reflected the pandemic less and mainly were related to increasing 

environmental reporting and product life-cycle management responsibilities; this was again 

something that highlights the existing power asymmetry, especially in the retail-, and 

wholesale sectors. Larger organizations are less impacted by increased regulatory demand 

due to a higher degree of redundancy. Temporary restrictions refer to government-imposed 

quarantines or access restrictions during the pandemic. Surprisingly, this was the least 

prevalent as an issue for retail-sector participants. Instead, the problem affected Companies 

B, D, and E the most with either loss of sales due to restrictions or loss of labor or delivery 

capacity due to the restrictions.  

 

3. Connectivity: 21% of observed vulnerability, 15% weighted share  

Individual Company Share: A-13%, B-7%, C-18%, D-23%. E-26-% 

Interestingly, the participants did not emphasize connectivity as a source of vulnerability 

despite the transcription data analysis. Data analysis revealed Connectivity to be the highest 

source of vulnerability in total.  
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Issues in connectivity are impossible to avoid in a global disturbance. Even diversifying means 

of delivery and sourcing do not necessarily yield wanted results when all markets and supply 

networks are affected (Sinha et al. 2020). The two most prevalent vulnerability sub-factors 

were the Scale of the Networks and reliance on specialty sources. The scale of the networks 

on a global scale meant that even a short disturbance upstream in the supply chain could 

threaten to halt operations (Kamalahmadi & Parast 2017). The supply networks' scale was 

especially prevalent with far-eastern sourcing. Participants experienced a wealth of issues 

with far-node disruptions and an overall lack of visibility in the network. Far-eastern sourcing 

was commonly done through 3rd party providers hindering the visibility further. Company D 

had increased its direct sourcing significantly to address this. Reliance on specialty sources 

was an issue to all participants to some extent with varying degrees of severity. Most often, 

the vulnerability stemmed from a specialty product aimed at differentiation or the use of a 

single or dual strategic supplier. Reliance upon external information, Import and Export 

Channels, and the degree of outsourcing also ranked high as sources of vulnerability. 

Information reliance came either from a high degree of centralization in the company or 

reliance on 3rd party provider or “middle-man” information sources. Import and export 

channel difficulties were highly problematic in far eastern sourcing. Import channels also came 

to play near sourcing when suppliers could not effectively source raw materials or 

components. The degree of outsourcing was a factor relating to the utilization of large central 

wholesalers in the retail sector and some cases, labor-law related (Company B). These global 

and sometimes invisible dependencies were a common source for disruption during the 

pandemic (Sanders 2020). 

 

4. Sensitivity: 17% of observed vulnerability, 15% weighted share  

Individual Company Share: A-15%, B-17%, C-19%, D-13%. E-8-% 

Sensitivity was similarly less emphasized by the participants when ranking the vulnerability 

factors. Still, it was determined to have a slightly higher importance from the pandemic’s 

perspective through the transcript data analysis. The single most prevalent issue was the Lack 

of Complementary Products. The problem affected all the participants to some extent with 

varying degrees of severity and varying details.  
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The retail companies (A, C, D) experienced a lack of complementary products strictly sourced 

from the far-eastern market; this most often meant non-perishable commodities with no 

alternative production in nearer markets due to the global trend of far eastern market 

production. This type of dependency was not at the participants' fault. Still, the market-wide 

focus of shifting away non-core activities and increasing outsourcing may have caused 

unavoidable dependence and increased sensitivity (Settanni 2020). Company E faced similar 

difficulties in the sourcing of customer-specific specialty items. Company B is tied to a single 

supply source for its main product category and naturally suffers from increased sensitivity as 

a result, but this, on the other hand, is not pandemic related. Complexity and Product 

purity/spoilage/quality were also ranked high and relevant to all companies but company B. 

Those who dealt with perishable goods faced heightened difficulty managing spoilage, while 

quality was also more suspect during the pandemic.  

 

5.  Supplier/Customer Disruptions: 13% observed vulnerability, 13% weighted share  

Individual Company Share: A-15%, B-10%, C-9%, D-19%. E-12-% 

The two most crucial vulnerability sub-factors relating to disruptions stemming from supplier 

or customer behavior were Supplier Reliability (frequency of disruptions) and Customer 

behavior disruptions (demand & purchasing behavior). The before mentioned sub-factors 

affected all the participants to some extent. Each participant reported disturbances in either 

delivery reliability, timeliness, and product/service quality or all. Possible reasons behind the 

observations included the production scaling difficulties the suppliers faced or the rising costs 

of operation. Customer behavior changes relating to the pandemic affected all the 

participants not only through panic purchases or “hoarding,” but dramatic changes in, e.g., 

visiting frequency, average purchase, and demand shifts were also present. This sort of 

unpredictability has been shown to cause bullwhipping effects with overzealous increases in 

capacity and production and overly cautious descaling of operations (Nikolopoulos 2020). 

Company E was significantly affected by the latter. 
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6. Turbulence: 11% observed vulnerability, 12% weighted share  

Individual Company Share: A-20%, B-14%, C-7%, D-7%. E-13-% 

Turbulence was rather surprisingly not seen as significant of a threat one might presume 

(except for Company A, which was in a difficult situation due to its customer demographic and 

geographical location). The three vulnerability sub-factors with the most significant presence 

were the Unpredictability of Demand (Ascending Trend), Fluctuations in Currencies or Prices, 

and the Pandemic. Naturally, all participants viewed the pandemic as a threat at some level. 

Still, most participants had either endured it with relative ease or even saw it as more of an 

opportunity. Only companies A and E reported significant difficulties due to decreased 

demand. 

 

In contrast, the rest reported the vulnerability to stem from the lack of ability to meet 

significantly increased demand due to the lack of internal capacity or failures in the supply 

chain. Fluctuations in prices indirectly affected all the participants with rising global freight 

charges and the lack of capacity in the global supply network. More specifically, the container 

prices and freight charges involved the retail participants most significantly.  

 

7.4 Cross-Case Analysis: Supply Chain Resilience Capabilities 

When inquired about individual sources of resilience during the pandemic, the most common 

and shared approaches included the utilization of more collaborative supplier partnerships, 

the presence of supplier flexibility, use of information and forecasting technologies, and the 

individual talents and capabilities of personnel (see appendix 4 for more information). The 

more relational capabilities were a common denominator regardless of the business focus of 

the participants.  
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Figure 14 Observed development ideas for increased resilience. 

 

The most prevalent areas of desirable or planned resilience improvements (see figure 13) had 

a significant emphasis on building collaborative partnerships and closing the information gaps 

between stakeholders throughout the value chain. The pandemic had also highlighted the 

personnel risks associated with quiet knowledge; thus, knowledge management had a 

significant presence in desirable improvement areas. The key combining factor seemed to be 

an increased focus on interpersonal and -organizational capabilities with the aid of modern IT 

systems. The specific capability factors (see table 4) and their relevant sub-factors gathered 

from the empirical data told a similar story with a high degree of emphasis on collaborative 

approaches. Next, the individual capability factors are summarized, and key findings and 

possible connections to perceived vulnerability factors are presented. 
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Table 20 Combined resilience ranks 

 

 

1. Collaboration: 10% observed capability, 13% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-10%. B-14%, C-11%, D-7%. E-9% 

Collaboration was deemed the most critical resilience factor by the participating companies 

themselves and by analyzing the transcribed data. All the participants utilized some forms of 

collaborative forecasting with suppliers and, in some cases, customers (Company E) with 

varying amounts of technological implementation in joint information and forecasting 

systems. If such systems were not in place, it was often discussed to be a future development 

avenue. Softer relational values were also present as trust, partnerships, and mutual benefit.  

These types of stakeholder information and knowledge transfer methods have been shown to 

increase synergies that enable better absorptive, adaptive, and recovery capacities (Scholten 

& Schilder 2015). Collaboration is a natural source of resilience as it has been linked with 

decreased crisis response times and increased performance during disruptions events 

(Hohenstein et al., 2015). The most prevalent capability sub-factors in collaboration capability 

were Collaborative Forecasting, Communications, and Preemptive purchases, referring to 

early communication of future procurement activities. Communications with critical suppliers 

and direct contact measures with lower-tier suppliers were constant throughout the 

interviews. Purchasing and demand data were exchanged openly to communicate future 

procurement needs with suppliers. Other important sub-factors were Customer Management 

and Risk Sharing with Partners.  

Combined Resilience Ranks Score Share-% Weighted score Weighted Share-%

Collaboration 28 10 % 45 13 %

Redundancy 26 9 % 41 11 %

Flexibility in Sourcing 24 9 % 38 11 %

Organization 25 9 % 34 10 %

Flexibility in order fullfillment (agility) 25 9 % 30 8 %

Market position 25 9 % 28 8 %

Financial Strenght 18 7 % 27 8 %

Anticipation 24 9 % 25 7 %

Visibility 20 7 % 23 6 %

Adaptability 19 7 % 19 5 %

Dispersion 12 4 % 17 5 %

Efficiency 12 4 % 13 4 %

Recovery 11 4 % 11 3 %

Security 5 2 % 5 1 %
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Approaches and importance towards customer management varied between participants, 

primarily based on industry, but companies who mainly dealt with other businesses as clients 

had the most emphasis on customer management. 

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Collaboration) 

A high degree of resilience from collaborative capabilities was linked with the increase of 

vulnerability in the connectivity factor (p 0,89) (see appendix 2); this is somewhat expected, 

as the companies with the most emphasis on collaborative partnerships and strategic 

relationships had the most potential for vulnerability relating codependency. Collaborative 

capability showed a strong negative correlation with Sensitivity (p -0,80). Companies with 

more collaborative capabilities could spread their risk more evenly along with supply partners 

and stakeholders and ensure product purity and quality with better visibility and open 

communication. This type of tight cooperation could be observed, especially with companies 

B and E. 

2. Redundancy: 9% observed capability, 11% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-15%. B-12%, C-17%, D-7%. E-4% 

Redundancy was unsurprisingly ranked high as a resilience capability factor because most 

participants had more issues meeting a heightened demand during the pandemic prompting 

an increment of redundancy measures in their supply chains. Company E showed less 

emphasis on redundancy as a measure for resilience which is quite logical as the sales volumes 

had dropped so dramatically due to the pandemic. The single most prevalent sub-factor in 

redundancy capability was the greatly emphasized utilization of buffer- and safety stocks. A 

proactive sub-factor was determined to be of critical importance by multiple researchers 

(Tomlin 2009; Polyvioy et al. 2019; Hohenstein et al. 2015). This redundant inventory 

utilization was already a core function with most companies. Still, companies A and C showed 

signs of increasing safety over economically optimal or lean inventory management. 

Throughout the participants, redundancy acted as either a temporary shock absorber related 

to the pandemic or a permanent resilience factor in company practices (Company B). Excess 

capacity and redundant resources are behind this capability (Hohenstein et al., 2015).  
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Reserve Suppliers referring to ordinarily static but contractually bound suppliers and 

Equipment/Facility Capacity were ranked high. All participants utilized reserve suppliers' 

utilization and maintenance, but company B did not have ones for its core products due to its 

business model. Another relatively essential sub-factors were Labor Capacity, which was 

utilized quite prominently by the retail-sector participant with seasonal and part-time labor, 

effectively giving them a buffer against, e.g., cases of virus contraction.  

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Redundancy) 

Redundancy capabilities showed the most substantial positive connection with increasing 

Resource Limits (p 0,63), indicating that companies with heavy investments into redundancy 

also experienced a higher degree of vulnerability in vulnerabilities related to the availability of 

means of production. This connection was not connected to any observed phenomena but 

more likely an anomaly in the data. Significant negative correlations were observed with 

External Pressures and Connectivity (p in both -0,67). Companies with a high redundancy level 

are more likely to endure and sustain operations in disruption events (Scholten & Schilder 

2015). In the circumstances such as the dramatic shifts in consumer behavior and demand, 

redundant resources aid organizations in coping with sudden fluctuations. A company 

invested in redundancy is less likely to face vulnerability from reliance on other entities for a 

source of supply. For example, Company D effectively mitigated short-term shocks through its 

redundancy from localized buffer- and safety stocks. Redundancy enables static proactivity 

that aids companies to avoid supply disruptions which is often an issue in connected and 

codependent supply chains (Namdar, Li, Sawhney & Pradhan 2017). 

 

3.  Flexibility in Sourcing: 9% observed capability, 11% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-13%. B-4%, C-5%, D-8%. E-8% 

Flexibility was ranked equally high with redundancy but with a higher skew towards 

companies A, D, and E, who prominently attributed sourcing flexibility as one of the critical 

sources for their resilience. Essential sub-factors were Supplier Flexibility and Multiple 

Sourcing. Flexibility in the sourcing environment is especially vital for not getting trapped in 

geographical supply markets during major disruptions (McMaster et al. 2020).  
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The utilization of local supply chains had proved a source for significant resilience. Supplier 

flexibility was mentioned in some form or another by all participants through either 

contractual flexibility or general scalability of joint operations. Suppliers would effectively 

attempt to increase capacity and communication to mitigate disruption risk during the covid-

19 crisis. All participants except company B utilized multiple sourcing in key product categories 

to a significant extent. Near supplier market utilization and Continuous supplier search were 

also prominent sub-factors with participants with most participants.  

Flexibility in the supply chain design through market and supply proximity enables faster 

reconfigurations in the event of a disruption (Stevenson & Spring 2009).  Near-market 

utilization had been utilized to some extent by companies A, D, and E. 

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Flexibility in Sourcing) 

Flexibility in sourcing showed some positive correlation with the increasement of 

supplier/customer disruption (p 0,63). The increased perceived vulnerability could be due to 

increased involvement and a larger pool of suppliers, raising the possibility for supplier 

reliability-related disruptions. An increasement in interconnectivity is often followed by a 

larger supplier pool needed for sourcing flexibility (Stevenson & Spring 2009).  A strong 

negative correlation with resource limits could be observed (p -0.81). 

Sourcing flexibility could explain a smaller chance of stockouts or lack of capacities in the event 

of node severance in the supply network. Sourcing flexibility enables an organization not to 

depend on a single source for supply (Petit et al., 2013). Sensitivity also showed a decrease 

with sourcing flexibility (p -0,67). Companies with many resilience capabilities in sourcing 

flexibility experienced fewer resource limitations through the existence of alternatives. 

 

4. Organization: 9% observed capability, 10% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-10%. B-14%, C-5%, D-8%. E-5% 

Organizational capabilities were featured prominently throughout the interviews and mostly 

related to either organizational flexibility or agility through low structure or the companies' 

skills and knowledge. The most prevalent sub-factors were Creative Problem Solving, 

Learning/Benchmarking, and the Culture of Caring.  
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The focus on creative problem solving and encouragement towards an entrepreneurial spirit 

was especially prevalent with companies B and D. Companies B, C, and D highlighted the 

importance of Substitute leadership/Empowerment to a great extent. A low organizational 

ceiling helped reactivity a great deal during the pandemic. 

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Organization) 

Organizational capability did not show signs of growth with any specific vulnerability factor. 

Organizational resilience capabilities showed some very slight correlation with a lower 

vulnerability in external pressures (p -0,41). This connection could be due to a more robust 

reactive capacity aiding in disruptions stemming from the external environment. 

 

5. Flexibility in order Fulfilment (Agility): 9% observed capability, 8% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-12%. B-10%, C-5%, D-5%. E-8% 

Flexibility in order fulfillment (Agility) stemmed most from Inventory Management, Scalable 

Production, and Alternate Distribution Channels. Inventory management approaches and 

strategies varied, but all participants except E favored more redundancy and safety-oriented 

strategies when questioned about inventory management approaches. The implementation 

of modern inventory management systems was commonly present and cited as a source of 

resilience and competitive advantage. These systems can enable agility through which better 

response times for fluctuations and disturbances are enabled (Haris et al. 2020). Scalable 

production was equally cited as a source of resilience in both ascending and descending 

demand fluctuations. This scalability was most often labor-related and made possible by 

investments into reserve labor capacity. Alternate distribution channels or means of 

distribution were often related to the presence of alternate sales channels.  

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Flexibility in order Fulfilment (Agility)) 

There seemed to be a strong positive correlation with increasing vulnerability in the 

Connectivity and Turbulence Factor (p 0,79 and 0,67). Still, no logical source for this apparent 

connection could be determined through any subfactor or statement made in the 

transcription data.  
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Additionally, a significant indication of the Sensitivity vulnerability factor's descending 

vulnerability could be determined (p -0.90). Agility in producing outputs would enable an 

organization to alter production parameters quickly and product specification, effectively 

decreasing sensitivity. Agility in producing outputs allows a company to continuously develop 

its processes to meet new requirements or resource constraints (Scholten et al., 2014). 

Company E was especially capable of scaling its means of producing outputs, and as such, it 

experienced only minor perceived vulnerability from sensitivity. 

 

6. Market Position: 9% observed capability, 8% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-6%. B-7%, C-15%, D-6%. E-6% 

The resilience capabilities stemming from the market position were ranked equal to Agility 

capabilities and distributed relatively evenly among the participants. Still, the data showed an 

emphasis on company C due to its strong position in a niche market space. The most prevalent 

capability sub-factors were Market Share, Customer Loyalty/Retention, and Product 

Differentiation. Most of the resilience capability stemming from the market position is not 

through conscious resilience or risk management implementations but rather a side-products 

of core activities (Hohenstein et al., 2015). A significant market share in their respective 

business area gave the participating companies a distinct resilience and power advantage 

during the pandemic. Still, company D reported some issues relating to power asymmetries 

and the lack of “size” in the buyer/supplier market. Customer loyalty played a role in 

maintaining a steady source of income. In the case of Company E, the customers could provide 

critical alternative means of volume increase during the most challenging months of the 

pandemic, making the retention of these clients a vital source of resilience. Product and brand 

differentiation was essential in combating larger competitors and acted as a source for 

customer loyalty.  

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Market Position) 

Market position capability did not show any strong positive correlation with increased 

vulnerability. A higher market presence showed a solid connection in the decline of supplier 

and customer-related vulnerability (p -0,92).  
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Companies with a strong market presence are likely to be in the “first-to-serve” order with 

suppliers, as evident by the experiences of company D. A strong brand loyalty and customer 

retention also helps in dealing with behavioral uncertainty in some customer segments. 

 

7. Financial Strength: 7% observed capability, 8% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-4%. B-6%, C-16%, D-5%. E-4% 

Financial strength was ranked the second most important source of resilience after 

collaboration and was in all cases also determined to be a precursor and requirement for 

resilience efforts. However, there was a distinct lack of specific sub-factors and other relevant 

information on how the financial strength is formed. Financial strength, therefore, constituted 

as an enabler of improvement efforts and as a passive resilience buffer towards vulnerabilities 

as both are often very cost-intensive (Pereira et al., 2014). Strictly financial sources and 

resilience methods were not as heavily emphasized throughout the interviews despite the 

relatively high ranking by the participants. The most prevalent resilience factor was very 

topical from the pandemic’s perspective, as the increase in sales was determined to be a 

significant source of resilience for all companies but Company E, which had, in turn, 

experienced a considerable loss of sales. Financial Observation was also ranked high and, 

according to the participants, was also greatly emphasized during the pandemic as a proactive 

measure. Financial monitoring is critical in risk avoidance and consequence mitigation 

(Hohenstein et al., 2015). Other moderately important sub-factors were Cost Transference 

and the Negotiation of Better Terms. Cost transference was heavily related to the rising 

logistical costs and abilities to either shift the price to customers or share the cost with 

suppliers. Negotiating better payment terms were somewhat featured, but difficulties in 

actual implementation were present. 

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Financial Strength) 

A slight positive correlation with financial strength could be observed from External Pressures 

and Sensitivity (p 0,56 and 0,60). The former could be explained by the fact that the more 

financially stable companies experienced more regulatory pressure from regulators. Financial 

strength had a strong connection in reducing vulnerability from the turbulence factor (p -0,95).  
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The link is rather apparent as companies with high financial strength (e.g., companies C and 

D) perceived turbulence factors more positive than negative. The most significant single 

source of vulnerability was related to dramatically risen demand. 

 

8. Anticipation: 9% observed capability, 7% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-8%. B-3%, C-9%, D-7%. E-9% 

The participants emphasized Anticipative capabilities when asked to rank the resilience 

capabilities but featured quite prominently throughout the interviews. The single most 

prominent sub-factor was Recognition of Opportunities which in application varied quite 

extensively. With company A, C, D, and E, the opportunity for increased resilience came quite 

prominently from the advancements in online presence and store-front implementation. 

Forecasting, Risk Management, and Preemptive Purchasing Strategy were also featured 

prominently in the transcription data. Forecasting and early-warning monitoring are critical 

for resource rerouting and disruption preparedness (Petit et al., 2013). All the companies 

mentioned some form of forecasting as a source, but it was present in all the retail-sector 

participants significantly and systematically. Forecasting systems were the backbone of 

inventory management and demand planning and arguably were one of the most critical sub-

factors in creating resilience and opportunity during the pandemic. The practical application 

focus was on the proactive strategy through, e.g., weekly risk meetings. Preemptive 

purchasing strategies referred to strategies centered around long-term procurement 

forecasts and planning, which was most often also communicated with suppliers well in 

advance.  

Connections with vulnerability sources (Anticipation) 

The number of anticipative resilience capabilities seemed to weakly correlate with a rise in 

external pressures (p 0,62) and supplier/customer disruptions (p 0,56). This correlation again 

seems like an anomaly in the data. No clear link between external pressures and supplier or 

customer disruptions could be found by analyzing the data. In theory, misguided anticipative 

measures could cause communication difficulties and overzealous spend in proactive 

capabilities (Petit et al., 2019). On the other hand, anticipative capabilities showed links with 

decreased resource limit (p -0,79) and sensitivity (p -0,60) vulnerabilities.  
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Anticipative measures would aid in supplier compliance, especially if collaborative capabilities 

are also emphasized and communication of statuses are exchanged openly. 

Participating companies as a whole had developed anticipatory measures that could especially 

relegate Supplier/Customer Disruptions related to labor availability. 

 

9. Visibility: 7% observed capability, 6% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-4%. B-6%, C-5%, D-7%. E-6% 

The most featured sub-factor in the visibility factor was Information Exchange, followed by 

Information technologies and Status Visibility. This type of visibility aids organizations to 

effectively track products and identify disruptions beforehand (Brandon-Jones et al., 2014).  

Information exchange with supply partners and customers was featured prominently in the 

empirical data with varying technological implementation degrees.  Actual specific details on 

different information technologies and systems were left rather vague throughout the 

interviews, but each participant did cite them as a resilience-building factor. Information 

technologies aided, especially in internal visibility. Exchange of statuses was emphasized while 

actual approaches varied from more archaic such as email exchange to more sophisticated 

systems of data transfer between stakeholders (Company E) 

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Visibility) 

Visibility showed some level of significance in positive correlation with External Pressures (p 

0.63), Connectivity (p 0,69) and Supplier/Customer disruptions (p 0,55). Some form of 

connection with rising vulnerability in connectivity and supplier disruptions could be argued 

by integrating systems if improperly implemented. Still, no such connections could be 

deciphered from the transcripts. Visibility showed a connection with less perceived 

vulnerability in resource limitations (p - 0,73). The lessened vulnerability could be explained 

by better preparedness towards disruptions in material or delivery capacity, thus less 

perceived threat of stockouts or resource unavailability.  
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A supply network with increased visibility can efficiently communicate contingency plans and 

impact mitigation methods with its stakeholders with minimal replication in risk management 

processes (Ponomarov & Holcomb 2009). This type of activity and visibility performance could 

be observed with Company E. 

 

10. Adaptability: 7% observed capability, 5% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-4%. B-6%, C-7%, D-5%. E-5% 

The most prevalent resilience sub-factors in the adaptability factor were the Fast Rerouting of 

Requirements, Seizing Advantage from Disruptions, and Purchase Cycle Modification. All 

participants expressed dynamic capability in shifting the requirements for production during 

the pandemic. Adaptability is critical for creating resource rerouting and opportunity seizure 

(Petit et al., 2013). Approaches included quickly shifting procurement parameters and supply 

markets required to sustain an acceptable level of operation, i.e., forming new supply sources 

dynamically to keep shelf stock at an adequate level and changing component requirements 

at worksites. Advantage seizure was commonly mentioned and achieved through 

collaborative efforts and streamlining supply networks by increasing direct purchasing to 

address heightened demand. All retail and wholesale participants dynamically altered 

purchase cycles to keep purchases at an optimal price/security level. Dynamic purchases were 

heavily implied by companies D and E. All companies showed indications or signs of increasing 

adaptability through system integration and new information technologies. This type of 

adaptability will enable further resilience through improved management systems (Aslam et 

al. 2020). 

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Adaptability) 

Many adaptive capabilities showed some positive correlation with a higher perceived 

vulnerability from the connectivity factor (p 0,63). This connection could again be related to 

the higher level of collaborative efforts and possible interdependency present with companies 

invested in adaptive measures. Company C showed a lower adaptive capability level but 

coincidently also perceived less vulnerability due to connectedness. Adaptability showed a 

connection in decreasing vulnerability from Supplier/Customer Disruptions (p -0,63).  
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Some links between less risk perception from customer or supplier behavior could be 

attributed to quick reaction ability, as was the case with company B and its heavily 

decentralized structure.  

 

11. Dispersion: 7% observed capability, 5% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-5%. B-14%, C-0%, D-4%. E-0% 

Company B seemed to hold dispersive capabilities in high regard, ranking it an essential source 

for its supply chain resilience. Companies A, B, and D exhibited resilience stemming from the 

dispersion of resources. The most critical sub-factors in dispersion were Distributed Decision 

Making, Distributed Capacity and Assets, and Location-Specific Empowerment. All the before-

mentioned were decidedly held as the most vital factors of resilience by Company B with its 

decentralized and relatively autonomous operating units and location-specific warehouses. 

Dispersion of resources can increase complexity, thus increasing visibility concerns (Petit et 

al., 2013). Company B did have issues with specifically visibility and process standardization. 

Companies A and D showed a similar focus on empowering locations and decentralizing 

physical inventories and resources to ensure a more resilient operating model. Company D did 

not rely on any centralized warehousing but instead held more extensive buffer stocks locally. 

The before mentioned model had proven very successful, especially during the most 

challenging months of the pandemic with greater capacity to meet consumer panic-induced 

demand spikes.  

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Dispersion) 

Dispersion did not show any strong positive correlation with any vulnerability factor but did 

show a decreased perception of vulnerability in external pressures (p -0,76). Any exact causal 

links between different sub-factors proved challenging to determine based on the interview 

transcripts alone. Still, the dispersion of decision-making and the dispersion of markets could 

aid in scaling operations to suit locally observed external hazards such as pandemic-related 

restrictions. Company B had the highest concentration of dispersion capability and also faced 

less pressure from competitive actions.  
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The connection might mostly be down to size, but market proximity through dispersion and 

quick reaction times enabled could also be behind this. 

 

12. Efficiency: 4% observed capability, 4% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-4%. B-3%, C-2%, D-4%. E-5% 

Efficiency in the traditional sense of streamlined operations and inventories was not held in 

great regard as a source of resilience during the pandemic. Organizational efficiency 

manifesting as a low administrative ceiling was held in high regard by Company D, but actual 

operating procedures were skewed towards redundancy and safety. Efficiency often means a 

trade-off with redundancy, a factor with arguably more relation to supply chain resilience 

(Scholten & Schilder 2015). Company E was the only participant to hold efficiency as one of 

the primary sources of its resilience as efficient production had helped the organization to 

survive and scale its operations to a dramatic descend in their sales volume. The single most 

prevalent efficiency sub-factor was Labor Productivity. The scalability and skill of labor were 

held in high regard and as an efficiency source by many participants. One efficiency measure 

featured prominently by participants who dealt with produce was Waste Elimination, 

explicitly referring to spoilage management. Companies A, D, and E all stated it to be one of 

the pandemics focuses. Practical control of spoilage consisted of the utilization of alternate 

sales channels and inventory cycle modifications.  

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Efficiency) 

More efficiency seemingly did increase the perceived vulnerability in connectivity and external 

pressures (p 0,86 and 0,60). Some causality could be interpreted from the interview data as 

efficiency in the value-chain also increased reliance on other supply chain entities. Company 

C was least efficient and showed fewer practical issues with connectivity for its self-sufficiency 

and a lack of dependence on others' delivery competency. More efficiency also showed to 

lessen the perceived vulnerability in the resource limits (-0,79) and sensitivity (-0,68) 

vulnerability factors. With the highest emphasis on efficiency, Company E reported fewer 

issues with, e.g., the concentration of capacity or inventory-related issues.  
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13. Recovery: 4% observed capability, 3% weighted share  

Company Weighted Share: A-4%. B-3%, C-0%, D-1%. E-6% 

The low ranking of recovery capabilities reflected that all but one participant did not face any 

significant recovery in the near history. Company E was the only one that reported specific 

recovery capabilities and measures throughout the interview as part of the resilience 

capability ensemble. Recovery capabilities can be challenging to manage and quantify due to 

events' unpredictability (Franklin & Todt 2013). The most prominently featured recovery 

capability factors were Resource Mobilization and Consequence Mitigation. All companies 

reported some capability in the recovery factor, but company E specifically mentioned 

contingency plan implementation processes and recovery resource mobilization. 

Consequence mitigation was dealt with with systematic ideation and new sales avenues.  

 

Connections with vulnerability sources (Recovery) 

More recovery capability seemingly did increase the perceived vulnerability in turbulence and 

connectivity (p 0,79 and 0,67). Any genuine connection through the empirical data was 

difficult to make. Recovery capability did show to decrease perceived vulnerability in 

Sensitivity (p -0,90) dramatically. No significant links between the two factors could be 

established. The most important source for the high correlation is likely due to Company E 

having the most observed and robust recovery measures and the lowest perceived 

vulnerability in the sensitivity factor. Causal links from the empirical data regarding sensitivity 

are easier to make with collaborative and order fulfillment capabilities.  

 

7.5 Cross-Case Analysis: The Future After the Pandemic 

Some of the most mentioned vital takeaways from the Covid-19 pandemic were the 

importance of documenting and spreading quiet knowledge. A virus contagion threat 

manifested the vast risk of reliance on individual skills and expertise and solidified that some 

form of replaceability needs to be implemented. The shift towards online interactions in both 

outputs and inputs was equally important and showed that existing implementations gave a 

distinct advantage in the most difficult of times. 
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Table 21 Pandemic takeaways 

Key takeaways from the pandemic A B C D E Yes-% No-% 

Bias towards redundancy and security Yes No Yes Yes Yes 80 % 20 % 

The importance of up-to-date 
Information Systems 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 100 % 0 % 

The Importance of Documenting Quiet 
Information 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 100 % 0 % 

Importance of maintaining alternative 
points of sale 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 100 % 0 % 

Supply Network Power Asymmetry No Yes No No Yes 40 % 60 % 

Increased Collaboration and 
Communication 

No No No Yes No 20 % 80 % 

Importance of agility and scalable 
operations 

No No No Yes No 20 % 80 % 

 

All but one participant reported some form of lasting change to the supply chain structure or 

strategy because of the pandemic. Still, no participant said a dramatic shift as a result. The 

unchanged supply chain structures are again quite likely to do with selecting included 

companies, as retail companies had favored security and redundancy even before the 

pandemic. If the research had included participants from the manufacturing sector, answers 

indicating a dramatic shift in supply chain practices could have very well be present. For the 

final participants, the pandemic acted more as solidifying proof of the power of unity and 

collaboration while simultaneously providing valuable lessons and data of consumer and 

market behavior in dramatic events as the Covid-19 pandemic had proven to be.  

 

8 DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSIONS 

 

8.1 Empirical & Theoretical Contribution 

The importance and effectiveness of redundancy and robustness were showcased numerous 

times through survival and the ability to capitalize on opportunities otherwise unachievable 

due to logistical and supplier capacity bottlenecks. Redundancy acted as a significant buffer 

for, primarily, retail industry participants. By identifying resilience, capacity approaches, a 

trend of passiveness could be observed. The practical form of resilience throughout the 

empirical portion was very reflective of the notion that an increased element of redundancy 

is the most common source of practical resilience (Petit et al., 2010). 
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The findings between vulnerability- and capability factors can provide valuable insight besides 

traditional risk management measures from showcasing and linking specific capability factors 

and sub-factors that could help to address observed vulnerabilities. The supply chains with 

less distance between their nodes were far less susceptible for disruptions; the company with 

the least distance (Company B) reported only minor issues in material availability despite its 

reliance on a small supplier pool. Due to global manufacturing trends, companies in fields such 

as retail cannot utilize more localized supply chains in many product categories. This global 

trend effectively takes away an organization's ability to avoid global dependencies (Settanni 

2020). The vast majority of participants were skewed towards safety and redundancy. 

Subsequently, performance during the pandemic had been at a reasonable level with healthy 

growth in their respective business areas. A more lean organization and supply chain could 

not perhaps equally capitalize on the dramatically increased demand.  

 

8.2 Managerial Implications & Future Suggestions 

The concept of supply chain resilience shows promises to ensure survival systematically 

through creating capabilities that can effectively make a multi-line defense towards future 

disruptions (Hosseini et al., 2019). The pandemic should prove a valuable lesson on critical 

points of vulnerability for organizations, and processes should be developed accordingly. The 

key is to identify critical gaps in the company’s resilience and creating measures to address 

this (Petit et al., 2019). An emphasized focus should also be set on creating capacities for 

recovery through preemptive planning and backup resources. Resilience should be 

systematically measured and observed similarly to traditional risk management. The cost of 

over-efficiency is now more apparent; thus, the trade-off between resilience and efficiency 

should be at the core of managerial decisions as we advance. The technological level of 

collaborative measures currently lacks readiness with a high level of difference between 

system and information compatibility within networks. An increased level of joint-system 

implementation and data standardization, i.e., increased visibility, could effectively create 

more resilient supply chains in the future (Brandon-Jones et al., 2014). 
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The concept of resilience would require more research on the cost element of resilience 

implementation, though, e.g., the cost of redundant stock versus the cost of loss of sales due 

to a stockout. In the future, a more extensive study with a more robust dataset could provide 

more concrete links between vulnerabilities and capabilities and act as the means to close 

gaps in the companies’ defenses against disruptions. 

 

8.3 Limitations of the Research 

The most significant single limitation for the conducted research was the lack of interest from 

contacted companies leaving the gathered data relatively scarce. The interview participants 

also reflected a possible reason for this as the term “resilience” was unfamiliar as a supply 

chain management concept. An attempt to compensate for this came through the more in-

depth analysis of each interview, but this possessed a greater risk of increasing subjectivity, 

especially when evaluating individual capacities, competencies, and vulnerability factors. 

Attempting to measure strictly qualitative data numerically poses a great risk for 

interpretation error and subjectivity; this was attempted to mitigate by creating the weighting 

system, but more peer review and analysis would be required to accurately decipher 

individual company capability importances and relations to perceived vulnerabilities. Another 

issue when comparing the correlations and causalities between the observed and perceived 

vulnerability and capability factors stemmed from the low amount of data and possible biases 

in both the researcher and the research participants. A potential problem for reliability was 

that the interview form utilized translated material from English to Finnish, yet again 

translated back to English to analyze the data. The back-and-forth translation of data means 

that the opportunity for translation errors and misconceptions was greatly heightened. All in 

all, the research and its data should be seen as a “proof of concept” for future research on the 

identification, measurement, and implementation of resilience rather than an extensive and 

finished framework for measuring resilience. 
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8.4 Conclusions 

As a whole, the concept of supply chain resilience shows excellent promise to create a 

measurable buffer against future disruptions events and preparation for unforeseen. Supply 

chain resilience picks off where traditional supply chain risk management ends. The focus 

towards survival and resilience builds on top of the modern emphasis on more collaborative 

measures and joint-value systems and practices. During this thesis, the collaborative 

capabilities of organizations were deemed critical for survival during the pandemic, and future 

development avenues were critically linked with creating joint information systems and 

increasing the visibility throughout the value chain. The biggest challenge in resilience creation 

stemmed from the possibility of profit erosion and increased waste or unnecessary and 

expensive resources. Resilience can mean the passive increase of physical security; thus, the 

focus should be on observing critical resilience gaps and identifying the optimal balance 

between resilience and redundancy required to address the perceived vulnerability. The main 

research question of “How do companies approach resilience, and what are to most crucial 

capabilities and capacities for supply chain resilience?” was answered through analyzing the 

capability factors and sub-factors. The resilience capacity approach biases showed skewness 

towards proactive capacity mainly from the abundance of redundant resources; this is an 

expected result but does show that resilience may not be a conscious implementation. The 

most crucial approach for resilience stemmed from collaborative measures and control 

processes to create proactive capacity and “passive” robustness through, e.g., buffer stocks.  

 

Most participants relied less on reactive capabilities and often could not do so due to 

globalized supply chains with critical dependency links and visibility issues. The sub-question 

of “What sort of balance is there between reactive, responsive, and recovery capacities? “ was 

shown to be most skewed towards reactive capacity but relatively balanced with reactive 

capacity. More interestingly, recovery capabilities were left somewhat vague, and the overall 

perception was that the capabilities relating to recovery were mainly not thoroughly thought 

through. "What means does an organization have to increase supply chain resilience?“ was 

answered through theme four.  
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The data in theme four relating to resilience capabilities showcased participant interest in joint 

information and forecasting systems as well as increased dialogue and visibility in the supply 

network. Organizational and individual skills and capabilities were also seen as a significant 

opportunity for resilience."What are the most critical vulnerabilities exposed by the Covid-19 

pandemic?“ showed most prevalence through connectivity-related vulnerabilities stemming 

from globalized supply chains and the lack of visibility. The pandemic also heightened issues 

with competitive action and power asymmetries. As such, resource limitations relating to 

supplier and distribution capacity were represented regardless of the participant's industry. 

The threat of resource shortages could be largely unavoidable due to global trends of 

outsourcing and far-shore production. "What are the most prominent supply chain resilience 

capabilities?" showed the most prevalence in sourcing flexibility, collaborative efforts, 

redundancy, and organizational capability as the key sources of resilience. The most significant 

gap between capability effectiveness vs. possibilities could be observed in collaborative 

efforts, mainly in technological implementation in joint systems.  

 

In the end, participating organizations showed signs and willingness to implement resilience 

systematically. At the same time, the pandemic proved the importance of collaborative values 

and supply network backdoors through redundancy. Resilience is an answer to over-efficiency 

and might be the “miracle cure” for unknown threats, but more research is needed to build 

and implement resilience systematically. Bringing redundancy, a significantly larger supplier 

base, and excess capacity to be a part of the “value” discussion in supply chain-related 

research is an uphill battle as it serves as an antithesis to lean management and efficiency; 

this, however, should not be the case, as at the core of resilience is the ability to quantify how 

much the cost of a disturbance is compared to the maintenance of redundant resources. If 

popularized, made measurable, and widely accepted, resilience could prove to be a valuable 

concept for companies, stakeholders, and governments alike. Continuity and sustainable 

business remain at a focal point as we advance, and resilience could be the component missing 

in creating continuity and security in complex supply systems.  
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APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX 1: Interview form used in the semi-structured interviews. 

 

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW: SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE AND THE COVID -19 PANDEMIC 

 

THEME 1: THE FIRST EFFECTS AND IMPACTS OF THE COVID -19 PANDEMIC 

(In the first theme the goal is to identify the effects the Covid-19 pandemic initially had on the 

company’s supply chain. Additionally, the reactions the company had, and their effectiveness is 

also discussed) 

1. In what ways has the Covid-19 pandemic affected your supply chain? 

2. What actions have you taken to alleviate and remove risks associated with the supply chain 

in the first stages of the pandemic? 

3. Since the initial disruption, have you taken up or considered taking up new tools and 

procedures in risk management? 

4. In what ways have you been able to quantify the effects the pandemic has had on your 

organization as a whole (e.g., financially, or performance-wise)? 

 

THEME 2: SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE, THE CAPACITIES, AND COMPROMISES 

(In the second theme the supply chain’s structure and guiding philosophy along with the 

company’s perspective of resilience are addressed. The company’s capacity for supply chain 

resilience is also addressed. When compared to traditional risk management, supply chain 

resilience can be seen as a development of risk management where the emphasis is on 

dynamism and the ability to prepare for even the completely unpredictable) 

1. Does resilience play a significant role in supply chain-related decisions? 

2. Can you name any means by with you have increased resilience? 

3. Do you consider the trade-off of risk exposure and rising costs when making supply 
chain-related decisions? Can you give an example? 

4. Is your current supply chain capable of enduring significant disruptions without greatly 
increased efforts or changes? What steps are in place to ensure this? 

5. Is your supply chain capable of rapidly reacting and adapting to new threats or 
opportunities? 

6. Have you had to recover from disruptions caused by the pandemic significantly? 
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THEME 3: VULNERABILITIES EXPOSED BY THE COVID -19 PANDEMIC. 

(In the third theme the vulnerabilities particularly exposed by the current pandemic are 

addressed. The goal is to identify which vulnerabilities and their sub-factors are the key sources 

for disruption and disturbance for the company.) 

1. What parts, processes, or areas of the supply chain have been the most vulnerable 
during the pandemic? 

2. How would you address these vulnerabilities? 

3. Which of the following would you consider the most critical sources of vulnerability for 
your company? Can you identify distinct sub-factors and elements that are at the 
source of the vulnerability? (Focus on e.g., 2 – 5 most relevant vulnerabilities) 

a. Turbulence (Unpredictable and re-occurring changes in the operating 
environment that are out of your direct control) e.g., fluctuations in demand 
and natural disasters. 

b. Deliberate threats (Intentional and deliberate attacks against your company) 
e.g., corporate espionage and sabotage 

c. External pressures (External sources of disruptions that are not directly 
targeted against your company) e.g., competitor innovation, changes in law 
and regulation, emphasis on CSR. 

d. Resource limitations (The access to resources critical to production) e.g., 
limitations in the availability of suppliers, production and distribution, raw-
material availability, the availability of labor 

e. Sensitivity (Strict requirements in the operating environment and the 
susceptibility for disruptions) e.g., Supply Chain Complexity, Product Safety 

f. Connectedness (interdependence within the supply network and dependence 
on outside sources of information) e.g., Size of the Supply Chain, Dependence 
of Outside Sources of Information, the Level of Outsourcing, the Amount of 
Export, and Import Channels 

g. Supplier/Customer Disturbances (The Susceptibility for disturbances in 
Suppliers and Customers) e.g., Supplier Reliability, Shifts in Customer Buying 
Behavior 
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THEME 4: SUPPLY CHAIN CAPABILITIES FOR RESILIENCE 

(In the fourth theme, the focus is on the capabilities that are the key sources of resilience for the 

company. The phases of resilience are readiness, reactiveness, responsiveness, recovery, and 

growth. Also, the goal is to identify what specific traits, processes, and sub-factors are most 

important for the company’s resilience and risk tolerance. 

1. What knowledge and capabilities should be increased to ensure normal operations and 
resilience continuing forward? 
 

2. Which of the following do you recognize as the most important for your company? Are 
you able to recognize critical sub-factors and elements within these capabilities that 
have the most impact on your supply chain resilience? (Highlight e.g., 3-5 capabilities) 

 

 
a. Collaboration (The ability to function with suppliers and other stakeholders) 

e.g., Joint Demand-Forecasting, Joint Customer-Service, Open Communication 
b. Flexibility in Order Fulfilment (Agility) (The ability to respond to rapid changes 

and risk occurrences) e.g., The Implementation of Contingency plans, the quick 
utilization of alternative supplier markets.  

c. Flexibility in Sourcing (The ability to change inputs and outputs in production 
and procurement) e.g., flexibility in supplier contracts, multi-sourcing, risk 
sharing, changing production requirements. 

d. Redundancy (Redundant capacity or resources) e.g., production slack, buffer 
stocks, alternative energy sources. 

e. Efficiency (the ability to produce with minimal resources) e.g., elimination of 
waste, lean philosophy. 

f. Dispersion (The spreading of capacity and resources) e.g., split decision-
making, the spreading of capacity and resources 

g. Visibility (Open communication and information change of statuses inside the 
network) e.g., shared information systems, knowledge-, or information transfer, 
mutual data collection 

h. Adaptability (The ability to create responses to disruptions) e.g., rerouting of 
supply, seizing disruption advantage. 

i. Anticipation (The ability to identify potential threats) e.g., early warning 
monitoring, forecasting systems. 

j. Organization (HR-practices and employee ability) e.g., company culture, 
creative problem solving, innovation. 

k. Market Capability (Company standing in its respective market) e.g., market 
share, customer retention, brand value, customer relationships. 

l. Security (The capability to withstand deliberate attacks) e.g., access 
restrictions, IT-security. 

m. Financial Strength (The ability to withstand turbulence from a financial 
viewpoint) e.g., insurance, financial solidity, profit-margins. 
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THEME 5: THE FUTURE AFTER THE PANDEMIC  

(The fifth and final theme focuses on the future after the pandemic. Changes and insights 

brought on by the pandemic are in focus.) 

1. What is the most valuable lesson the pandemic has taught, and what is the most critical 

observation from a supply chain point of view? 

2. Has the pandemic brought on a lasting change to your organization and supply chain? 
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APPENDIX 2: Vulnerabilities vs. Resilience Capabilities Spearman Correlation Coefficients 
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APPENDIX 3: Vulnerability factor and sub-factor scorecards 

Turbulence
External 

Pressures
Resource Lim

its
Sensitivity

Connectivity
Supplier/Custom

er 

Disruption

Deliberate 

Threaths

Flexibility in Sourcing
0,49

0,53
-0,81

-0,67
0,34

0,63
0,44

Flexibility in O
rder Fulfilm

ent (Agilty)
0,79

0,05
-0,47

-0,90
0,67

0,36
0,87

Redundancy
0,32

-0,67
0,63

0,10
-0,67

-0,41
0,00

Efficiency
0,58

0,41
-0,79

-0,70
0,45

0,67
0,58

Visibility
-0,14

0,63
-0,73

-0,21
0,69

0,55
0,15

Adaptability
0,19

0,00
0,35

-0,11
0,63

-0,63
0,00

Anticipation
0,37

0,62
-0,79

-0,60
0,22

0,56
0,29

Recovery
0,79

0,05
-0,47

-0,90
0,67

0,36
0,87

Dispersion
0,49

-0,76
0,32

0,05
-0,06

0,08
0,44

Collaboration
0,63

-0,05
-0,32

-0,80
0,89

0,21
0,87

O
rganization

0,21
-0,41

0,00
0,20

0,11
0,36

0,29

M
arket Position

0,00
-0,34

0,71
-0,22

0,00
-0,92

0,00

Financial Strength
-0,95

0,56
0,00

0,60
-0,22

-0,21
-0,87

Security
0,37

0,46
-0,47

-0,70
0,22

0,15
0,29
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Turbulence A B C Davg E Total

Environment characterized by frequent changes in 

external factors beyond your control

Natural disasters 0 0 0 0 0 0

Geopolitical disruptions 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unpredictibility of demand (decending trend) 1 0 0 0 1 2

Unpredictibility of demand (accending trend) 1 1 1 1 1 5

Fluctuations in currencies and prices 1 1 1 1 1 5

Technology failures 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pandemic 1 1 1 1 1 5

Total 4 3 3 3 4 17

Median 1 0 0 0 1 2

Keskiarvo 0,5714 0,4286 0,429 0,4286 0,57 2,429

STD.D P 0,4949 0,4949 0,495 0,4949 0,49 2,321

Weigted Vulnerability Total 8 6 3 3 6,4 26,4

Resource Limits

Constraints on output based on availability of the 

factors of production

Supplier capacity 1 1 1 1 1 5

Production capacity 1 1 1 0 0 3

Distribution capacity 1 1 1 1 1 5

Raw-material availability 1 0 1 0 0 2

Product availability 1 1 1 1 1 5

Utilities availability 0 1 0 1 1 3

Human resources (skill) 1 1 0 0,5 0 2,5

Human resources (availability) 0 1 1 0 0 2

Excess capacity 0 0 1 0 1 2

Tied Capacity 0 1 0 0 0 1

Information system capacity 0 0 0 0,5 0 0,5

Total 6 8 7 5 5 31

Median 1 1 1 0,5 0 2,5

Keskiarvo 0,5455 0,7273 0,636 0,4545 0,45 2,818

STD.D P 0,4979 0,4454 0,481 0,45 0,5 1,512

Weigted Vulnerability Total 10,5 14 14 10 10 58,5
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Deliberate Threaths A B C Davg E Total

Intentional attacks aimed at disrupting operations or causing 

human or financial harm

Theft 0 1 0 0 0 1

Terrorism 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sabotage 0 0 0 0 0 0

Labor Disputes 0 0 0 0 0 0

Espionage 1 0 0 0 0 1

Special intrest groups 0 0 0 0 1 1

Product Liability 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 1 1 0 0 1 3

Median 0 0 0 0 0 0

Keskiarvo 0,125 0,125 0 0 0,13 0,38

STD.D P 0,3307 0,331 0 0 0,33 0,48

Weigted Vulnerability Total 1 1 0 0 1 3

Sensitivity

Importance of carefully controlled conditions for product and 

process integrity

Complexity 1 0 1 0,5 1 3,5

Product purity / spoilage 1 0 1 0,5 1 3,5

Restricted materials 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fragility 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reliability of equipment (or other e.g. labor) 0 1 0 0 0 1

Safety hazards 0 1 0 0 0 1

Visibility to stakeholders 0 0 0 0 1 1

symbolic profile of the brand 0 0 0 0 0 0

Concentration of capacity 1 0 0 0,5 0 1,5

Single supplier reliance 0 1 0 0,5 0 1,5

Lack of complementary product/material 1 1 1 0,5 1 4,5

High compliance/standard demands (QC issues) 1 0 1 0,5 0 2,5

Low margins 1 0 0 1 0 2

Reliance on individual skill and knowledge 0 1 0 0,5 0 1,5

Lack of process standardization 0 1 0 0 0 1

Tied-up capital (inventory) 0 0 1 0 0 1

Total 6 6 5 4,5 4 25,5

Median 0 0 0 0,25 0 1,25

Keskiarvo 0,375 0,375 0,313 0,28 0,25 1,59

STD.D P 0,4841 0,484 0,464 0,3 0,43 1,28

Weigted Vulnerability Total 6 7,5 8,333 9 4 34,8
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External Pressures A B C Davg E Total

Influences, not specifically targeting the firm, that 

create business constraints or barriers

Competitive innovation 1 0 0 1 1 3

Social/Cultural Change 1 0 1 0 0 2

Political/Regulatory change 0 0 1 1 1 3

Price pressures 1 0 1 1 1 4

Corporate responsibility 0 0 1 0,5 0 1,5

Environmental Change 0 0 0 0 0 0

Power assymetry 0 0 0 1 1 2

Competetive actions 1 0 0 1 0 2

High market share risk 0 1 0 0 0 1

Temporary restrictions 0 1 0 0,5 1 2,5

Market shifts 0 1 1 0 1 3

Seasonality 0 0 1 0,5 0 1,5

Restriction in resource scaling (E.g. labor laws) 0 0 0 0 1 1

Total 4 3 6 6,5 7 26,5

Median 0 0 0 0,5 1 2

Keskiarvo 0,31 0,23 0,46 0,5 0,54 2,04

STD.D P 0,46 0,42 0,5 0,4385 0,5 1,03

Weigted Vulnerability Total 5 3 8 13 12,6 41,6

Connectivity

Degree of interdependence and reliance on outside 

entities

Scale of network 1 1 1 0,5 1 4,5

Reliance upon external information 1 1 1 1 4

Degree of outsourcing 1 1 1 0,5 0 3,5

Import and export channels 0 1 1 1 1 4

Reliance upon speciality sources 1 1 1 1 1 5

Centralized purchasing 1 0 0 0 0 1

Reliance on cross functional information 1 1 0 0 0 2

Decentralization cost 0 1 0 0 0 1

Supply distance 0 0 1 1 1 3

Lack of supplier trust 0 0 1 1 0 2

Product visibility 0 0 0 0 1 1

Supplier ridgidness 0 0 0 0 1 1

Total 6 7 6 6 7 32

Median 0,5 1 1 0,5 1 2,5

Keskiarvo 0,5 0,58 0,55 0,5 0,58 2,67

STD.D P 0,5 0,49 0,5 0,4564 0,49 1,45

Weigted Vulnerability Total 6 7 6 6 9,8 34,8
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Supplier/Customer disruptions

Susceptibility of suppliers and customers to external 

forces or disruptions

Supplier reliability (frequency) 1 1 1 1 1 5

Supplier reliability (significant events) 0 1 1 0,5 0 2,5

Supplier reliability (contractual compliance) 0 0 0 1 1 2

Customer disruptions (demands) 1 1 1 1 1 5

Customer disruptions (purchase behaviour change) 1 0 1 1 1 4

Consumer fear 1 0 0 0 1 2

Total 4 3 4 4,5 5 20,5

Median 1 0,5 1 1 1 3,25

Keskiarvo 0,6667 0,5 0,667 0,75 0,83 3,417

STD.D P 0,4714 0,5 0,471 0,3819 0,37 1,304

Weigted Vulnerability Total 6 4,5 4 9 6 29,5
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APPENDIX 4: Resilience capability factor and sub-factor scorecards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flexibility in Sourcing A B C Davg E Total

Ability to quickly change inputs or the mode of receiving 

inputs

Part commonality 1 0 0 0 1 2

Modullar product desing 0 0 1 0 0 1

Multiple uses 0 0 0 0 0 0

Supplier flexibility 1 1 1 1 1 5

Multiple sourcing 1 0 1 1 1 4

Local supplier network / near-market utilization 1 1 0 0,5 1 3,5

Automatic ordering 1 0 0 0,5 0 1,5

Dynamic/continious supplier search 1 0 0 1 1 3

Internal sourcing 1 0 0 0 1

Direct sourcing 0 0 0 1 0 1

Dynamic purchasing cycle 0 0 0 0,5 1 1,5

Total 6 3 3 6 6 23,5

Median 1 0 0 0,5 1 45

Keskiarvo 0,6 0,2727 0,273 0,5 0,55 89

STD.D P 0,4899 0,4454 0,445 0,4264 0,5 178

Weigted Capability Total 10,5 3 3 10,214 12 38,71

Efficiency

Capability to produce outputs with minimum resource 

requirements

Waste elimination 1 0 0 0,5 1 2,5

Labor productivity 1 1 0 1 1 4

Asset utilization 0 0 0 1 1 2

Product variability reduction 0 1 1 0 0 2

Failure prevention 0 0 0 0 1 1

Total 2 2 1 2,5 4 11,5

Median 0 0 0 0,5 1 2

Keskiarvo 0,4 0,4 0,2 0,5 0,8 2,3

STD.D P 0,4899 0,4899 0,4 0,4472 0,4 0,98

Weigted Capability Total 2,75 2 1 2,5 8 16,25
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Flexibility in order fullfillment (agility) A B C Davg E Total

Ability to quickly change outputs or the mode of delivering 

outputs

Alternate distribution channels 1 1 0 1 1 4

Risk pooling/sharing 0 1 0 0 1 2

Alternate sales channels 1 0 1 0 1 3

Delayed commitment 0 1 0 0 0 1

Production postponement 0 1 0 0 1 2

Prepone production 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inventory management 1 1 1 1 1 5

Scalable production 1 1 1 0,5 1 4,5

Rerouting of requirements 1 1 0 1 0 3

Total 5 7 3 3,5 6 24,5

Median 1 1 0 0 1 3

Keskiarvo 0,5556 0,778 0,333 0,39 0,67 2,72

STD.D P 0,4969 0,416 0,471 0,46 0,47 1,55

Weigted Capability Total 9,375 7 3 4,5 12 35,9

Visibility

Knowledge of the status of operating assets and the 

environment

Business intelegence gathering 1 0 0 1 1 3

Information technology 1 1 1 0,5 1 4,5

Product, equipment and people visibility 0 1 0 1 1 3

Information  exchange 1 1 1 1 1 5

Open book communcation / status visibility (TK) 0 1 1 1 1 4

Total 3 4 3 4,5 5 19,5

Median 1 1 1 1 1 4

Keskiarvo 0,6 0,8 0,6 0,9 1 3,9

STD.D P 0,4899 0,4 0,49 0,2 0 0,8

Weigted Capability Total 3 4 3 4,5 10 24,5
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Redundancy A B C Davg E Total

Availability of assets to enable sustained production 

levels

Buffer- and safety stocks 1 1 1 1 0 4

Labor capacity 1 1 1 0 0 3

Equipment/facility capacity 0 1 1 0,5 1 3,5

Production slack 0 1 1 0 1 3

Transportation capacity 1 1 0 0,5 0 2,5

Reserve suppliers (dormant) 1 0 1 1 1 4

Supplier slack capacity 1 1 0 0 0 2

Organizational reserve 1 0 0 0 0 1

High volume/security purchasing 0 0 1 0,5 0 1,5

Skill redundancy / replacability 0 0 0 1 0 1

Total 6 6 6 4,5 3 25,5

Median 1 1 1 0,5 0 2,75

Keskiarvo 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,45 0,3 2,55

STD.D P 0,49 0,49 0,49 0,4153 0,46 1,08

Weigted Capability Total 12 9 9,6 7,0714 3 40,7

Adaptability

Ability to modify operations in response to challenges 

or opportunities

Fast rerouting of requirements 1 1 0 1 1 4

Lead time reduction 0 0 0 0 0 0

Strategic gaming and simulation 0 0 0 0 1 1

Seizing advantage from disruptions 0 1 1 1 1 4

Georaphic advantage 1 1 0 0 0 2

Purchase cycle modification 1 0 1 1 1 4

Invariable core product categories 0 1 1 0 0 2

Early technological adaptation 0 0 1 0,5 0 1,5

Total 3 4 4 3,5 4 18,5

Median 0 0,5 0,5 0,25 0,5 2

Keskiarvo 0,38 0,5 0,5 0,4375 0,5 2,31

STD.D P 0,48 0,5 0,5 0,4635 0,5 1,43

Weigted Capability Total 3 4 4 3,5 4 18,5
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Anticipation

Ability to discern potential future

events or situations

Monitoring early warning signals 1 0 0 1 1 3

Forecasting 1 0 1 1 1 4

Deviation and near-miss analysis 0 0 0 0 0 0

Risk management 1 1 0 1 1 4

Business continuity/preparedness planning 1 0 1 0 1 3

Recognition of opportunities 1 1 1 1 1 5

Preemptive strategy (purchasing) 1 0 1 1 1 4

Contingency planning 0 0 0 0 1 1

Total 6 2 4 5 7 24

Median 1 0 0,5 1 1 3,5

Keskiarvo 0,75 0,25 0,5 0,625 0,88 3

STD.D P 0,433 0,433 0,5 0,4841 0,33 1,581

Weigted Capability Total 6 2 4,8 5 7 24,8

Collaboration

Ability to work effectively with other entities for mutual 

benefit

Collaborative forecasting 1 1 1 1 1 5

Customer management 1 1 0 0 1 3

Communications 1 1 1 1 1 5

Postponement of orders 0 0 0 0 0 0

Prepone orders 0 1 0 0,5 0 1,5

Product life cycle management 0 0 0 0 0 0

Risk sharing with partners 1 1 0 0 1 3

Preemptive purchases / early ordering 1 1 1 1 1 5

Joint scheduling 0 1 0 0,5 0 1,5

Longer relationships / companionship 0 1 0 0,5 1 2,5

Contractual flexibility 0 0 0 0 1 1

Total 5 8 3 4,5 7 27,5

Median 0 1 0 0,5 1 2,5

Keskiarvo 0,4545 0,7273 0,273 0,4091 0,64 2,5

STD.D P 0,4979 0,4454 0,445 0,4166 0,48 1,809

Weigted Capability Total 8,125 10 6 6,4286 14 44,55
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Recovery

Ability to return to normal operational state rapidly

Crisis management 1 0 0 0 1 2

Resource mobilization 1 1 0 0,5 1 3,5

Communications strategy 0 0 0 0 1 1

Consequnece mitigation 1 1 0 0,5 1 3,5

Improvement / recovery planning 0 0 0 0 1 1

Total 3 2 0 1 5 11

Median 1 0 0 0 1 2

Keskiarvo 0,6 0,4 0 0,2 1 2,2

STD.D P 0,4899 0,49 0 0,24 0 1,12

Weigted Capability Total 3 2 0 1 5 11

Organization

Ability to work effectively with other entities for mutual benefit

Accountability / compliance 0 1 0 0,5 1 2,5

Creative problem solving 1 1 0 1 1 4

Cross-training 1 0 1 0 0 2

Substitute leadership/empowerment 1 1 0 1 0 3

Quick decission-making ability / low-organizational ceiling 0 1 0 1 0 2

Learning/benchmarking 1 0 1 1 1 4

Culture of caring 1 1 1 0,5 1 4,5

Internal collaboration (internal sourcing / assitance) 1 1 0 0 0 2

Low employee turnover 0 0 0 0,5 0 0,5

Total 6 6 3 5,5 4 24,5

Median 1 1 0 0,5 0 2,5

Keskiarvo 0,6667 0,667 0,333 0,61 0,44 2,72

STD.D P 0,4714 0,471 0,471 0,39 0,5 1,2

Weigted Capability Total 7,5 10,5 3 9,43 4 34,4
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Dispersion

Broad distribution or decentralization of assets

Distributed decision making 1 1 0 1 3

Distributed capacity and assets 1 1 0 1 3

Decentralization of key resources 1 0 0 1

Location-specific empowerment 1 1 0 1 3

Dispersion of markets 1 1 0 0 2

Total 4 5 0 3 0 12

Median 1 1 0 1 0 3

Keskiarvo 1 1 0 0,6 0 2,4

STD.D P 0 0 0 0,4899 0 0,8

Weigted Capability Total 4 10 0 3 0 17

Market position

Ability to work effectively with other entities for mutual 

benefit

Product difrentation 1 0 1 0,5 1 3,5

Customer loyalty/retention 1 0 1 1 1 4

Market share 1 1 1 0 1 4

Brand equity 1 1 1 0 3

Domesticality / made-in-factor 0 0 1 0 0 1

Customer relationships 0 1 0 1 1 3

Customer communications 1 0 0 0 1 2

Purchasing/negotiating power 1 1 1 0 0 3

Market proximity 0 1 0 0,5 0 1,5

Total 5 5 6 4 5 25

Median 1 1 1 0,5 1 3

Keskiarvo 0,63 0,56 0,67 0,4444 0,56 2,78

STD.D P 0,48 0,5 0,47 0,4374 0,5 1

Weigted Capability Total 5 5 8,4 4,5714 5 28
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Security

Ability to work effectively with other entities for mutual 

benefit

Layered defenses 0 0 0 0 0 0

Access restrictions 1 0 0 0 1 2

Employee involvement 0 0 0 0 0 0

Collaboration with goverments 0 0 0 0 1 1

Cyber-security 0 0 1 0,5 0 1,5

Personnel security 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 1 0 1 0,5 2 4,5

Median 0 0 0 0 0 0,5

Keskiarvo 0,1667 0 0,167 0,0833 0,33 0,75

STD.D P 0,3727 0 0,373 0,1863 0,47 0,804

Weigted Capability Total 1,125 0 1 0,5 2 4,625

Financial Strenght

Capacity to absorb fluctuations in cash flow

Insurance 0 0 0 0 0 0

Portfolio diversification 0 0 0 0 0 0

Financial reserves and liquidity 0 1 1 0 0 2

Price margin 0 0 0 0 0 0

Negotiation of better terms 0 1 0 0,5 1 2,5

Increase in sales 1 1 1 1 0 4

Financial Self-sufiency 0 1 1 0,5 0 2,5

Financial observation 1 0 1 0,5 1 3,5

Cost transferance 0 0 1 0,5 1 2,5

Low operational cost 0 0 0 0,5 0 0,5

Total 2 4 5 3,5 3 17,5

Median 0 0 0,5 0,5 0 2,25

Keskiarvo 0,2 0,4 0,5 0,35 0,3 1,75

STD.D P 0,4 0,4899 0,5 0,3202 0,46 1,436

Weigted Capability Total 3 4 9 7 6 29
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APPENDIX 5: Resilience capacity matrix data 

 

Readiness & Control A B C D1 D2 Davg E Total X Y Capability Factor

Decentralization of key resources 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0,2 5,5 Dispersion

Distributed capacity and assets 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 0,25 5,45 Dispersion

Failure prevention 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0,35 4,55 Efficiency

Product variability reduction 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0,45 4,5 Efficiency

Insurance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,6 4,9 Financial Strenght

Low operational cost 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1,5 0,65 5,1 Financial Strenght

Portfolio diversification 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,7 4,95 Financial Strenght

Price margin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,75 5 Financial Strenght

Modullar product desing 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0,9 4,15 Flexibility

Multiple uses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4,2 Flexibility

Part commonality 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1,05 4,1 Flexibility

Product difrentation 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 4,5 1,1 5,55 Market position

Buffer- and safety stocks 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 1,15 5,15 Redundancy

Equipment/facility capacity 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 4,5 1,2 5,25 Redundancy

High volume/security purchasing 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 2,5 1,25 5,4 Redundancy

Labor capacity 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 1,3 5,2 Redundancy

Production slack 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 1,35 5,3 Redundancy

Business intelegence gathering 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 1,15 5 Visibility

Preemptive strategy (purchasing) 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 3,5 1,37 4,1 Anticipation

Transportation capacity 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 3,5 1,4 5,35 Redundancy

Access restrictions 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1,45 4,15 Security

Cyber-security 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 2,5 1,5 4,8 Security

Layered defenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,55 4,7 Security

Personnel security 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,6 4,85 Security

TOTAL 9 8 10 9 4 10 8 52,5

Readiness & Coherence A B C D1 D2 Davg E Total X Y Capability Factor

Business continuity/preparedness planning 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 1,05 2,1 Anticipation

Contingency planning 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1,1 2,2 Anticipation

Deviation and near-miss analysis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,25 2,3 Anticipation

Forecasting 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 1,5 2,4 Anticipation

Monitoring early warning signals 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 1,65 2,5 Anticipation

Risk management 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 6 1,75 2,6 Anticipation

Distributed decision making 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 1,35 2,7 Dispersion

Location-specific empowerment 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 4 1,55 2,8 Dispersion

Direct sourcing 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 1,3 2,9 Flexibility

Domesticality / made-in-factor 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1,4 3 Market position

Cross-training 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1,15 3,1 Organization

Culture of caring 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 6 1,2 3,2 Organization

Low employee turnover 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1,6 3,3 Organization

Organizational reserve 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,7 3,4 Redundancy

Financial observation 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 5 1,9 3,7 Financial Strenght

Skill redundancy / replacability 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 1,8 3,5 Redundancy

Employee involvement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,45 3,6 Security

TOTAL 10 4 6 7 8 10 7 52

Readiness & Connectedness A B C D1 D2 Davg E Total X Y Capability Factor

Collaborative forecasting 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1,2 1,04 Collaboration

Joint scheduling 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 1,45 1,08 Collaboration

Longer relationships / companionship 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 4 1,55 1,09 Collaboration

Product life cycle management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,75 1,05 Collaboration

Dispersion of markets 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1,35 1,14 Dispersion

Automatic ordering 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 1,05 1,03 Flexibility

Brand equity 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 5 1,1 1,17 Market position

Customer loyalty/retention 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 1,25 1,15 Market position

Customer relationships 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 1,3 1,18 Market position

Market share 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 4 1,6 1,16 Market position

Internal collaboration (internal sourcing / assitance) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1,4 1,11 Organization

Reserve suppliers (dormant) 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 1,8 1,12 Redundancy

Supplier slack capacity 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1,95 1,13 Redundancy

Information technology 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 6 0,7 1,3 Visibility

Open book communcation / status visibility 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1,65 1,1 Visibility

TOTAL 9 11 7 8 8 10 8 61
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Response & Control A B C D1 D2 Davg E Total X Y Capability Factor

Cost transferance 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 2 5,2 Financial Strenght

Dynamic purchasing cycle 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 2,2 4,15 Flexibility

Fast rerouting of requirements 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 6 2,4 5,35 Adaptability

Invariable core product categories 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2,6 5,5 Adaptability

Postponement of orders 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,8 4,45 Collaboration

Prepone orders 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 3 4,6 Collaboration

Prepone production 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,2 4,9 Agility

Production postponement 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 3,4 4,75 Agility

Scalable production 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 6 3,8 5,05 Agility

Recognition of opportunities 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 3,6 4,3 Anticipation

Waste elimination 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 4 2,1 4,35 Efficiency

Labor productivity 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 6 3,9 4,4 Efficiency

Asset utilization 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 2,1 4,2 Efficiency

Multiple sourcing 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 2,4 4,25 Flexibility

TOTAL 6 7 5 9 6 10 10 53

Response & Cohernece A B C D1 D2 Davg E Total X Y Capability Factor

Alternate sales channels 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 2,6 2,2 Agility

Rerouting of requirements 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 5 2,75 2,95 Agility

Early technological adaptation 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 2,15 2,5 Adaptability

Internal sourcing 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3,2 2,65 Flexibility

Quick decission-making ability / low-organizational ceiling0 1 0 1 1 1 0 4 3,5 2,8 Organization

Risk pooling 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 2,9 3,1 Agility

Creative problem solving 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 6 3,35 2,35 Organization

Seizing advantage from disruptions 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 2,3 3,4 Adaptability

Strategic gaming and simulation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2,45 3,55 Adaptability

Dynamic/continious supplier search 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 3,3 3,6 Flexibility

Supplier contract flexibility 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 3,7 3,7 Flexibility

TOTAL 5 7 4 6 7 7 7 43

Response & Connectedness A B C D1 D2 Davg E Total X Y Capability Factor

Georaphic advantage 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 3,3 0,2 Adaptability

Delayed commitment 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2,7 0,3 Agility

Customer management 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 2,3 0,4 Collaboration

Communications 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 2,4 0,5 Collaboration

Contractual flexibility 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2,5 0,6 Collaboration

Negotiation of better terms 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 4 3,2 0,7 Financial Strenght

Customer communications 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3,5 0,9 Market position

Market proximity 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 3 3,6 1 Market position

Accountability / compliance 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 4 3,1 1,1 Organization

Collaboration with goverments 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2,6 1,2 Security

Product, equipment and people visibility 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 2,9 1,4 Visibility

Information  exchange 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 3 1,5 Visibility

Risk sharing with partners 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 3,05 3,25 Agility

Preemptive purchases / early ordering 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 2,1 1,07 Collaboration

Local supplier network / near-market utilization 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 5 3,8 1,02 Flexibility

TOTAL 8 12 3 5 7 8 12 55
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Recovery & Control A B C D1 D2 Davg E Total X Y Capability Factor

Lead time reduction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,2 4,2 Adaptability

Purchase cycle modification 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 5,4 4,4 Adaptability

Alternate distribution channels 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 6 4,2 4,6 Agility

Financial reserves and liquidity 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 4,8 4,8 Financial Strenght

Financial Self-sufiency 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 5 5 Financial Strenght

Resource mobilization 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 5 4,4 5,2 Recovery

Consequnece mitigation 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 5 4,6 5,4 Recovery

TOTAL 4 5 3 4 3 5 4 28

Recovery & Coherence A B C D1 D2 Davg E Total X Y Capability Factor

Inventory management 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 4,3 2,3 Agility

Substitute leadership/empowerment 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 5 5,2 2,6 Organization

Learning/benchmarking 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 5,5 2,9 Organization

Crisis management 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4,6 3,2 Recovery

Improvement / recovery planning 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4,9 3,5 Recovery

TOTAL 4 2 2 3 3 3 4 21

Recovery & Connectedness A B C D1 D2 Davg E Total X Y Capability Factor

Increase in sales 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 5 0,5 Financial Strenght

Purchasing/negotiating power 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 5,5 1 Market position

Communications strategy 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4,5 1,5 Recovery

TOTAL 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 10


